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Welcome to the 2008 edition of On the Rip.  2008 marks 
our 28th year in business at South Jersey Marina and South 
Jersey Yacht Sales, over 30 years of Tournament productions 
and nearly 25 years of operations at Canyon Club Resort Ma-
rina.  To say the least, we have been around here for awhile 
– many of us individually for more than 20 years.  We have 
seen many changes throughout the sportfishing industry in 
terms of boat design and performance, related equipment 
and fisheries regulations, to name a few.  The only thing that 
never changes is the true excitement of our sport and the 
opportunities it presents to our friends and our families in 
regard to sportsmanship, camaraderie and just plain fun.

Think about the excitement that our sport offers.  The un-
limited thrills on a vast playing field defined only by where 
the bite is.  The constant technological innovations. The fact 
that pure luck can make you “King” for a day, regardless of 
your skill level - all characteristics of a sport so dynamic, I 
really don’t think any other can compare.

Here at South Jersey, we take great pride in being a leader 
in the sport and our involvement in just about every aspect 
of it. Whether it’s a new boat, a competitive event or even a 
waterfront home to hang that trophy mount, we can accom-
modate you and will do so with professionalism, courtesy 
and first-class service.

In this year's On the Rip, you will see more information 
on our entire company to help you get to know us better and 
for us to better serve you.  You can still count on the perti-
nent and useful articles, event profiles, outstanding customer 
supplied photography, and all the other great stuff that has 
become a hallmark of our annual magazine.

Whatever part of the sportfishing spectrum you enjoy, 
we invite you to take advantage of the products, events, ac-
commodations and experience that we have available. And 
remember: this is the greatest sport in the world! We hope 
you’ll enjoy it with us.

See ya dockside!

Bob Glover, 
Marketing / Tournament Director

South Jersey Tournaments would like to extend our appreciation to all 2008 tournament sponsors and advertisers in this 
year’s On The Rip. Your support and participation have contributed to making this season the best ever.

If you feel that you or your company might benefit from exposure at one of our tournaments or by advertising in On The 
Rip we encourage you to contact the marketing department at your earliest convenience. Participation in some categories 
is limited.

South Jersey Tournaments reserves the right to modify, edit or refuse any sponsorship, submission, advertisement copy, 
photographs or graphics. South Jersey Tournaments reserves the right to limit sponsorship of its events and/or advertise-
ments in its publication(s), brochures, etc. Information contained in this publication is believed to be correct at the time of 
publication but not guaranteed for accuracy.

On The Rip
Editor: Bob Glover

Assitant Editor: Rick Weber
Assistant Editor / Advertising: Mark Allen

Art Director: Bob Weber
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Mark Allen, Cercone, Brown & Curtis, Chris Costa, Bob Glover, 
R. E. Heinly, Chris Landry, Charlie Langan, John Leek IV,
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Lou Piergross, Dr. Bill Weisberg, Ken Wendte, Sam White

Once again, Jim Gatto (Fighting Angel) provides a fantastic cover 
shot for this year’s issue of On The Rip.
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7th Annual South Jersey / ASA Spring Striper Tournament
May 2-4

Presented by SJ Marina & the American Striper Association

28th Annual South Jersey Shark Tournament
June 12-15

The Richest Shark Tournament in NJ
(2007 total prize money $270,930) • Plus $50,000 Monster Shark Bonus

19th Annual Viking/Ocean Showdown
July 9-13

Ocean & Viking owners go head-to-head in the “War Offshore”

7th Annual Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament
July 16-19

The Main Event for Tuna Fishermen • (Average purse of $250,000 plus!)

17th Annual Mid-Atlantic $500,000
August 17-22

Boat for boat, the richest marlin & tuna tournament in the world!
(2007 total prize money $1,934,500)

8th Annual South Jersey Big Bass Open
October 31 - November 2

Presented by SJ Marina & the American Striper Association

SOUTH JERSEY TOURNAMENTS
“A lot more than just great fishing!”

P. O. Box 641 • Cape May, NJ 08204 • (609) 884-2400
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Andy Polash’s crew fighting a blue marlin during the 2007 Mid-
Atlantic $500,000. Keep the photos coming... and everyone else too.

Island Girl’s 2nd nice blue brought to the scales during the 
2007 Mid-Atlantic $500,000. This 8/24, 536 pounder and 
their 8/22, 524 pounder combined to put them on top in 
the Most Points Blue category.

The 2007 Season in Restrospect
by Mark Allen

The 2007 tournament season taught us all something 
about, “playing it by the book.” On Day Five of the Mid-
Atlantic $500,000, Captain Dave “Big Wave” Warren was 
“playing it by the book” aboard Mark and Amy Granville-
Smith’s Phat Mann. “We were dragging ballyhoo with a 
mackerel teaser when we got our only bite of the afternoon.” 
It would turn out to be the only bite they would need. The 
92# white marlin they brought on board would not only win 
them the top money of the tournament, but it would also set 
a new tournament record as well.

Elsewhere that afternoon, the crew aboard Andy Polash’s 
Island Girl was also playing it “by the book,” although their 
“book” is a meticulous written record of what they catch, 
where they catch it, time of day, on what tackle and sea 
state. On Day Three, their “book” had taken them out to the 
west wall of the Baltimore and a 524 pound blue marlin. 
Then on Day Five, the “book” led them to Poor Man’s and 
a 536 pound blue. According to Andy, Friday’s fish was 
caught less than ½ mile away and just one day off from 
where they lost a 650 
pound blue marlin last 
year. Island Girl’s pair 
of blues ended up tak-
ing the top two places 
in the blue marlin 
category, and the crew 
took home a sweet 
payout.

Speaking of 
“books”, the season’s 
first major tournament, 
the 27th Annual Shark 
Tournament went into 
the record books as 
the largest and rich-
est shark tournament 
ever. With 223 boats 
and a record $270,000 
purse, a lot of anglers 
showed up to go after 
shark. The big money 
in this tournament 
can be found in the 
Mako Mania Jackpot. 
This year two makos, 
each weighing exactly 
280 pounds, split the 
jackpot and the top two 
positions in the mako 
category.

Once a year, the top crews and top boats in Mid-Atlantic 
sportfishing meet at Canyon Club for the Ocean-Viking 
Showdown. The big story at this year’s Showdown was that 
of 13 year-old Alexia Turner. Alexia, fishing on the Foolish 
Pleasure, not only earned enough points to take both the 
Junior and Female Angler categories, but her points helped 
to earn Foolish Pleasure the Top Boat Award, and set the 
pace for the winning Viking Team.

“Don’t like the weather, wait 10 minutes;” sage advice 
for the 30 or so boats that stayed away from 
this year’s Tuna Tournament. As it turned 
out, all three days were fishable and the bite 
was definitely on, and when all the dust had 
settled it was a 191 pound bluefin brought 
in by Dorothy Jo that captured first place. 
All told, 11 yellowfin and 74 bluefin were 
brought to the scales, or two qualifying fish 
per entered boat.

And finally, in August, there was the 
Mid-Atlantic $500,000. Like with the Tuna 
Tournament, a threat of marginal weather 
kept a few boats at home in their slips, but as 
it turned out, participants fished a respectable 
bite on all five days. Interestingly, whereas 
the crews of Phat Mann and Island Girl put 
their biggest fish on the Board on Day Five, 
the Big Kid landed a 212 pound tuna on Day 
One, and stayed “On The Board” all week. 
When added to the top tuna money, five days 
worth of South Jersey’s new “On The Board 
Reward” money resulted in a hefty payday 
for the crew of the Big Kid.

163 boats, over 300 marlin caught, a 
release rate of 95% and almost $2,000,000 
in prize money; but numbers only tell part of 
the story. The real stories lay with the boats, 
the crews and the experiences. That being 
said, the 2007 season was definitely one for 
the “books,” and a worthy prelude to an even 
better 2008 Tournament Season.
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Angler Sean Smith and the rest of Glen Kapoosuzian’s Reel Games 
crew as they offload the 2007 South Jersey Shark Tournament’s 
eventual Heaviest Shark. A nice 590 lb. thresher.

Part of the reason Ralph Drewes’ Oceanic crew 
earned Most Points Overall.

Category Boat Owner Pts/Wt

Most Points Blue Oceanic Ralph Drewes 4200 pts

Most Points Mako Big Bully II Greg Bulifant 600 pts

Most Points Overall Oceanic Ralph Drewes 4200 pts

Heaviest Shark Reel Games Glen Kapoosuzian 590 lbs.

2nd Heaviest Shark Plumber’s Paradise Wayne Neidoba 452 lbs

3rd Heaviest Shark Kokomo Ed Thomas 443 lbs

Heaviest Mako (Tie) Miss Ellie Mark Distelcamp 280 lbs

Heaviest Mako (Tie) Sandbagger Luke Dombrowski 280 lbs

3rd Heaviest Mako Jenny O2 Rick Olson 212 lbs.

Heaviest Blue Sweetie Brian Perry 261 lbs

Three key factors contribute to a successful shark tourna-
ment: participation, weather and... the bite. That being said, 
South Jersey’s 27th Annual Shark Tournament, held June 7th-
10th, must be rated as a success in all three categories.

Participation, of course, equates to purse, and with 
a record 223 boats fishing the event this year, a record 
purse was all but guaranteed. Indeed, when all the dollars 
were counted this year’s total purse exceeded $270,000, a 
$20,000 increase over the record set in 2006.

According to most reports, the weather conditions on Fri-
day were perfect; warm with light and variable winds, just 
enough to move a slick around and keep things comfortable. 
Friday night, a front blew through and the winds stiffened 
from the northeast. Although Saturday’s conditions on shore 
were blustery, reports indicated that the offshore conditions 
were again ideal.

But it’s the bite that matters most. It’s why we fish tour-
naments. And if numbers don’t lie, then the bite was on. It 
was all there, species, numbers and size. Duskys, browns, 
threshers, blues, even a couple of tigers - and of course 
makos, lots of makos. 116 makos to be exact, when you 
combine both those boated and released.

In terms of size, it was a 
590 pound thresher, boated 
by Glen Kapoosuzian’s Reel 
Games that won the heaviest 
shark category. The heaviest 
shark category was rounded 
out by two more threshers, 
a 452 pounder boated by 
Wayne Niedoba’s Plumber’s 
Paradise and a 443 pounder 
brought in by Shane Sch-
neidinger’s Kokomo.

A brace of 280 pound 
makos, boated by Mark 
Distelcamp’s Miss Ellie 
and Luke Dombrowski’s 
Sandbagger respectively, 
split the big money in the 
Mako Mania Jackpot, and 
shared the top two positions in the mako category. The third 
heaviest mako weighed in at 212 pounds and was brought in 
by Eric Olson’s Jenny O2.

James Papaccio’s Sweetie claimed the heaviest blue with 
a 261 pounder, while Brian Arnott’s Nyse-ly Done’s 231 
pounder weighed in as the 2nd heaviest blue. Nyse-ly Done 
also claimed prize money with a 396 pound thresher which 
was the heaviest shark caught on Day Two.

In the points category, Ralph Drewes’ Oceanic took most 
points blue and most points overall while Greg Bulifant’s 
Big Bully II took most points mako. Both crews were 
awarded trophies and #50 Penn reels & rods furnished by 
Penn Reels. 

At Thursday’s Captains’ Meeting, Mike LoBosco of the 
Mikey Likes It had his entry fee refunded and fished the 
tournament free since he was the winner of the “Early Bird 
Entry” drawing. He also received a free membership do-

nated by Sea Tow and a boat load of Pelagic Gear 
donated by… Pelagic of course.

Representatives from American Fishing Wire, 
Pure Fishing, Shell Oil, Offshore Electronics, Sea 
Tow, and Chef Lenny himself were on hand dur-
ing the Captains’ Meeting with samples, informa-
tion and hand-outs. Joe Canal’s in Rio Grande 
furnished the beer for the entire three days, while 
Sturdy Bank ensured that the official Weigh Team 
sported clean T-Shirts throughout the tournament.

Participation, weather and a respectable bite, 
this year’s South Jersey Shark Tournament had it 
all; even a pretty good fish story. A report received 
on Saturday of a 20’+ Great White in the vicinity 
of the “Elephant Trunk” has since been verified. 
Look but don’t touch!
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Above: Miss Alexia Turner and part of the reason she won Top 
Junior and Top Lady Angler awards. 

Right: Some happy campers and their dolphin from day one of the 
Ocean / Viking Showdown.

South Jersey’s Tournament Director, Bob Glover, looked 
at the results and suggested, “We might want to rename this 
event the Ocean – Viking Ladies Tuna Tournament.”

He was kidding of course, but in point of fact when all the 
numbers were in and counted, this year’s Showdown, the 18th 
in the series, placed the focus squarely on our lady anglers.

First, there’s the story of 13 year old Alexia Turner from 
Rich Turner’s Foolish Pleasure. A tuna on Day One and a 
released blue marlin on Day Two earned her top honors as 
both Top Junior Angler and Top Lady Angler. Moreover, her 
hard work and pile of points put Foolish Pleasure on top of 
the heap for the Top Boat Award, and set the pace for the 
Viking team.

Ocean had its own champion in the form of Dr. Helen 
Slone aboard her Guided Discovery. It was an all tuna 
tournament for the Guided Discovery which not only took 
honors for the heaviest tuna, but most points tuna.

The “bite” like the weather is unpredictable and ever-
changing. If the tuna bite was hot, the bite for both white 
and blue marlin was anything but. Ron Levy’s Ocean, Sea 
Splendour, did register two white releases to take most 
points white marlin, and Pat Curry’s Viking, Top Notch, 
took most points blue marlin. Tom Stacy fishing aboard 
Mitch Hand’s Ocean, Hands Off, took the award for heaviest 
dolphin with a nice 33 pounder.

Despite the soft bite and less than optimum offshore 
weather, the event was a huge success because the Show-
down is about much more than fishing. It’s about camara-
derie. Once a year, top crews and top boats in Mid-Atlantic 
sportfishing meet at Canyon Club to greet old friends and 
make new ones. Along the way, they enjoy great food and 
entertainment, and South Jersey’s world famous hospitality. 
Tournament regulars commented that there were a number 
of new faces this year. They were right of course, and that 
is a good thing because new “faces” are evidence that both 
boating families are growing.

And the perpetual trophy? It has returned to New Gretna, 
thanks in large measure to a 13 year old lady angler named 
Alexia Turner.

BOAT AWARDS
Most Points White Marlin - Sea Splendour - Ron Levy - 200 pts.

Most Points Blue Marlin - Top Notch - Pat Curry - 300 pts.

Most Points Tuna - Guided Discovery - Helen Slone - 129 pts.

Most Points Overall - Foolish Pleasure - Richard Turner - 328 pts.

ANGLER AWARDS
Heaviest Tuna - Guided Discovery - Helen Slone - 150 lbs.

Heaviest Dolphin - Hands Off - Tom Stacy - 33 lbs.

Top Lady Angler - Foolish Pleasure - Alexia Turner - 328 pts.

Top Junior Angler - Foolish Pleasure - Alexia Turner - 328 pts.

 TEAM AWARD - Most Points Accumulated
Viking Yachts - 1730 points • Ocean Yachts - 1415 points
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“191 pound blufin!” So says weigh-master Chris Booth. Let the 
party begin for the crew of Dorothy Jo as they celebrate the new 
Heaviest Tuna, brought to the scales on day three.

The final and most significant change came less than 
an hour before the scales closed on day three when Frank 
DiPascali’s Dorothy Jo, a 61’ Viking, showed up with what 
would turn out to be the largest tuna of the tournament, a 
191 pound blue fin. Just ten minutes earlier, Weighmaster 
Chris Booth had weighed in two bluefin, a 188 pounder, and 
156 pounder, both brought in by the crew of D.A.Sea. As it 
would turn out, D.A. Sea’s second place bluefin along with a 
second place yellowfin would serve the crew very well later that 
evening when the cash was handed out.

$179,720 to be exact; not a bad payout considering the 
number of boats that ended up fishing the event. Nor was the 
final catch report anything to complain about. In sum, 11 yel-
lowfin and 74 bluefin were weighed, for a total of 85 tourna-
ment qualifying tuna. But like any tournament, it’s the stories 
that tell the real story.

Take the case of 14 year old Albert DiBenedetto aboard 
the Dorothy Jo out of Monmouth Beach, New Jersey. Captain 
Chris Warrin was fishing just west of the Hambone late in the 
afternoon on day three when the right short began peeling 
off. Albert grabbed the pole and mate Jeff Hudson told him, 
“You’re up”, and strapped him into the seat. 20 minutes later a 
very tired young man had the first place tuna and an unex-
pected swim.

Then there’s the story of a 65’ Paul Mann called the D.A. 
Sea up from Sunset Marina in Ocean City, Maryland. Just be-
fore lunch Captain Robbie Valko was patrolling the Hambone 

when they hooked up what turned out to be a 156 pound 
bluefin. Mate Josh Ruskey cleaned up the outriggers but with 
3-5 foot rolling swell, the bait on both riggers dipped in and 
out of the water. What at first appeared to be a shark stalking 
the “fish-on” turned out to be another large bluefin stalking 
the dipping bait on the starboard rigger. Once the hook was 
set on the second (and larger) bluefin, owner Ed Dunn held 
the rod patiently until Josh boated the first fish and Ed then 
slipped into the chair. After about an hour Josh leadered the 
new bluefin and with the assistance of Chris Lepping on the 
gaff boated their second bluefin of the day.

But the D.A. Sea’s day was far from over. With the two big 
bluefin on board, either one of which could place them atop 
the current leader board, Captain Valko ran out to the 50 fath-
om line and trolled north for yellowfin. Two were hooked up; 
one was released while co-owner Valerie Dunn’s 60 pounder 
was brought back to South Jersey’s scales. Although they didn’t 
know it at the time, Ed and Val Dunn and their D.A. Sea had 
on board the eventual 2nd place yellowfin and the 2nd place 
bluefin, and earned the top payout of the tournament.

While D.A. Sea sat atop the heap as the top money winner, 
Dorothy Jo was close behind with the heaviest blue fin and 
heaviest tuna, while Top Gun claimed honors for heaviest yel-
low fin.

A lobster dinner by the Lobster House, music by the Doo 
Daddy’s and an open bar set the tone for that night’s hospital-
ity and awards. Tournament Director, Bob Glover, handed out 
the big checks as the winners carved up the $179,720. Enough 
boats, a lot of dollars and a real hot bite; no one went home 
disappointed.

CATEGORY BOAT NAME WEIGHT

Heaviest Tuna Dorothy Jo 191 lbs

2nd Heaviest Tuna D. A. Sea 188 lbs

Heaviest Yellowfin Top Gun 64 lbs

2nd Heaviest Yellowfin D. A. Sea 60 lbs

Heaviest Bluefin Dorothy Jo 191 lbs

2nd Heaviest Bluefin D. A. Sea 188 lbs

Heaviest Stringer D. A. Sea 463 lbs

2nd Heaviest Stringer Mojo 455 lbs

3rd Heaviest Stringer Pipe Dream 368 lbs

Cape May locals have an expression, “Don’t like the weather, wait 10 minutes!” Sage advice to remember 
for the 30 or so boats that stayed away from the 2007 Tuna Tournament based on the weather forecast. As 
it turned out, all three days were fishable, and the bite was on... especially on day three that saw the leader-
board change more times than a politician’s mind.
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Joseph Bernert’s crew of the 51 Bertram, Kwik Raze prepare to weigh in their nice wahoo on Day Three.  73 lbs and a 
new tournament leader! A little less than 24 hours later Val Lynch’s Cyntinory edges them off the leader board by 4 lbs. 
with their eventual Wahoo category winner.
The Kwik Raze guys also released one white marlin on each of their three days of fishing making for a pretty nice event.

It Ain’t Over ’til the Phat Mann Sings

Take the crew of the Phat Mann for example. 
Friday afternoon, the last day of the tournament, 
found Captain Dave “Big Wave” Warren stalking 
the Norfolk in Mark and Amy Granville-Smith’s 
big Paul Mann. “The seas were beautiful, light 
chop, almost glassy. We were playing it by the 
book, dragging ballyhoo with a mackerel teaser 

when we got our only bite of the afternoon.” With 
Charlie Locke on the rod and mate Kyle Fisher 
standing by, it turned out to be the only one they 
would need. The 92 ppound white would not only 
be enough to win them the biggest money of the 
tournament, $750,112, but it would set a new tour-
nament record as well.

“With the weather improving and most boats having two days left to fish in this tourna-
ment things could get very interesting in the 2007 Mid-Atlantic $500,000,” was how Cap-
tain Bill concluded his Wednesday morning fishing report on Maryland’s 92.7, WGMD. 
His words would prove to be prophetic.
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Heaviest White Marlin
92 pounds
Phat Mann
Mark & Amy

Granville-Smith

Heaviest Blue Marlin
536 pounds
Island Girl
Andy Polash

Heaviest Tuna
212 pounds
Big Kid
Ken Gallop

2nd Heaviest White Marlin
77 pounds
Rampageous
Josh Foster

2nd Heaviest Blue Marlin
524 pounds
Island Girl
Andy Polash

2nd Heaviest Tuna
172 pounds
Mehl Ticket
Robert Bocchino

Mike Tyson’s Runaway crew await Chris Booth’s pronouncement 
on Day Five... 67 lb. white marlin. Nice but not enough. They also 
released a white and weighed in two tuna on Day One.

Also playing it “by the book” on Friday was the crew of 
the Island Girl. A 38’ Out Island, the Island Girl was one of 
the smallest boats in the tournament. For years, the crew of 
the Island Girl has kept a meticulous written record of what 
they have caught, where, at what time, on what tackle, on 
which line and sea conditions. This year their “book” paid a 
hefty dividend.

Wednesday, with Andy Polash at the helm and Glenn 
Miller in the chair, the Cape May based crew brought in a 
nice 524 pound blue. “We like to fish away from the crowd, 
and our notes took us to the west wall of the Baltimore, near 
the notch. That’s where we found Wednesday’s blue. But 
Friday, that spot was slammed so we headed south to the 
Poor Man’s where we were all alone.” Except, of course for 
another big blue, this time a 536 pounder and the eventual 
heaviest of the tournament. According to owner and angler, 
Andy Polash, “We caught Friday’s fish less than ½ mile 
from where we lost a 650+ pound blue marlin last year, just 
one day and one year off.” Island Girl’s mate, Jimmy Mec-
chella, looks at it this way, “We don’t need to know what the 
water is telling us, we just need our history.” Says some-
thing about “bookkeeping!”

Not everybody waited until the last day to get on the 
board. The Big Kid, a 44’ Topaz, ventured out through 
some initial rough weather on Day One and headed for the 
Lindenkohl. The trip turned out to be worth it. With Tom 
Zsak at the helm, and owner Ken Gallop filling in as mate, 
angler Lou Decibus landed a 212 pound tuna, enough they 
were certain, to get them “on the board”. But there were 
some anxious moments. Since Big Kid only turns out about 
20 knots, “We had to time our return trip carefully so we 
wouldn’t miss the weigh-in…and then there was a week 
of waiting.” The tuna not only put them on top of the tuna 
category, but it put them into South Jersey’s new “On The 
Board Reward” Calcutta. And there they stayed all week. 
Between the top tuna money and five days of “On The 
Board Reward”, the police officer from Woodbridge and his 
friends from Forked River took home a nice payday.

The Mid-Atlantic is about more than fish brought to 
the scales. The tournament includes a very prestigious 
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3rd Heaviest White Marlin
69 pounds
Gina Lisa
Gina Addeo

3rd Heaviest Blue Marlin
414 pounds
Judge
Martin Judge, Jr.

3rd Heaviest Tuna
168 pounds
Reel Class
Jimmy Davidson

Heaviest Dolphin
39 pounds
Nightwind
Mike Freundlich

Heaviest Wahoo
77 pounds
Cyntinory

Val Lynch (No pic)

Peter Brancaleone’s Volatility had a busy tourney, weighing in 5 
tuna on Days Four and Five. Ranging from 100-161 lbs. the fish 
helped the crew take home 2nd Most Points Tuna honors.

POINTS CATEGORIES BOAT NAME OWNER NAME POINTS

Most Points Overall Fin-Ness Tim Hake 750

Most Points White Marlin Lethal Weapon Tom Sperl 675

2nd Most Points White Marlin Fin-Ness Tim Hake 600

3rd Most Points White Marlin Big Oh Gray Ingram 600

Most Points Blue Marlin Island Girl Andy Polash 530

2nd Most Points Blue Marlin Always Late Larry Richardson 300

3rd Most Points Blue Marlin Par Five Nick Rodriguez 300

Most Points Tuna Mollie K III Ken Karl 380.5

2nd Most Points Tuna Volatility Peter Brancaleone 302

3rd Most Points Tuna Canyon  Runner Adam LaRosa 292

points release category. This year’s winner of “Most Points 
Overall” was the crew of the Fin-Ness, a 55' Gillikin sailing 
out of Sunset Marina and home ported at Harkers Island, 
North Carolina. With owner Tim Hake sharing angler duties 
with Glenn Asper, Captain Chad Meeks assisted by mate 
Kavone Bahrami hunted the 1000 fathom line and came up 
a total of 750 points. In addition to Most Points Overall, 
Tim Hake took honors as the World Billfish Series Mid-
Atlantic $500,000 Top Angler. Moreover, since the Fin-Ness 
is powered by Detroit Series 60's he also took honors as 
the winner of 2007’s Mid-Atlantic leg of the MTU/Detroit 
Diesel Legend Series.

“We fish them all, but the Mid-Atlantic is our favorite,” 
Mark Granville-Smith of the Phat Mann adds. “There are 
more ways to win, it’s in a relaxing setting, and we get a 
chance to unwind. We’ll be back next year.” A nice endorse-
ment from this year’s big winner.

In terms of statistics, 163 total boats, $1,934,500 paid out, 
and over 300 marlin caught (with a release rate approaching 
95%) this year’s Mid-Atlantic $500,000 was a huge success. 
But it’s the individual stories and experiences that tell the 
real story, and this year’s story was one for the “books.”
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by Mark Allen

Above: The Captain Chazz crew with their Top Junior Angler 
Award from the Ocean City, NJ Marlin & Tuna Club’s 2007 Over-
night Billfish Tournament.

Below: The guys and Tommy’s tuna from the same event.

The Captain Chazz of race boat fame is still a fond 
memory for Charlie Dolaway, but today his Captain Chazz 
is a 360 Albemarle that is defining its own reputation on the 
sportfishing tournament circuit. In 2007, Charlie entered his 
Captain Chazz in the 38th Beach Haven International White 
Marlin Tournament, and emerged as the event’s Grand 
Champion. Charlie and his Captain Chazz also took honors 
for Top Junior Angler at last year’s Overnight Billfish Tour-
nament sponsored by the Ocean City (New Jersey) Marlin 
and Tuna Club.

It was during this tournament that Charlie snaked in 
behind a big Viking and wound up sharing a puddle of warm 
water reminiscent of offshore waters in the Bahamas. “That 
Viking team released eight whites in the last two hours be-
fore dark,” Charlie relates. “I was the committee boat; they 
kept me so busy logging their releases that I couldn’t fish,” 
he laughs. “We didn’t win the tournament, but my 14 year 
old nephew Tommy Montague took Top Junior Angler. That 
was something special; plus we had a great time.”

Charlie’s story with the Albemarle began two years 
ago at the Atlantic City International Powerboat Show. “I 
was just kicking tires, looking at something in the 36 to 38 
range. At first I thought it was a 41 footer; it felt so large, 
but someone pointed out that it was only a 36.”

Brian Logue from South Jersey Yacht Sales helped outfit 
Captain Chazz. Charlie selected a complete Raymarine 
electronics suite and also added a second refrigerator, “One 
for sandwiches, and one for drinks.”

“I call it my pregnant 36,” Charlie laughs. “When I put 
it into a slip designed for standard 36 I barely have an inch 
clearance on either side. Its wide and stable and very well 
put together. It has a nice interior, with roomy and functional 
heads, but the engine room, now that’s something special.”

There’s an air of the practical about Charlie Dolaway. His 
family has owned and operated Alleghany Iron and Metal 
in Philadelphia for three generations. Iron, hard work, and 
diesel engines are a natural part of his everyday life. One 
senses that not much gets past this Albemarle owner.

“When people come on board I always lift up the hatch 
and show them the engine room. It’s neat and tidy and has 
enough room for even me to move around, and I’m 6’3” and 
225 pounds.”

“The Albemarle is a great boat. Wide and stable and 
it was priced right too. I got a lot of boat for the money.” 
Charlie pauses, and then adds, “And it raises a lot of fish.” 

We can see that!

Its summer, 1968, and you’re sitting in morning Mass at St Frances Cabrini Church located at 2nd and 
Atlantic Avenue in Ocean City. Suddenly, the still summer air is shredded by the roar of a big block Chevy 
engine with straight pipes. What sounds like a super stock funny car at Atco Dragway answering the green 
is actually a wake up call from the fastest mahogany Chris Craft on the race circuit, Captain Chazz.
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by Sam White, Courtesy of Billfishing Magazine

“Tournament fishing for me started off as something 
crazy that I got conned into doing about 16 years ago. I must 
have fished in about 110 or so events over the years from 
Montauk to Florida and now Costa Rica. Right now I’m 
fishing in about 10 to 12 tournaments a year.”

“My most memorable day would have been back in 1986 
on my honeymoon in Cancun, Mexico. My wife and I went 
fishing—I caught my first billfish and she caught a nice 
blackfin tuna. That was July 28th, 1986. By the way, I’m 
still married to the same woman 21 years and a whole lot of 
fishing later—what a gal.”

“I don’t do much different in a tournament than I would 
do in everyday fishing as we always feel that we’re on top 
of our game. We do spool up with new line and leaders, 
check our drags and maybe run offshore a little harder or a 
little farther—we try to keep it simple, stupid.”

“I think that we’re heading in the right 
direction in terms of conservation with the use 
of circle hooks in billfish tournaments, but the 
only real concern I have is with all the permits 
and different licenses that are now required to 
even retain a dolphin or bluefish. If these folks 
spent more time controlling the commercial 
quotas and by-catch instead of worrying about 
who has their $25 permit for this or that then I 
think we would all be farther ahead.”

Tournament Awards:

2007
1st Place: MTU Legends Series
1st Place/Most Overall Points: Mid-Atlantic $500,000, New Jersey
2nd Place/Most Points White Marlin: Mid-Atlantic $500,000, New 
Jersey
3rd Place: WBS Grand Championships, Costa Rica

2005
1st Place: Ocean City Tuna Tournament, Maryland
3rd Place: Fish For Life, Florida

2001
3rd Place Wahoo: White Marlin Open, Maryland

1995
1st Place: Montauk Mako Tournament, New York
2nd Place: Ocean City Tuna Tournament, Maryland
Favorite Billfishing Location: ”Los Sueños is now my favorite 
billfish location just because of the mixed bite there. We caught 
blues, blacks, stripes and sails in just four days—how can you 
beat that for variety?”

Favorite “Fun Fishing” Location: “Ocean City, Maryland. It’s the 
closest to my land-locked home and it’s also the home port for 
my boat from July through October. I get to fish with my family 
and that same woman that I married 21 years ago.”

Other Interests: “I like hunting as well as shooting trap and 
sporting clays, and NASCAR.”

Occupation: ”Business owner—Freedom Propane, Tim Hake 
Mechanicals, D’CIZIONS Sportfishing & Tackle.”

Favorite Fish Story: “This one just happened—it was the first 
day of the WBS Grand Championships in Costa Rica, fishing 
on the Tuna Bite with Capt. Howard “Howwood” Lynch and 
angler Bill Pino. Bill hooked up with a striped marlin so Howard 
backs down pretty aggressively given the sea conditions. After 
I watched the water running between the engine boxes and 
down into the cabin (it’s an open flybridge day boat), it’s getting 
up past Bill’s knees. I hollered up that we had enough water 
in the boat—we went forward but the scuppers were also 
under water by now, so the mate and I grabbed buckets and 
started bailing until we could get the scuppers back above the 
waterline. We didn’t realize at the time that Bill had his foot over 
one of the floor drains and that the other was half-blocked by 

some trash. We were 
never in danger, just a 
little added excitement 
to an already exciting 
trip.
Way to go, Howwood.”
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The American Striper Association’s Tournament Circuit
A Short Q & A with President Ken Wente ~ by Mark Allen

On the Rip: So, Ken, how much money did you give away 
last year?

Ken: In 2007 American Striper Association tournaments 
handed out just under $500,000 in cash and prizes.

On the Rip: Now that was during how many tournaments?
Ken: 12

On the Rip: How does that compare to 2006?
Ken: In 2006 the ASA paid out over $250,000.

On the Rip: So, would you say that the ASA Tournament 
Circuit is on the rise?

Ken: Yes, the ASA membership has doubled since I took 
over in 2006, payouts are up and our media support is 
greater than it’s ever been.

On the Rip: To what do you attribute the growth?
Ken: Exposure… we are traveling to the tournament sites 

two or three times per year for promotion of the tourna-
ments. We are working closely with our media partners 
like The New Jersey Angler, The Fisherman and the 
Chesapeake Angler to get as much exposure as possible. 
This year we are also running some TV ads to promote 
the ASA. And we are staying in closer contact with our 
membership base through direct mail and email which has 
helped a lot.

On the Rip: Ken, clear something up for me. Do anglers 
have to be members of the ASA to fish in the tournaments?

Ken: No, you do not have to be an American Striper As-
sociation member to fish our tournaments but there is a 
clear advantage in being a member. The prize payouts are 
higher for members.

On the Rip: What are the benefits of membership?
Ken: The benefit of membership is primarily in the cash 

payouts. At each individual tournament the payout is 
higher for each place if you are a member. We also have 
bonus awards available for members like the Bunker 
Award... at each tournament we write a check to the 
member boat that has the lowest total for the tournament. 
We also pay for the largest fish brought in by a member 
boat and pay a $10,000 bonus for fish caught and weighed 
by an ASA member over 60 pounds. And of course, as 
a member, the points you earn at each tournament count 
towards the end of the year money we pay out to the top 
ten finishers for the Angler of the Year. We also have a 
payout at the end of the year for both the Top Lady Angler 
and the Top Jr. Angler.

On the Rip: What’s going on with the fishery?
Ken: The fishery seems to be quite healthy. We are find-

ing large fish at every tournament. At the Virginia Beach 
tournament held in January, many of the fish brought in 
were in the 40 and 50 pound range. Our biggest challenge 
is to time the tournament dates with the migration of the 
fish. It’s amazing how a week or two can make a differ-
ence in the number and size of the fish brought in at the 
tournament.

On the Rip: South Jersey hosts two of your tournaments, 
one in May and then again in November. How do our 
tournaments figure into the total picture?

Ken: New Jersey is important to the American Striper As-
sociation. The state is in the middle of the tournament 
trail which runs from North Carolina to Connecticut. This 
gives anglers from both the Northern and Southern re-
gions of our trail the opportunity to fish extra tournaments 
without driving to the extreme opposite coverage area if 
they only want to fish a few of our tournaments. In 2006, 
the largest fish caught on our tournament trail was caught 
in Cape May.

On the Rip: Are you planning anything new for 2008, or 
would you rather not say?

Ken: Several changes in 2008. We are running 8 tourna-
ments, one in Virginia Beach, three in New Jersey, two 
in Connecticut, and one in New York and one in North 
Carolina. All will be one day tournaments. We are also 
adding a new division for the 26-foot and under class for 
1st and 2nd year members.

On the Rip: 2007 was your second year running the ASA?
Ken: That’s right, my wife Kathy and I took over in July of 

2006, about half way through the 2006 season.

On the Rip: So how’s it going so far?
Ken: Quite challenging at first but now that we are getting 

better acquainted with our tournament hosts and loca-
tions we are able to fine tune each tournament to take 
advantage of the benefits each area has to offer our ASA 
members.

On the Rip: What do you do during the off season?
Ken: In 2008 we have down time from February through 

April then again in July and August. We use this time to 
develop our membership and promote the ASA. Not hav-
ing tournaments during these months allows us to have a 
booth at or travel to several of the large Boat Shows and 
Saltwater Fishing Expos in our tournament areas.

Thanks Ken. We hope you have a great winter.
See you in May.
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by Jeff Merrill

As he looks back on 2007, Mark Granville-
Smith can’t help but smile. A custom home 
builder by trade for the past 20 years, his busi-
ness success has provided the opportunity for 
him and his wife, Amy, to travel with their 
own boat and fish some of the most productive 
gamefish waters along the east coast, Bahamas 
and Mexico. Along the way they’ve caught ev-
erything from bonefish to blue marlin and have 
had numerous memorable days on the water, 
including that history-making day during the 
2007 Mid-Atlantic $500,000 when they caught a 
tournament record 92-pound white marlin. What 
made it even more memorable was that 2007 
was the first full season of tournament fishing 
aboard their boat, Phat Mann.

Like many in the sport, fishing ran in 
the family and Mark first got into it when 
he was a teenager. “I fished with my dad 
and my brother back then,” he recalled. 
“We had a 44’ Striker, then a 48’ Rybovich 
and we fished out of Virginia Beach in the 
summer and Florida in the winter.” Even-
tually his dad moved to Florida and Mark 
started fishing with his good friend Joe 
Judge aboard Judge’s Irish Rover. They 
scored several tournament wins in the 
early 80’s including the prestigious Gold 
Cup Team Tournament sailfish tournament 
in Palm Beach and the Orange Beach Blue 
Marlin Tournament.

After being out of boating for several 
years Mark got the itch to get back into 
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the game and purchased a 32-foot center console which he 
and Amy fished on Chesapeake Bay out of Virginia Beach. 
It was at Amy’s insistence that they would step up to their 
current vessel, a beautiful 65’ Paul Mann. “One day she said 
to me, ‘This boat’s not big enough for us,’ so we started 
looking around at the Carolina builders before we settled 
on the Paul Mann,” 
Mark recalls. “We 
like the Carolina-
boat look and Paul 
Mann was great to 
work with,” he ex-
plained. “The whole 
build was a pleasant 
experience even 
though we went over 
budget,” says Mark 
adding the extra cost 
was their fault and 
not the builder’s. 
“Like most people 
who build a custom 
boat we kept mak-
ing changes and adding options and items we wanted.” In 
the end the Granville-Smiths got the boat they wanted and 
the new Phat Mann was splashed in May of 2006. “There’s 
nothing on the boat I’d change,” Mark noted, especially the 
name. What’s up with that? “Phat is an internet acronym for 
pretty, hot and tempting. We added Mann to it as a tribute to 
Paul because we’re so pleased with the boat,” he said. What 
was Mann’s take on the idea? “When we first told him what 
we were going to name the boat he said ‘You’re kidding, 
right?’ and we said no. Now I think he’s glad we did name it 
that. I think he even gets some business out of it.”

Today, Mark and Amy enjoy all types of fishing ranging 
from casting shrimp and flies to tailing redfish and bonefish 
in the Florida Keys to trolling the cobalt-blue offshore 
waters for billfish and tuna. They consider the Outer Banks 

of North Carolina their home port and 
Phat Mann spends a considerable part 
of the year fishing out of Pirate’s Cove 
in Manteo. “We’ll basically spend from 
March to October at Pirate’s Cove and 
we fish all the tournaments there,” 
explains Mark adding the month of Au-
gust is spent between there and Ocean 
City, Maryland fishing the summer’s 
three major billfish tournaments. After 
the summer season Mark sends the Phat 
Mann south where the boat winters at 
Islamorada in the Florida Keys. “Amy 
and I not only love the sailfish and 
swordfish bite there but also enjoy fish-
ing the backcountry for tarpon, snook 
and redfish and bonefish on the flats as 
well,” he says. An occasional trip to the 
Bahamas also usually takes place with 

Chub Cay being one of their favorite haunts in the Berry 
Island chain. “The billfish bite there can be very good in 
the winter. Heck, last Thanksgiving we weren’t there ten 
minutes when we jumped off our first blue marlin of the trip 
and had a triple header of sailfish up,” recalls Mark. “During 
that trip we caught four sails and a white one day and broke 

off a blue another day,” he noted adding 
the flats fishing is also an attraction for 
him at Chub Cay. “The bonefish schools 
there have to be seen to be believed. 
I’ve seen schools of literally hundreds 
of bonefish while we’ve been there.”

After Florida the Phat Mann 
typically spends late January through 
February in Isla Mujeres, Mexico with, 
as Mark put it, “every other North 
Carolina boat.” By early March the boat 
is on its way back to Pirate’s Cove for a 
spring haul out and maintenance and by 
late April Mark has the boat on its way 
to Hatteras for the kickoff of the blue 
marlin season there. From Hatteras the 
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next stop is Morehead City and the Big Rock Blue Marlin 
Tournament before returning to Pirate’s Cove for the sum-
mer season.

Tournaments are a big part of the Phat Mann’s tour dur-
ing the summer months and August in particular. “We fish 
the Ocean City White Marlin Open, Pirate’s Cove Billfish 
Tournament and the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 and quite 
frankly we like the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 above the other 
two,” explained Mark noting they fish the tournament out 
of Sunset Marina in Ocean City. “One of the nice things 
about the Mid-Atlantic is the prize structure. The money is 
spread out and you don’t have to just catch the largest white 
marlin and one single large fish doesn’t win all the money,” 
he added. Mark was also quick to note the size of the field is 
more manageable as well. “At the Mid-Atlantic you’re not 
dealing with a field of 450 boats so it’s not too crowded off-
shore or on the docks.” The calcutta structure is also appeal-
ing as well. “I like the On the Board Reward where prize 
money can carry over from day to day if you’re fortunate to 
get on there and stay there.” He also feels in this day of fast 
boats with most capable of mid-30 knot cruise, boundaries 
are important. “With the 125-mile fence in the Mid-Atlantic 
you can cover just about any water from either port. There 
are really plenty of places to fish.”

The Granville-Smith’s enjoy an excellent relationship 
with their captain Dave “Big Wave” Warren though they did 

an extensive search before they found the right man for the 
job. “Paul Mann actually ran the boat for us on weekends 
for about six months until we hired Dave,” explains Mark. 
He was also quick to note a group discussion takes place 
every morning before they leave the dock. “We’ll use all our 
contacts including the charter boats and friends we have up 
and down the coast but ultimately we leave the decision on 
where we go up to Dave,” he noted. Recalling last year’s 
Mid-Atlantic $500,000, Mark noted that the choice on 
where to fish the final day of tournament was one of Dave’s 
easiest decisions. “We caught three whites and a blue the 
day before so we figured that was as good a spot as any,” he 
noted adding as the day panned out the crew started to think 
otherwise. “ But my wife and I were talking and she said 
‘Well, we only need one fish’ and ten minutes later we were 
fighting the tournament winner,” he explained, recalling a 
boat nearby saw the fish jump and called on the radio to see 
if it was a small blue marlin. “We measured the fish several 
times and according to our calculations we though it to be 
89-pounds,” says Mark. Not a bad guess. Later that night 
it would weigh-in at 92 pounds on the Sunset Marina scale 
and the celebration began!

So the next time you think you’re down on your luck in a 
tournament and the best encouragement someone can offer 
is ‘Fat chance’, tell ‘em ‘No, Phat Mann!’ Sometimes that’s 
all it takes - one bite, one fish.
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Just when you thought you couldn’t wait any longer... They’re Heeeere!

Around here, the most popular issue of Dale Wills’ In The Bite Magazine has got to be the annual 
Captain’s Guide. It’s always exciting to look at the photos of some of our favorite Captains and see what 
they’re driving now and for whom. Plus, In the Bite always asks them some great fishing related ques-
tions. For example, in this year’s 2008 Captain’s Guide, Captain Wayne Kotrba who runs the 60’ Op-
tions II out of Stuart, Florida, was asked, “If you could win one tournament this summer, which would it 
be? To which Wayne replied, “Mid-Atlantic $500,000 Cape May, New Jersey.”

“Hey, that’s us,” we realized. Thanks Wayne! We try our best to run first-class, lucrative events and 
give the participants the best time possible for their tournament buck. And since we’re talking about this 
summer, here’s a brief look at what’s ahead.
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One of the most popular developments that have come 
out of the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 in recent years has been 
the On The Board Reward Calcutta. First introduced dur-
ing the 2006 tournament, participants instantly recognized 
that the new calcutta offered the opportunity to take home 
substantial winnings, even if they didn’t actually make it to 
the winners’ circle. Last year, Big Kid spent the entire week 
“on the board” plus took the top tuna money. The boys from 
Woodbridge went home with a nice payday.

If you’re not familiar with the On The Board Reward, 
its worth a second look. The rules and methodology are 
detailed in the Tournament Brochure. If you still have ques-
tions, ask the Tournament Director.

Speaking of calcutta’s, 2008 Shark Tournament partici-
pants will notice that we have added a new overall Calcutta 
to the mix. More ways to win, more money to give away; its 
just the way we do things here at South Jersey.

Please note that the Shark Tournament is always sched-
uled for the second complete weekend in June. This year’s 
tournament will therefore be held starting with the Captain’s 
Meeting on Thursday, June 12th and concluding on Satur-
day the 14th, unless we need Sunday because of weather. 
This scheduling may “feel” different for some of you, but 
please mark those calendars and plan now to fish the richest 
Shark Tournament on the East Coast.

If you’re a Viking or Ocean owner mark your calendar for 
the Viking-Ocean Showdown, July 9th through the 13th. Last 
year the perennial trophy returned to New Gretna, thanks 
in part to the efforts of 13 year old Alexia Turner. If you’ve 
never fished the Showdown you’ve been missing out on a 
great time. And if you have, we bet you’ll be back this year.

Tuna fishermen invade Cape May the very next week 
for the 7th Annual Tuna Tournament, July 16 to the 19th. 
Last year’s bite more than made up for the less than “beach 
weather” conditions. Who cares? After all, we’re not here 
that week to lie on a beach; we’re here to go after Tuna.

August can only mean one thing, the Mid-Atlantic 
$500,000. Big tents, big cash, big entertainment, no tourna-
ment is bigger than the Mid-Atlantic, and this year will be 
no exception. Want to know what we’re planning? Send us 
your deposit, and join Wayne Kotrba on Sunday, August 
17th as we kick off the 17th Mid-Atlantic $500,000.

Changes for 2008? There are some minor rule changes 
and additions across the board this year that we believe will 
enhance our events and the spirit of big game sportfishing. 
Please read the brochures carefully, and as always, if you 
have questions, just ask.

Remember, circle hooks are mandatory this year in all 
billfish tournaments. 

See all of you….On The Rip!

And just one more thing: “In The Bite Magazine” is widely regarded as the premier magazine for professional Captains 
and Mates and gives great coverage of top sportfishing events and other related information.

Check them out at www.InTheBite.com.
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The South Jersey Shark Tournament is 
now in its 28th year and is recognized as 
the #1 competitive shark fishing event in 
the Mid-Atlantic region. With an average 
cast of over 1000 anglers, this exciting 
event takes place when “the bite” is at its 
best in the productive waters off Cape May.  
This event is structured to provide partici-
pants with the best possible fishing hours, 
lucrative cash prizes and an equal chance 
for boats of all sizes to compete – all while 
setting an example of sportsmanship and 
sound conservation practices.

This year we have added a second 
Overall Calcutta (Overall Calcutta ‘B’) to 
the mix of additional entry levels.  It will 
follow the same structure as our traditional 
Overall Calcutta (Overall Calcutta ‘A’), 
but with an entry fee of $800.  There 
are a few changes to our rules that we 
believe will enhance the event and the 
spirit of competitive big-game shark 
fishing.  Please read over the entire 
brochure and ask any questions 
you might have. The entry fee 
is $525 per boat which 

provides eligibility for tournament prizes 
and five tickets to all the dockside dinners 
and festivities (additional tickets can be 
purchased).

Last year we had a record num-
ber of boats participate (223) 
and prize money topped out at 
a record $270,930.  Be sure 
to make your reservations 
early to guarantee your 
spot, particularly if you 
need transient dock-
age. You won’t want to 
miss it!
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ENTRY FEE

EARLY BIRD ENTRY

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

POINTS

TOURNAMENT PRIZES

CALCUTTAS

OVERALL CALCUTTAS

SUPER CALCUTTAS

$50,000
MONSTER SHARK BONUS

$525 per boat
Entry Fee includes activity tickets for 5 participants

(additional tickets can be purchased at the Captains’ Meeting.)

Participants who pay their Entry Fee prior to June 1 will 
be eligible for a “Free Entry Drawing” which will be held at 
the Captains’ Meeting. The lucky winner will receive a full 

refund of their $525 Entry Fee - enter early!

Thursday, June 12
6:00 PM • Late Registration - Canyon Club

7:30 PM Sharp • Captains’ Meeting - Canyon Club
Friday, June 13

7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing

6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music - Canyon Club
Saturday, June 14

7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing

6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music, Awards -
Canyon Club

Sunday, June 15 • Alternate

The minimum weight for all sharks in this tournament is 200 lbs. 
 Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $3,000
 2nd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,500
  3rd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,000
 Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $3,000
 2nd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,500
 3rd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
 Heaviest Mako Day 1 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
 Heaviest Mako Day 2 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
 Heaviest Blue - 200 lb. min. • $2,000

Total • $15,000

Valuable trophies will be awarded for:
Most Points Blue • Most Points Mako

Most Points Overall
200 points per Blue Released • 200 points per Mako Released

1 pt. per lb. for boated Blues or Makos equal to or over min. weight.
In the event of a tie in a points category, the winner shall be 

the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

The following information describes the various “Cal-
cutta” levels that are available for those who wish to indulge.

All Calcuttas are additional opportunities to win. 
Remember, Calcutta prize money is separate from tourna-
ment proceeds and you are under no obligation to enter 
any of these additional levels. It is strictly your option and 
you may enter as many as you wish or none at all. 95% of 
Calcutta entries will be paid out. To be eligible for Calcutta 
prizes, fish must be caught according to tournament rules 
and meet the tournament’s minimum weight standards.

Percentages listed are of total purse within each 
Calcutta.

Good Luck!

Entry Fee - Calcutta “A” $400  · Calcutta “B” $800
Each overall Calcutta covers the following categories

for the tournament overall
 Heaviest Shark • 20% 2nd Heaviest Shark • 15%
 Heaviest Mako • 25% 2nd Heaviest Mako • 15%
 Heaviest Blue • 15% 2nd Heaviest Blue • 10%

DAILY DOUBLE • Entry Fee - $300
Covers the following categories for Day 1 and Day 2

 Heaviest Shark Day 1 • 12.5% Heaviest Shark Day 2 • 12.5%
 Heaviest Mako Day 1 • 25% Heaviest Mako Day 2 • 25%
 Heaviest Blue Day 1 • 12.5% Heaviest Blue Day 2 • 12.5%

MAKO MANIA JACKPOT • Entry Fee - $1,000
Covers the Mako category only for the tournament overall
 Heaviest Mako • 60% 2nd Heaviest Mako • 40%

Available to all participants at no additional fee.
$50,000 will be awarded to the first angler who lands a 

New Jersey State Record Mako or Blue.

Note: The winning fish must be caught according to 
tournament rules. Only one prize will be awarded. The 

winning fish, angler and crew of the Monster Shark Bonus 
will be subject to catch verification procedures which may 

include polygragh examination of the angler and crew.

NJ State Record Mako Shark • 856 lbs., caught 1994*
NJ State Record Blue Shark • 366 lbs., caught 1996*

*Records current as of 1/29/2008
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SLIP RESERVATIONS

TOURNAMENT RULES & REGULATIONS

CALCUTTA INFORMATION

SPONSORS

BAIT: Whole mackeral (25# flats) and chum (whole bunker, bunker and mackeral) avail-
able at South Jersey and Canyon Club. Pre-order or order upon arrival. Call 609-884-2400 

for information or to pre-order.

A limited number of slips will be available at South Jersey 
Marina and the Canyon Club for the Shark Tournament.

Transient rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes elec-
tric) X 4 days minimum. (June 12-15.) To reserve a slip for

the Tournament, call now: 609-884-2400.

Overall Calcutta
In the event that no qualifying 2nd 

place fish is caught, the prize money 
will go to the 1st place fish in that 
category.

If no fish is caught in a particular 
category, the prize money will be 
equally divided among the winners of 
the other categories.

Daily Double
In the event that no fish is caught in 

a particular category, the prize money 
for that category will be equally di-
vided among the winners of the other 
categories for that day.

If no qualifying fish are caught on Day 
One, that prize money will be awarded 
to the winners of the corresponding 
categories on Day Two and vice versa.

Mako Mania Jackpot
In the event that no qualifying 2nd 

place fish is caught, the prize money 
will go to the 1st place fish.

In the event that no qualifying fish 
are caught at all, the entries will be 
returned.

 1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to 
decline the entry of any boat or crew.

 2. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be 
weighed may return to home port after the last day of fishing.

 3. Boundaries for the tournament will be 60 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
 4. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 7:00 AM with the exception of 

the official weather boats which may leave at 6:00 AM.
 5. No lines or bait of any kind, including chum, may be put into the water until starting time is 

announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 9:30 AM.
 6. Moves during the day should be accomplished with care for established slicks. Boats passing 

through competitors’ slicks within 300 yards may be subject to disqualification.
 7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following 

exceptions: A) No harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks; B) Spreader bars are permitted. The 
Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s 
rules. (The use of mammal blood or flesh is prohibited.)

 8. No more than 5 lines may be fished from any boat, regardless of number of anglers.
 9. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by 9:30 AM. 

Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official & prizes to be awarded.
 10. All fish boated or released must be reported to a committee boat at the time of the catch.
 11. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the 

swivel touches the tip of the rod.
 12. Fishing ends at 4:30 PM on each fishing day. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be 

played until boated or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a committee 
boat) before the deadline.

 13. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 7:30 PM aboard the 
boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. 
Weigh-in begins at 3:30 PM.

 14. For release points to count, boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline and submit a 
Daily Catch Report by 8:30 PM.

 

15. In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the 
winning point accumulation.

 16. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided 
between those tying.

 17. In the event that any category is not won at all, that prize money will be equally divided 
among the winners of the other categories with the exception of the prize money for daily 
heaviest Mako.

 18. In the event that there is not a qualifying Mako caught on Day 1, the daily prize money will 
go to the heaviest qualifying Mako of Day 2. If there are no qualifying Makos caught, the prize 
money for the daily heaviest Mako will go to the heaviest shark.

 19. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tourna-
ment and may fish in the name of the original, with prior approval of the Tournament Directors.

 20. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to 
assist in fighting or boating a fish.

 21. For the purpose of identification, a porbeagle will be considered a mako.
 22. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes and Calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state and 

federal regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
 23. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, 

consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of 
the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable 
and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examina-
tion, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be 
required of winning crews.

 24. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tourna-
ment registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the 
event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive responsibil-
ity to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the 
angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent 
penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, 
registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.
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If your summer ride is either a Viking or an Ocean, then this annual event held in Cape May, New 
Jersey, is a must. Officially called the Viking-Ocean Showdown (Viking won last year, hence the name 
placement) the event is hosted by Canyon Club Resort Marina and sponsored by South Jersey Yacht 
Sales. Now in its 19th year, the Showdown has evolved into a perennial favorite, as owners and crews 
of these two fine sportfish families meet in Cape May to go head-to-head in offshore action and to take 
advantage of Canyon Club’s superb hospitality and the camaraderie that has come to define the event.

July 9-13 ~ The War Offshore

Cocktails and a raw bar furnished by the world 
famous Lobster House Restaurant at the Wednes-
day night Captain’s Meeting herald the start of 
every Showdown. Designed as a fish two-of-three 
day format, a lay-day is normally scheduled for 
Friday. While the Showdown is an all “catch and 
release” event for billfish, the tournament does 
award points for the heaviest tuna, wahoo and 
dolphin brought back to the scales.

After a full day offshore on Thursday, partici-
pants gather under the “big-top” for dockside din-
ing and entertainment. The day’s points are added 
up and both teams strategize for the next day of 
fishing. With a scheduled lay day on Friday, there 
is plenty of time to do just that.

Friday’s primary activity is a catered lunch and 
frozen Pina Colada party held poolside at Canyon 
Club. Participating Vikings and Oceans at rest 
in the marina provide the perfect backdrop for a 
relaxing afternoon. The luncheon provided by the 
Washington Inn, and the smooth tunes of a steel 
drum band only add to an already mellow mood. 
A free Friday night provides the perfect oppor-
tunity for some participants to take advantage of 
Cape May’s reputation as the “restaurant capital 
of the east coast” while others visit with friends at 
impromptu dock parties.

Both teams race back offshore on Saturday for 
the second and final day of fishing. All lines must 
be out of the water by 3:00 in the afternoon and 
fish that are going to be weighed must be to the 
scales by 8:00 P.M. Last minute surprises are no 
surprise at this event as major turnarounds on the 
leader board commonly occur right up until the 
scales close.

Surprise, anticipation and maybe even a bit of 
trepidation sets the tone under the tent at the Sat-
urday night awards banquet. Lobster, fresh local 
seafood and roast beef are provided once again by 
the Lobster House while live entertainment pro-
vides the backdrop. Finally, everyone holds their 
breath, as the Tournament Director steps up to the 
microphone.

Win or lose, in the end, regardless of who takes 
home the Perpetual Trophy, both teams go home 
winners because this tournament is about much 
more than points. It’s about a unique friendship 
based on a shared common passion, regardless of 
whether that passion is found on an Ocean or a 
Viking.
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1. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be 
weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.

2. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
3. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by 6:30 AM.
4. No lines of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a com-

mittee boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.
5. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
6. All billfish released must be reported to a committee boat when caught, giving boat 

number. The committee boat will respond and give time of catch. Tuna boated over 50 lbs. 
should also be reported.

7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following 
exceptions: A) Live baiting is not permitted; B) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are not 
permitted. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implement-
ing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.

8. This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permis-
sible if they occur at a time when baits settle while fighting another fish, the use of live bait 
or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.

9. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader, or 
the swivel touches the rod tip.

10. Fishing ends at 3:00 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or 
released, provided that the hook-up was confirmed by a committee boat before the deadline.

11. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at Canyon Club Resort Marina by 8:00 PM 
aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the 
nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

12. For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a 
daily catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh station.

13. In the event of a tie, the winner will be the first boat or team to reach the winning point 
accumulation.

14. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be 
awarded.

15. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the 
tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the Tourna-
ment Directors.

16. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to 
assist in fighting or boating a fish.

17. In order to be eligible for awards & prizes, fish must be caught legally by state & federal 
regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.

18. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, 
consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” 
of the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in 
suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such 
examination, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination 
may be required of winning crews.

19. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official 
tournament registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infrac-
tion. In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and 
exclusive responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any 
violation materially aided the angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of 
the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament 
directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the 
ruling of the tournament directors.

Team Award - Winner Take All
Most points accumulated in

White Marlin, Blue Marlin and Tuna Divisions

Individual Awards

Most points White Marlin (Boat award)
100 points per release

Most points Blue Marlin (Boat award)
300 points per release

Most points Tuna (Boat award)
1/2 point per pound, 50 lbs. or over

(any weight can win Heaviest Tuna Prize)

Most points overall (High boat award)

Heaviest Tuna (Angler award)

Heaviest Dolphin (Angler award)

Heaviest Wahoo (Angler award)

Top Lady Angler (Most points)

Top Junior Angler (Most points)

All activities associated with the Showdown will 
take place at Canyon Club Resort Marina

Wednesday, July 9, 2008
4:00 p.m. - ?

Registration, Cocktail Reception and
Captains’ Meeting, Under the Big-Top

Thursday, July 10, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining

Entertainment Under the Big-Top

Friday, July 11, 2008
1:00 p.m. - ?

Lay Day & Pina Colada Pool Party

Saturday, July 12, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining

Entertainment, Awards Ceremony
Under the Big-Top

Sunday, July 13, 2008
Alternate
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Taking place during prime tuna time, 

this exciting event is open to those who 

enjoy trolling and/or chunking for the 

genus Thunnus. Participants will fish 2 of 

3 available days (captains’ choice) and will 

have the option of either trolling, chunk-

ing or both. Prizes will be awarded for the 

following species: yellowfin (including 

bigeye) and bluefin. This event is struc-

tured to include boats of all sizes and can 

be entered at various financial levels. Entry 

into added skill levels will substantially 

increase winnings.

If chasing tuna is your forte, then you 

won’t want to miss the East Coast’s pre-

mier tuna fishing event!

July 16-19, 2008 • Cape May, NJ

$750.00 on or before July 1st
$825.00 after July 1st

Entry fee includes Awards Party Tickets for 5 participants.
(Additional tickets can be purchased.)

Eligible species for the Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament 
will be yellowfin (includes bigeye) and bluefin. In this 
event, bigeye tuna will be considered yellowfin for identi-
fication purposes and will be eligible as such in all tourna-
ment and calcutta categories.

Wednesday, July 16
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm • Captains’ Meeting

Canyon Club Resort Marina
Thursday, July 17

7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
Friday, July 18

7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
Saturday, July 19

7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
8:00 pm • Awards Party and Presentation

Canyon Club Resort Marina
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 Heaviest Tuna (yellowfin or bluefin) $5,000.00
 2nd Heaviest Tuna $3,000.00
 Heaviest Yellowfin $4,000.00
 2nd Heaviest Yellowfin $2,000.00
 Heaviest Bluefin $4,000.00
 2nd Heaviest Bluefin $2,000.00
 Heaviest Stringer* $2,500.00
 2nd Heaviest Stringer* $1,500.00
 3rd Heaviest Stringer* $1,000.00

Total* $25,000.00

The following information describes the various ad-
ditional entry levels (calcuttas) that are available for those 
who wish to indulge. Remember, calcutta prize money is 
separate from tournament proceeds and you are under 
no obligation to enter any of these additional levels. It is 
strictly your option and you may enter as many as you 
wish or none at all. 95% of calcutta entries will be paid 
out. To be eligible for calcutta prizes, fish must be caught 
according to tournament rules. (Percentages listed are of 
total purse within each calcutta.) Good luck!

$300.00
Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 50%

2nd Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 30%
3rd Heaviest Tuna of the tournament • 20%

$600.00
Heaviest Tuna Thursday • Heaviest Tuna Friday

Heaviest Tuna Saturday
Daily purses will depend on the number of boats fishing 
each day. Your entry in this calcutta will only be added to 

the daily purse of the two days that you fish (50% each day.)

$1,000.00
Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 45%

2nd Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 25%
3rd Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 15%
4th Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 10%
5th Heaviest 3 fish of the tournament • 5%

$2,000.00
Heaviest Yellowfin of the tournament • 60%

2nd Heaviest Yellowfin of the tournament • 40%

$2,000.00
Heaviest Bluefin of the tournament • 60%

2nd Heaviest Bluefin of the tournament • 40%

Note: Any unwon prize money in the calcuttas will be equally divided 
among the winning places within each calcutta. In the Daily Calcutta, if 
no qualifying fish is caught on any fish day, the unwon prize money for 
that day will be equally divided between the other fish days.

*A Stringer is a boat’s heaviest three fish (yellowfin, including big-
eye and/or bluefin) for the tournament. No more than three fish 
from each boat will be weighed per eligible fishing day. $25,000 
tournament prize money is based on the entry of 100 boats.

A limited number of slips will be available at South 
Jersey Marina and the Canyon Club for this event. Transient 
rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes electric) X 4 days 
minimum (July 16-19.) To reserve a slip for the Tournament, 
call now: 609-884-2400 • www.SouthJerseyMarina.com

BAIT: Ballyhoo (small, medium, large and horse), and butterfish
(25# flats) available at South Jersey and Canyon Club.

Call 609-884-2400 for information or to pre-order.

Please see Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament Rules on next page.
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1.   Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to 
decline the entry of any boat or crew.

2.   All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be 
weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.

3.   There are three (3) available fishing days for the tournament. Fishing days for boats entered will 
be any two (2) of the available three (3) days, captains’ choice; no weather committee. The crew 
members of each individual boat will be solely responsible for the decision as to which days to fish. 
The Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament assumes no liability or responsibility for any damage or loss.

4. Each boat must pick one NON-FISHING DAY by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior to 10:00 
AM on the day selected. Said form must be physically delivered by a member of the boat’s crew 
to the dockmaster in the ships store at either Canyon Club Marina or South Jersey Marina. The 
boat must be dockside when the lay day is declared. Any boat not submitting the proper form by 
the 10:00 AM deadline will be automatically assumed to be fishing on that day. Boats may not 
fish on lay days. Boats with mechanical problems or other emergencies may use lay days to arrive 
late to the tournament so long as it is with the advance permission of the Tournament Directors 
and they conform with all other rules.

5. Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
6. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
7. No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a 

Committee Boat. Starting time is 7:30 AM.
8. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following excep-

tions: A) No harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks; B) Spreader bars are permitted. The Tournament 
Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.

9. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
10. All tuna boated over 75 lbs. should be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch.
11. Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated 

or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.

12. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 8:00 PM aboard the 
boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. 
Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

13. No more than 3 fish will be weighed from any one boat on any fishing day. Participants will 
be given tags which must be securely attached to each fish prior to being weighed and must 
include boat name and number.

14. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided among 
those tying.

15. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official & prizes to be awarded.
16. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tourna-

ment and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
17. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in 

fighting or boating a fish.
18. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes & calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state & 

federal regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
19. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, consult-

ing biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the catch. 
It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable and proper 
condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the decision of 
the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of winning crews.

20. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tourna-
ment registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the 
event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive responsibil-
ity to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the 
angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent 
penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, 
registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.
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Now in its 17th year, the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 
continues to be one of the most popular events in big 
game sportfishing.  Ever evolving to promote camara-
derie, billfish conservation and sportsmanship, we are 
committed to bringing the offshore angler the best 
experience possible in competitive big game fishing.

Participants have their choice of fishing from the 
tournament’s home base in Cape May, NJ or its 
satellite port in Ocean City, MD.  Both locations 
have first-class accommodations and offer distinct 
amenities for participants to enjoy. In addition, both 
ports have full weigh-ins which are visually linked 
via computer and broadcast media to keep everyone 
informed as the excitement happens.

Mark Granville-Smith of 
the Phat Mann, last year’s white marlin winner (a 
tournament record 92 lbs.) probably sums up this 
event the best: “We fish them all, but the Mid-At-
lantic is our favorite. There are more ways to win, it’s 
in a relaxing setting and we get a chance to unwind.  
We’ll be back next year.”

Looking forward to the 2008 Mid-Atlantic, 
you can count on us maintaining the excit-
ing, friendly and fun atmosphere that has 
made the “MA 500” such a 
popular event in which 
to compete.  We hope 
you can join us!
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Sunday, August 17, 2008
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Registration, Calcutta

Entries, Welcome Cocktail Party
4:30 p.m. • Captains’ Meeting

Cape May - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

Monday, August 18, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Tuesday, August 19, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Wednesday, August 20, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Thursday, August 21, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

Friday, August 22, 2008
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day

5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina and Sunset Marina

7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining,
Entertainment and Awards Ceremony

Dockside dining and entertainment will take
place as scheduled by each port’s host marina.

Cape May, NJ - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

$100,000

$50,000

$25,000

$100,000

$50,000

$25,000

$75,000

$35,000

$20,000

$10,000

$10,000

TOTAL $500,000
$500,000 prize money based on an entry of 125 boats

(For complete calcutta information go to www.ma500.com)

HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN  •

2ND HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN  •

3RD HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN  •

HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN  •

2ND HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN  •

3RD HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN  •

HEAVIEST TUNA  •

2ND HEAVIEST TUNA  •

3RD HEAVIEST TUNA  •

HEAVIEST DOLPHIN  •

HEAVIEST WAHOO  •

Valuable trophies will be awarded to the winners
of the following categories:

Most Points White Marlin

2nd Most Points White Marlin

3rd Most Points White Marlin

Most Points Blue Marlin

2nd Most Points Blue Marlin

3rd Most Points Blue Marlin

Most Points Tuna

2nd Most Points Tuna

3rd Most Points Tuna

Most Points Overall
(Both Marlin & Tuna Points Qualify)

White Marlin - 75 points per release
1 point per pound for fish equal to or over the minimum weight

Blue Marlin - 150 points per release
1/2 point per pound for fish equal to or over the minimum weight

Tuna -  1/2 point per pound
Only fish 50 pounds and over count in point categories,

1/2 point per pound.

Prize money will be paid to official registrant
or their designees.
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Big Game Fishing Journal
Pt. Pleasant, NJ

Christi Marine Insurance
Glenside, PA

FLIR
North Billerica, MA

Fraser-Volpe
Warminster, PA

Garmin
Olathe, KA

Guy Harvey
Cayman Islands

Mack Boring & Parts
Union, NJ

MAN Engines & Components
South Plainfield, NJ

Midlantic Gold Rush
Brielle, NJ

Ocean LED
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Offshore Electronics
Cape May, NJ

Offshore Financial
Bay Head, NJ
Pettit Paint
Rockaway, NJ

PipeTowers, Inc.
Avalon, NJ

Pompanette Chairs
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Ransome Engine /
Caterpillar Distributor

Hammonton, NJ
Raymarine, Inc.

Merrimack, NH
Rolex / Bernie Robbins Jewelers

Somers Pt., NJ
Salt Water Sportsman

Boston, MA
Sperry Topsider

Lexington, MA
Underwater Lights / Sea Vision

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

EXHIBITING SPONSORS

Federal law prohibits the boating of billfish under
the following size limits:

White Marlin - 66 inches   •   Blue Marlin - 99 inches

These limits apply to the lower jaw-fork length (tip of the lower jaw to the 
fork of the tail) of the fish. A billfish under the minimum size must be released 
by cutting the line near the hook without removing the fish from the water.

Under no circumstances may a fish not meeting the Federal and/or State 
minimum size limits, regardless of weight, be boated and/or brought back to 
the dock.

South Jersey Tournaments will not be responsible for any fine or penalty 
incurred by any angler who boats a billfish or tuna which does not meet the 
Federal and/or State size limit requirements or other restrictions. It is the 
responsibility of the angler to be aware of current Federal and/or State regula-
tions regarding the catching and/or boating of the various species of fish eligible 
in this tournament. Fish which do not meet the Federal and/or State size limit 
requirements will not be eligible for prizes, regardless of weight.

In the Event that:
1. Less than three (3) qualifying fish are taken in any category, the unwon prize 

money will be proportionally divided among the winners in that category.
2. No qualifying white marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally 

divided among the winners of the blue marlin category.
3. No qualifying blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally 

divided among the winners in the white marlin category.
4. No qualifying white or blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be 

equally divided among the winners in the tuna category.
5. No qualifying tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided 

among the winners in the marlin categories.
6. No wahoo is taken, the unwon prize money will go to the heaviest dolphin 

and vice versa.
7. No wahoo or dolphin are taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided 

among all winners.
8. No qualifying billfish or tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be distrib-

uted categorically by a drawing among all participating boats.

The minimum weight limits to win cash in the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 are as follows:
White Marlin - 60 pounds • Blue Marlin - 400 pounds • Tuna - 50 pounds

Dolphin, Wahoo - No minimum weight
Species eligible for cash prizes in the tuna category shall be limited to yellowfin (Allison), big eye,

and longfin (true albacore). No bluefin, bonito, skipjack, etc.

Baitmasters
Miami, FL

Canyon Runner
Red Bank, NJ
Engines Inc.

Pleasantville, NJ
Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Pennsauken, NJ

EZ2CY
Crownsville, MD

Grace Energy / Shell
Rio Grande, NJ

Homestead Realty
Cape May, NJ
Lucky Bones
Cape May, NJ

Pelagic Inc.
Newport Beach, CA
Premier Detailing

Mullica Hill, NJ
PropSpeed

Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Sturdy Bank
Cape May, NJ

Twin Disc
Hatfield, PA

WBS
Seminole, FL

WKR Contruction
Cape May, NJ
ZF Marine

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

SUPPORTING SPONSORS
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1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to decline the entry of any boat or crew.

2. Each registrant must designate their choice of Official Inlets; Cape May, NJ or Ocean City, MD. Boats must sail from and return to 
their designated inlet. Primary Host Marinas for this event are Canyon Club Marina, Cape May and Sunset Marina, Ocean City, MD. 
Boats with no fish to be weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.

3. There are five (5) available fishing days for the tournament. Fishing days for boats entered will be any three (3) of the available five 
(5) days, captains’ choice; no weather committee. The crew members of each individual boat will be solely responsible for the deci-
sion as to which days to fish. The Mid-Atlantic $500,000 assumes no liability or responsibility for any damage or loss.

4. Each boat must pick two NON-FISHING DAYS by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior to 11:00 AM on the days selected. Said 
forms must be physically delivered by a member of the boat’s crew to the dockmaster’s office at one of the Host Marinas. The boat 
must be dockside when the lay day is declared. Any boat not submitting the proper form by the 11:00 AM deadline will be auto-
matically assumed to be fishing on that day. Boats may not fish on lay days. Boats with mechanical problems or other emergencies 
may use lay days to arrive late to the tournament so long as it is with the advance permission of the Tournament Directors and 
they conform with all other rules.

5. Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.

6. Boats are not permitted to clear the sea buoy at their designated inlet prior to 4:30 AM.

7. No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.

8. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following exceptions: A) A fish may be hooked by 
someone other than the angler provided the rod is immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the 
angler must fight the fish alone until boated or released; B) Live baiting is not permitted; C) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are 
not permitted. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.

9. This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible if they occur at a time when baits 
settle while fighting another fish, the use of live bait or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not 
permissible.

10. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.

11. All billfish boated or released must be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch. Tuna over 100 lbs. should also be reported.

12. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the swivel touches the tip of the rod.

13. Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or released, provided that said 
fish is reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.

14. All boats must return to their designated port for weigh-in. Canyon Club Resort Marina is the official weigh-in location for Cape 
May, NJ. Sunset Marina is the official weigh-in location for Ocean City, MD.

15. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in by 9:00 PM aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be 
rounded to the nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

16. For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a daily catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh 
station or one of the host marinas.

17. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided among those tying.

18. In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

19. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.

20. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name 
of the original, with prior approval of the Tournament Directors.

21. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in fighting or boating a fish.

22. For the purpose of identification, a hatchet marlin will be considered a white marlin.

23. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes & calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state and federal regulations under an angling, 
general or charter/headboat category permit.

24. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors, consulting biologists and/or Tor-
rymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all 
eligible catches in suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the 
decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of winning crews.

25. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tournament registrant and must be submit-
ted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole 
and exclusive responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the angler, 
crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of 
the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tourna-
ment directors.
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Cold and raw with a harsh northwest blow 
and a righteous bite, or warm and sunny with a 
mild southerly breeze and a righteous bite; in late 
autumn, it could be either or both on the same 
weekend. Welcome to the Big Bass Open, hosted 
by South Jersey Marina. Normally held the first 
weekend in November, the Big Bass Open has 
come to define the very best in striper fishing.

The South Jersey event is sanctioned by the 
American Striper Association (ASA) but anglers 
do not have to be members to participate in any of 
the 12 individual tournaments on the ASA Tour-

nament Trail. In addition to the three divisions 
with four tournaments apiece, the ASA awards the 
“Top Angler of the Year” and recognizes the “Top 
Lady Angler” and “Top Junior Angler” in each di-
vision. There is something for everyone, and there 
is no better place to go in a quest for stripers than 
the waters off southern New Jersey.

Every year, regardless of the weather, the par-
ticipation increases. Because, whether you end up 
wearing a tank top and shorts or your flannel lined 
Carharts, the bite off Cape May is consistently the 
same, great!

Oct. 31 - Nov. 2 ~ Presented by South Jersey Marina and the ASA

To compete in any of our events:  simply go to www.SouthJerseyMarina.com and click on “Printable 
Brochures” link to the left.  Then click on the tournament you wish to enter and print a brochure, complete 
with entry form and instructions.  Or, you can call us at 609-884-2400 and request the information.
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Rules are current as of 4/29/2008.

International Angling Rules
The following angling rules have been formulated by the International Game Fish Association to promote ethi-

cal and sporting angling practices, to establish uniform regulations for the compilation of world game fish records, 
and to provide basic angling guidelines for use in fishing tournaments and any other group angling activities.

The word “angling” is defined as catching or attempting to catch fish with a rod, reel, line, and hook as out-
lined in the international angling rules. There are some aspects of angling that cannot be controlled through rule 
making, however. Angling regulations cannot insure an outstanding performance from each fish, and world records 
cannot indicate the amount of difficulty in catching the fish. Captures in which the fish has not fought or has not 
had a chance to fight do not reflect credit on the fisherman, and only the angler can properly evaluate the degree 
of achievement in establishing the record.

Only fish caught in accordance with IGFA international angling rules, and within the intent of these rules, will 
be considered for world records.

Following are the rules for freshwater and saltwater fishing and a separate set of rules for fly fishing.

RULES FOR FISHING IN FRESH AND SALT WATER
Equipment Regulations
A. LINE
1. Monofilament, multifilament, and lead core multifilament lines may be used. For line classes, see World Re-

cord Requirements.
2. Wire lines are prohibited.
B. LINE BACKING
1. Backing not attached to the fishing line is permissible with no restrictions as to size or material.
2. If the fishing line is attached to the backing, the catch shall be classified under the heavier of the two lines. The 

backing may not exceed the 130 lb (60 kg) line class and must be of a type of line approved for use in these 
angling rules.

C. DOUBLE LINE
The use of a double line is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:
1. A double line must consist of the actual line used to catch the fish.
2. Double lines are measured from the start of the knot, braid, roll or splice making the double to the farther-

most end of the knot, splice, snap, swivel or other device used for securing the trace, leader, lure or hook to 
the double line.

Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the double line shall be limited to 15 
feet (4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).

The double line on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The 
combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 40 feet (12.19 meters).

Freshwater species: The double line on all classes of tackle shall not exceed 6 feet (1.82 meters). The 
combined length of the double line and the leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).

D. LEADER
The use of a leader is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:

The length of the leader is the overall length including any lure, hook arrangement or other device. The 
leader must be connected to the line with a snap, knot, splice, swivel or other device. Holding devices are 
prohibited. There are no regulations regarding the material or strength of the leader.

Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the leader shall be limited to 15 feet 
(4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).

The leader on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The com-
bined length of the double line and leader shall be limited to 40 feet (12.19 meters).

Freshwater species: The leader on all classes of tackle shall be limited to 6 feet (1.82 meters). The com-
bined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).

E. ROD
1. Rods must comply with sporting ethics and customs. Considerable latitude is allowed in the choice of a rod, 

but rods giving the angler an unfair advantage will be disqualified. This rule is intended to eliminate the use 
of unconventional rods.

2. The rod tip must be a minimum of 40 inches (101.6 cm) in length. The rod butt cannot exceed 27 inches 
(68.58 cm) in length. These measurements must be made from a point directly beneath the center of the 
reel. A curved butt is measured in a straight line. When the rod butt is placed in a gimbal, the measurement 
from the center of the reel seat to the pivot point of the gimbal can be no more than 27 inches. (The above 
measurements do not apply to surfcasting rods.)

F. REEL
1. Reels must comply with sporting ethics and customs.
2. Power driven reels of any kind are prohibited. This includes motor, hydraulic, or electrically driven reels, and 

any device that gives the angler an unfair advantage.
3. Ratchet handle reels are prohibited.
4. Reels designed to be cranked with both hands at the same time are prohibited.
G. HOOKS FOR BAIT FISHING
1. For live or dead bait fishing no more than two single hooks may be used. Both must be firmly imbedded in 

or securely attached to the bait. The eyes of the hooks must be no less than a hook’s length (the length of the 
largest hook used) apart and no more than 18 inches (45.72 cm) apart. The only exception is that the point of 
one hook may be passed through the eye of the other hook.

2. The use of a dangling or swinging hook is prohibited. Double or treble hooks are prohibited.
3. A two-hook rig for bottom fishing is acceptable if it consists of two single hooks on separate leaders or drops. 

Both hooks must be imbedded in the respective baits and separated sufficiently so that a fish caught on one 
hook cannot be foul-hooked by the other.

4. A photograph or sketch of the hook arrangement must accompany all record applications made for fish 
caught on two-hook tackle.

H. HOOKS AND LURES
1. When using an artificial lure with a skirt or trailing material, no more than two single hooks may be attached 

to the line, leader, or trace. The hooks need not be attached separately. The eyes of the hooks must be no less 
than an overall hook’s length (the overall length of the largest hook used) apart and no more than 12 inches 
(30.48 cm) apart. The only exception is that the point of one hook may be passed through the eye of the other 

hook. The trailing hook may not extend more than a hook’s length beyond the skirt of the lure. A photograph 
or sketch showing the hook arrangement must accompany a record application.

2. Gang hooks are permitted when attached to plugs and other artificial lures that are specifically designed for 
this use. Gang hooks must be free swinging and shall be limited to a maximum of three hooks (single, double, 
or treble, or a combination of any three). Baits may not be used with gang hooks. A photograph or sketch of 
the plug or lure must be submitted with record applications.

I. OTHER EQUIPMENT
1. Fighting chairs may not have any mechanically propelled devices that aid the angler in fighting a fish.
2. Gimbals must be free swinging, which includes gimbals that swing in a vertical plane only. Any gimbal that 

allows the angler to reduce strain or to rest while fighting the fish is prohibited.
3. Gaffs and nets used to boat or land a fish must not exceed 8 feet (2.44 meters) in overall length. In using a 

flying or detachable gaff the rope may not exceed 30 feet (9.14 meters). The gaff rope must be measured 
from the point where it is secured to the detachable head to the other end. Only the effective length will be 
considered. If a fixed head gaff is used, the same limitations shall apply and the gaff rope shall be measured 
from the same location on the gaff hook. Only a single hook is permitted on any gaff. Harpoon or lance at-
tachments are prohibited. Tail ropes are limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). (When fishing from a bridge, pier, or 
other high platform or structure, this length limitation does not apply.)

4. Entangling devices, either with or without a hook, are prohibited and may not be used for any purpose includ-
ing baiting, hooking, fighting, or landing the fish.

5. Outriggers, downriggers, spreader bars and kites are permitted to be used provided that the actual fishing 
line is attached to the snap or other release device, either directly or with some other material. The leader or 
double line may not be connected to the release mechanism either directly or with the use of a connecting 
device. Spreader bars are also acceptable when used strictly as a teaser.

6. Daisy chains, birds, floats and similar devices may only be used if they do not unfairly hamper or inhibit the 
normal swimming or fighting ability of the fish, thereby giving the angler or crew an unfair advantage in 
fighting, landing or boating the fish.

7. A safety line may be attached to the rod provided that it does not in any way assist the angler in fighting the fish.
Angling Regulations
1. From the time that a fish strikes or takes a bait or lure, the angler must hook, fight, and land or boat the fish 

without the aid of any other person, except as provided in these regulations.
2. If a rod holder is used and a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, the angler must remove the rod from the 

holder as quickly as possible. The intent of this rule is that the angler shall strike and hook the fish with the 
rod in hand.

3. In the event of a multiple strike on separate lines being fished by a single angler, only the first fish fought by 
the angler will be considered for a world record.

4. If a double line is used, the intent of the regulations is that the fish will be fought on the single line most of 
the time that it takes to land the fish.

5. A harness may be attached to the reel or rod, but not to the fighting chair. The harness may be replaced or 
adjusted by a person other than the angler.

6. Use of a rod belt or waist gimbal is permitted.
7. When angling from a boat, once the leader is brought within the grasp of the mate, or the end of the leader 

is wound to the rod tip, more than one person is permitted to hold the leader.
8. One or more gaffers may be used in addition to persons holding the leader. The gaff handle must be in hand 

when the fish is gaffed.
9. The angling and equipment regulations shall apply until the fish is weighed.
The following acts will disqualify a catch:
1. Failure to comply with equipment or angling regulations.
2. The act of persons other than the angler in touching any part of the rod, reel, or line (including the double 

line) either bodily or with any device, from the time a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, until the fish is either 
landed or released, or in giving any aid other than that allowed in the rules and regulations. If an obstacle to 
the passage of the line through the rod guides has to be removed from the line, then the obstacle (whether 
chum, floatline, rubber band, or other material) shall be held and cut free. Under no circumstances should the 
line be held or touched by anyone other than the angler during this process.

3. Resting the rod in a rod holder, on the gunwale of the boat, or any other object while playing the fish.
4. Handlining or using a handline or rope attached in any manner to the angler’s line or leader for the purpose 

of holding or lifting the fish.
5. Shooting, harpooning, or lancing any fish (including sharks and halibuts) at any stage of the catch.
6. Chumming with or using as bait the flesh, blood, skin, or any part of mammals other than hair or pork rind 

used in lures designed for trolling or casting.
7. Using a boat or device to beach or drive a fish into shallow water in order to deprive the fish of its normal 

ability to swim.
8. Changing the rod or reel while the fish is being played.
9. Splicing, removing, or adding to the line while the fish is being played.
10. Intentionally foul-hooking a fish.
11. Catching a fish in a manner that the double line never leaves the rod tip.
12. Using a size or kind of bait that is illegal to possess.
13. Attaching the angler’s line or leader to part of a boat or other object for the purpose of holding or lifting the fish.
14. If a fish escapes before gaffing or netting and is recaptured by any method other than as outlined in the 

angling rules.
The following situations will disqualify a catch:
1. When a rod breaks (while the fish is being played) in a manner that reduces the length of the tip below 

minimum dimensions or severely impairs its angling characteristics.
2. Mutilation to the fish, prior to landing or boating the catch, caused by sharks, other fish, mammals, or pro-

pellers that remove or penetrate the flesh. (Injuries caused by leader or line, scratches, old healed scars or 
regeneration deformities are not considered to be disqualifying injuries.) Any mutilation on the fish must be 
shown in a photograph and fully explained in a separate report accompanying the record application.

3. When a fish is hooked or entangled on more than one line.
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Next came South Jersey Yacht Sales and an Ocean and 
Viking Yachts dealership. Eventually, the marina became the 
focal point for serious fishing in southern New Jersey.

Today, South Jersey Marina is closing in on nearly 30 
years of service to the fishing and boating community. 
Serving as the headquarters for the many offshoots of the 
company, the property is a busy mix of charter and party 
boats, private canyon runners, transient traffic and yacht 

sales activity. It is the closest major marina to the heart of 
Cape May and offers all of the modern services that boaters 
and fishermen expect to find in a top facility. There’s even a 
concierge service and personal charter coordinator. And with 
its deep-water access, user-friendly layout and abundant 
side-to dockage, it’s no wonder this award winning facility 
continues to be the stop of choice for power and sailing craft 
of all sizes.

Today, Canyon Club has emerged as a first class marina 
and service support center surrounded by one of the nicest 
condominium home communities in the region. In fact, we 
don’t know of any other property on the Jersey coast with 
similar amenities, services or proximity to fishing and boat-
ing locales.

The marina facility itself is simply first-class. State of 
the art floating piers with modern utility services create 
an attractive home for your boat. Related facilities such 
as private bathrooms, a modern laundry and a spectacular 
infinity-edge swimming pool contribute to this award win-
ning operation.

Need boat repairs or outfitting? There is no better place 

than the Service Center at Canyon Club. Servicing all size 
vessels with all size problems and outfitting boats with the 
latest electronic, fishing or cruising equipment is done at 
this one-stop, modern service facility.

And last, but certainly not least are the waterfront homes 
that are the hallmark of the property. Spectacular marina and 
harbor views, contemporary layouts and beautiful land-
scaped grounds are just a few characteristics of this charm-
ing private community.

Over the past several years, Canyon Club has evolved 
from a simple vision to an established waterfront home for 
those who love living and boating at the shore. And, as the 
property nears its completion, it’s only going to get better.

A Side-by-Side Look at South Jersey and Canyon Club Resort Marinas
by Bob Glover

Established in 1980, South Jersey Marina is the result of owner Dick Weber’s dream to create a seri-
ous sportfishing facility for the dedicated offshore and inshore angler. With years of charter fishing ex-
perience and a love for the area, Dick knew that this protected roadside location with easy access to the 
rich fishing grounds off the Jersey Cape was the ideal spot to do just that. And well, the rest is history. 
After a new dock layout, full service tackle shop and tournament program were created, things really 
began to take off.

Canyon Club Resort Marina is the result of another vision owner Dick Weber and his family had after 
he purchased the property in 1984 in order to expand his yacht sales organization with additional slips 
and service support. The vision was a simple one: Create a boating and fishing facility with a country 
club style feel that would be a one-stop place to enjoy all aspects of boating on the South Jersey cape.
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Whether you are transiting the coast 
or cruising to Cape May for a few days of 
R & R, make sure you chart your course for 
South Jersey Marina. Strategically located 
on Cape May Harbor, we are easily acces-
sible and provide the best protection when 
mother nature acts up. Best of all, we are the 
closest major marina to the historic areas of 
Cape May, the beaches, restaurants and other 
attractions that will pique your interest. We 
have extensive experience in accommodating 
boats of all shapes and sizes and make it our 
#1 priority to ensure that your shoreside stay is as enjoy-
able and hassle-free as possible. Our trained, uniformed 

dock attendants will assist you in tying up and 
getting situated while our courteous operations 
staff gets you squared away with dinner arrange-
ments, rental cars, historic tours or whatever you 
might need.

We like to greet and treat our customers as 
friends and do everything reasonably possible to 
make you feel at home. We monitor channels 9 
and 16 and... although they’re not always needed, 
reservations are recommended.

SOUTH JERSEY MARINA OFFICE
and SHIP’S STORE

609-884-2400
admin@sjmarina.com • store@sjmarina.com

DOCKMASTER
609-884-0177

dockmaster@sjmarina.com

SOUTH JERSEY TOURNAMENTS
609-884-2400

tournaments@sjmarina.com

 CHARTER INFORMATION
609-884-3800

charterboats@sjmarina.com

SOUTH JERSEY YACHT SALES
609-884-1600

sales@sjyachtsales.com

at CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA
609-884-0880

at ARNOLD’S YACHT BASIN
732-899-9666

www.SouthJerseyMarina.com
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Canyon Club Resort Marina is a state-of-
the-art facility for those who enjoy the boating 
lifestyle. A “Boating Country Club” is the 
most appropriate description of this evolving 
marine complex.

Luxury waterfront homes surround the 
protected basin which features modern, 
concrete floating piers with convenient and 
updated utilities. A full marine service facil-
ity, ship’s store and yacht sales office are onsite as well to assist with any possible boating need. Swimming 
pools, manicured courtyards and landscaping compliment the spacious property. Winding roadways and 
walkways make it easy to get around and give easy access to ample parking. All in all, Canyon Club is a 
comfortable and relaxing place to boat and live. Its location is far enough off the beaten path to be private, 
yet close enough to enjoy what the surrounding area has to offer.

CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA
609-884-0188

admin@canyonclubmarina.com

DOCKMASTER / SHIP’S STORE
609-884-0199

dockmaster@canyonclubmarina.com

PARTS DEPARTMENT
609-884-6646

parts@canyonclubmarina.com

SERVICE CENTER
609-884-6400

service@canyonclubmarina.com

CANYON CLUB PROPERTIES
609-884-7700

homes@canyonclubmarina.com

OFFSHORE ELECTRONICS
609-884-6645

electronics@canyonclubmarina.com

www.CanyonClubMarina.com
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Two powerful solar flares in December 2006 have 
heightened concerns about the susceptibility 
of GPS to solar-weather phenomena. 
A solar flare on Dec. 6th led to a solar 
burst that interrupted nearly all GPS 
transmissions on the lighted side of the 
earth, according to the scientists 
with Cornell University in Ithaca, 
NY. Some transmissions lost 
strength and accuracy, while 
others were completely cut 
off for 10 minutes or longer. 
(A solar flare on the previous 
day did not lead to a solar burst.)

Solar activity is cyclical, 
reaching its most active period 
toward the end of an 11-year cycle. 
The current solar cycle 
maxes out in 2011. 
What’s alarming 
to scientists is 
that the Dec. 
6th burst oc-
curred in a “solar 
minimum” period of 
less activity.

“In December 2006 we 
found that the effects on GPS 
receivers were more profound and 
widespread than we expected,” says 
Paul Kintner, PhD, professor of electrical and 
computer engineering at Cornell. “Now we are concerned 
more severe consequences will occur during the next solar 
maximum.”

A solar burst starts when a solar flare injects high-energy 
electrons into the solar upper atmosphere, producing a broad 
frequency range of radio waves that travel to the earth, ac-
cording to scientists and the government. The radio waves 
act as noise over these frequencies, including those used by 
GPS and other navigational systems, which can degrade a 
signal, they say.

A large sunspot cluster caused the two solar flares in 
December. Several universities – including Cornell, 
Boston College and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology - and the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration were involved in tracking 
and assessing the flares. “The size and timing of 

this burst were completely unexpected and the 
largest ever detected,” says Anthea Coster, PhD 

with MIT’s Haystack 
Observatory. “We do 
not know how often we 
can expect solar radio 

bursts of this size or 
even larger.”

The December 6th event was so 
strong that researchers learned that 

even WAAS-enabled GPS can be 
affected, although not 

as severely as non-
WAAS receivers. 

All of this, 
Sweet says, 
illustrates the 

need for boaters to 
reacquaint themselves 

with their paper charts and 
traditional navigation practices 

and tools - parallel rulers, dividers, 
protractors and the like.

“We’ve gone through (solar activ-
ity) peaks before says Sweet. “But remember 

that many more people are using GPS than during the last 
peak in 2000 - and using it more frequently.”

Some GPS units will alert the user that the signal has been 
lost and transition into dead-reckoning mode, says Sweet. In 
this mode, the GPS indicates the last known position.

“You always want to know where you are on the water,” 
says Sweet. “You’re in good shape if you can point to your 
current position on the chart within 10 seconds.”

This article was “Reprinted with permission from Sound-
ings Publications LLC”

Solar Flares Could Leave You Without a Working GPS
by Chris Landry, Senior Reporter, Soundings Magazine

Boat owners using GPS - and who doesn’t? – might want to brush up on their traditional navigation skills 
as we approach a heightened period of solar weather that can weaken and even knock out GPS signals.

“This is a wake-up call,” says Bob Sweet, a nationally known navigation expert and author of “The 
Weekend Navigator” and several other books on marine electronics. “You need to have your paper charts 
at the helm and make sure your dead-reckoning skills are up to the task.”
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When it comes to the success or failure of a new sportfish 
design, it’s the customers who are the ultimate authority. They 
know what they want and how much they’ll pay; And when 
they find it….they buy it.

When South Jersey Yacht Sales took orders for the first two 
of Ocean’s new 37 Billfish I was cautiously optimistic. But 
when we sold two more at the Atlantic City International Boat 
Show in February, I knew we had a winner. Something about 
Ocean’s newest offering has obviously hit a chord with the 
sportfish community. As Manager of South Jersey Yacht Sales, 
I had to know what it was, so I asked the experts - our custom-
ers. What I learned was that most customers are attracted to 
the 37 Billfish for one of three reasons.

First and foremost, customers tell me that the 37 Billfish 
has character with a retro style. This is not an express with a 
tower, nor is it a traditional salon boat. The common descrip-
tion I hear when people refer to the 37 is that it reminds them 
of a good old-fashioned day boat. The 37 seems to hearken 
back to a simpler time when boats were built for fishing, fun 
and purpose.

Second, today, value and economy of operation are key 

elements in many new boat purchases, and the 37 delivers 
on both. By standardizing the power plant (to date, a pair of 
Yanmar 480 hp engines equips every 37) Ocean has deliv-
ered a serious sportfisher at the lower end of the dollar scale. 
Moreover, the twin Yanmar 480’s being furnished by Billfish 
partner, Mack Boring, enable the Billfish to cruise at 30 knots 
at an enviable consumption rate of 34 gallons per hour.

Third, virtually every customer comments on the 37’s ver-
satility of use. With its mirror helms, the 37 can be operated 
from either the bridge or the cabin; up or down as one cus-
tomer recently phrased it. The 37 is a perfect transition boat 
for those stepping up from outboard powered boats. These 
owners in particular want to “stay in the action” and the 37 
enables them to do so since they can run their boat from either 
the “up” or “down” location.

From a yacht sales point of view, the biggest challenge 
posed by Ocean’s 37 Billfish is keeping a boat in stock. That 
being said, if you would like to inspect a new Billfish for your-
self, call me personally, I’ll make the arrangements.

Ocean’s New 37 Billfish, the Dayboat Reborn
by Lou Piergross, Sales Manager, South Jersey Yacht Sales
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by William (Captain Bill) Weisberg, 
MD FACEP

Here are some pearls of wisdom gained from 20 years of 
being an Emergency Room Physician and 15 years of fish-
ing the Northeast Canyons. 

Be Prepared. A few supplies and a little knowledge 
might make a world of difference when faced with a 
medical emergency offshore. Face it; for the most part you 
are on your own. No ambulance is going to show up in 5 
minutes.

What might save a life? An AED (automated external 
defibrillator). These devices are now found in many public 
buildings such as schools, malls etc. They can be acquired 
for your vessel and are easy to use with minimal training. 
Check online or talk to your doctor. If someone onboard 
suffers a cardiac arrest (which can and has been brought 
on by reeling in a fish), the only chance they have is to be 
defibrillated within 5 minutes. The price of these units has 
come down significantly. Not much, considering what we 
spend on tackle and electronics. The life you save may be 
your own.

Don’t rely on your commercial first aid kit for medica-
tions. Keep an extra supply of any prescription meds you 
or your crew may be on. Many of us have spent some extra 
unexpected time at sea.

What else? Walk the aisles of your local pharmacy with 
a shopping cart. Pretend that the shelves are filled with 
lures and rigs. Put anything in the wagon you think you 
might ever use or need. Find items for seasickness, diar-
rhea, constipation, headache, sinus congestion, heartburn, 
dental pain along with Tylenol and ibuprofen.

William Weisberg, MD is board certified in Emergency 
Medicine and is the Medical Director of Cape Urgent Care 
in Cape May, NJ. He is also a licensed captain.

Also some eye care items such as saline or eye wash. 
Grab some diphenhydramine (Benadryl) for allergic 
reactions. Speaking of such – ask your doc to write you 
a prescription for an EpiPen bee sting kit (they are not 
just for bees). Next, hit the first aid aisle. Grab a tube 
of Bacitracin antibiotic ointment (some folks are al-
lergic to Neosporin). Pick out a variety of different size 
bandaids and some non-stick dressings such as Telfa. 
Gauze wrap and an Elastic (ACE) bandage will also 
come in handy.

Here are a few more pearls on first aid. Formal train-
ing is best. A book helps too. Bruises, bumps and burns 
respond to cold. Stingray wounds respond to heat (all 
should be followed up with a doctor). Most bleeding 
will stop with direct pressure for 7 to 10 minutes (no 
peeking). 

Remember, as always with boating: expect the un-
expected and be prepared for anything. And of course, 
spare no expense.
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by Chris Costa

By the same token, when Kevin Jelinski, the Retail Sales 
Manager at Costa Marine asks you what kind of enclosure 
you want, make sure you’ve done your homework first. It 
makes a difference.

Three factors are key to the successful selection and in-
stallation of an enclosure. The first factor, choice of materi-
als, is a variable; you have to choose. The second and third 
factors, design and workmanship, are not variables, they are 
“musts.” Without them, the best choice of materials will be 
for naught.

We’ll look at materials first.
20 plus years ago the choice was simple, “eisenglass” 

with snap fasteners. There was some variation in the quality 
of the glass, and track-to-track systems were relatively rare. 
Today you have a much broader choice of materials.

Flexible rolled-up style glass is considered a base line 
product, and has improved drastically over the past 30 years. 
It provides excellent clarity for a basic enclosure, although 
it has the least scratch resistance of any available product. 
Whereas some fabricators may use .030 gauge material, 
Costa utilizes press polished sheets of .040 gauge material 
as their standard.

The introduction of Strata glass offered something new 
to the industry, a clear roll-up window with good clarity and 
much improved scratch resistance. An excellent improve-
ment, it does demand care in the selection of cleaning 
polishes. Application of the wrong product could ruin the 
finish.

Finally, after many years of experience making acrylic 
windows, Costa Marine has taken hard enclosure to the next 
level with their new Costa Clear Elite Series. The Costa 
Clear Elite Series is not a roll up type product; it must be 
snapped to the hardtop. It is a .080 gauge acrylic system that 
has eliminated the “rainbow” effect common to many poly-
carbonate products by the careful blend of superior compo-
nents. The end result is a product that provides the ultimate 
in clarity, protection and longevity.

Whatever product is installed, a track to track installation 
is a must. This is the application of sliding a panel into a top 
track then zippering it into the bottom track, thereby provid-
ing the tightest and most watertight installation possible. 
The patented Costa Track was introduced a few years ago 
because it allowed the fastening screws to be hidden in the 
slot where the curtains slide in. The Costa Track provides a 

Let’s say you’ve just put a big chunk of your life and a bucket of money toward rebuilding that ’68 
Mustang. You’ve battled the rust on the undercarriage, restored the interior, and replaced the entire 
exhaust system. There’s a new set of brakes, a new gas tank and the rebuilt 289 flashes you back to a dif-
ferent era. But the exterior body work was the true labor of love. Scraped knuckles, welder’s flash, late 
nights in the garage and a strained marriage, but now it’s ready for the finishing touch, the paint.

You take it down to MAACO and when they ask what kind of paint job, Do you say, “It doesn’t mat-
ter, they’re all the same?” Of course not!
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Opposite: 58’ Ocean SS with Costa Clear.

Top (L to R): 37’ Ocean Billfish getting “patterned”, panels installed 
and finished.

Below and background: 60’ Viking Convertible.

more aesthetically pleasing installation and has evolved into 
the industry standard.

Any of the clear products available today can make 
a good looking enclosure. What makes a difference is 
the quality of the fabricator designing and installing the 
enclosure, this is the second factor. At Costa Marine, every 
enclosure is custom patterned to an individual boat. Whether 
it is an enclosure for a new model or a redo for an older 
boat, Costa starts with seam placement, and access openings 
for air, riggers and antenna. Air vents can also be installed in 
the front panels which permit air flow without opening the 
whole front panel. These air vents incorporate mesh material 
sewn on the outside of the vent which allows for passage of 
air while maintaining the structural integrity of the panel.

The next stage of the design stage is the selection of ma-
terials. Typically, Costa Clear acrylic panels are installed on 
the front and sides, along with standard .040 gauge or strata 
glass across the aft. The use of Costa Clear is always recom-
mended on the front panels to ensure the utmost in clarity 
along the most important sight lines.

So who is it that actually does the installation? This is the 
third and perhaps the most important factor and our second 
variable, workmanship. Workmanship, of course, is the sum 
of people and experience. The typical Costa Marine em-
ployee starts at a young age and stays. They enjoy the fam-
ily atmosphere and appreciate the sense that they can make 
a difference because everyone is working toward the same 
goal, a better product. On average, employees have been 
with Costa Marine for 15 years. In terms of total cumulative 
experience, Costa Marine can tabulate almost two centuries 
of industry specific experience.

Whether it is layout people, installers, fabricators or up-
holsterers, Costa Marine instills in every employee the im-
portance of detail, every detail from the first stitch through 
the final fit. Individual employees recognize deadlines and 
are self-motivated to do whatever it takes, and work what-
ever hours are necessary to meet those deadlines. 

It is truly its people that sets Costa Marine apart from the 
competition.

Costa Marine’s talented installers have been working on 
Vikings since 1973, and have worked on Oceans since hull 
#1.  They can be found at both factories installing custom 
enclosures to exacting customer specifications. They also 
outfit all new Vikings and Oceans with custom bridge and 
mezzanine seating; carpet runners; as well as cockpit and 
helm covers. Costa Marine installers also work with Pipe 
Towers at the Service Center at Canyon Club installing 
enclosures on new Cabo’s and Albemarle’s.

Materials, design and workmanship, these are 
the key factors that contribute to a successful 
enclosure installation. Consider this your home-
work; your test will come when you order your 
next enclosure.
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A VERY Quick Q & A with Canyon Club Service Center Manager, Dave Wrigley

When you want to interview our Service Manager, Dave Wrigley, you had better be prepared to spend 
time under a boat’s running gear or in its engine room, because that’s where you’re likely to find him. This 
day was no exception. Dave’s time is precious, so I promised him I’d keep it short - only three questions.

OTR: Dave, there have been a lot of changes over here dur-
ing the past year. A new building, a reworked Offshore 
Electronics, and you now call yourselves the Service 
Center. What’s the message that you want to get out to 
the boating public? 

DAVE: We’ve sharpened our focus. We want people to 
know we are a full service facility and that we deliver 
these services year round. We’re very fortunate in that 
we are able to do virtually every marine related task with 
our own in-house crew, from complete re-powers to total 
electronic outfitting. We do our own fiberglass and car-
pentry work, complete running gear service and replace-
ment, and now we provide state-of-the-art bottom clean-
ing and reconditioning. We’re also fortunate to be able to 
partner with some top-of-the-line vendors who provide 
specialty services right here at the Service Center. Pipe 
Towers, Costa Marine, Premier Detailing, Marine Safety 
and TD Interiors to name just a few.

Our goal is to convey the message to our slip holders, 
transient guests and tournament participants that all the 
services and support they need are located right here at 
one location, under one roof, year round, and that no job 
is too small or too large. 

OTR: Tell me about Offshore Electronics.

DAVE: I can’t say enough good things about Brent and the 
growth of Offshore Electronics. In less than a year Off-
shore has added three, soon to be four new technicians. 
We now install all the leading names in the industry, Fu-
runo, Raymarine, Garmin, Northstar, Simrad, as well as 
FLIR, VEI, KVH, Seatel, Icom and all the major brands 
of underwater lighting. We’re finding that as Offshore’s 
activity increases, so does its productivity, product selec-
tion and quality of workmanship. It’s very exciting.

OTR: The Service Center now has its own service bulletin. 
What’s that about?

DAVE: Communication! The Service Bulletin is the most 
recent method of communicating with our customers. 
We use the Bulletin to inform our customers about new 
equipment, new services, and new personnel. We also use 
it to remind customers of important seasonal services, 
and to provide a forum for lessons learned and develop-
ing issues.

OTR: I’m about done. Anything you want to add?

DAVE: Just one thing, people will be happy to know we’ve added a heating, air conditioning and refrig-
eration specialist. In fact, employment at the Service Center has increased 33% over the past year.

By the end of 2008 employment may be up 50% or more. That’s a good thing!
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Today, as we proudly celebrate our 30th anniversary, 
Albemarle Boats has developed a solid reputation for 
boatbuilding excellence and pioneering advances in marine 
manufacturing, boating safety, and yacht design.

We were among the first boat builders to use custom 
design features on a production line - specifically, those fea-
tures that have come to define our boats: the Carolina flare 
of the hull, which ensures a stable, smooth, dry ride, and the 
increased deadrise angles that enable our boats to handle 
even the roughest seas with complete confidence. From 
the very beginning, Albemarle was also among the first to 
build specifically for strength, so our boats can stand up to 
the challenging conditions on Albemarle Sound and off the 
Outer Banks - taking our owners out to where the fish are 
and back to port in safety and comfort.

It is a testament to the quality and durability of all our 
boats that Albemarle’s Hull #1, a 24-foot cuddy launched in 
1978, is still in service today and is used by our employees 
when they want to go fishing!

Albemarle boats are thoughtfully designed and built - one 
at a time - by people who have spent their lives on the water 
and fishing, and are dedicated to carrying on our tradition 
of excellence. Every Albemarle that leaves the factory is a 
clear reflection of our unrelenting commitment to superior 
quality, from the hand-laid hull, to custom-built cabinets 
below decks, to the meticulous attention applied in laying 
every inch of wiring throughout the entire vessel. We build 
every single boat as if it were going to be our own, and have 

never swayed from our total commitment to superior crafts-
manship and 100% customer satisfaction. 

In 2007, Albemarle was honored to receive - for the 
fifth consecutive year - the Marine Industry CSI Award for 
Excellence in Customer Satisfaction in the Inboard Fishing 
and Sterndrive Cuddy Express categories. We were pleased 
to once again win this very prestigious award in recogni-
tion of our passion for customer satisfaction, but the real 
reward is how happy our customers and repeat customers 
are with the boats we’ve built for them. It is for this reason 
that we continue to work tirelessly to enhance and improve 
our boats, because we want our customers to enjoy the finest 
sportfishing boats in the world.

In step with our continual efforts to build better boats are 
our two newest models - the 288 Outboard Express Fisher-
man (288 OBXF) and the 290 Express Fisherman (290XF).

288 Outboard Express Fisherman
Our 288 OBXF is the very first Albemarle specifically 

designed for outboard engines. Customers have been asking 
us for an outboard model, so we listened carefully to their 
requests and engineered a strong, stylish and highly fishable 
new boat.

Based on the extremely popular hull design of our 
280XF, the 288 features twin 300-horsepower Mercury 
Verado four-stroke outboards, which - because they help 
make the boat lighter - allow for improved fuel economy 
and increased range.

Below the helm deck, there is now a huge storage area 
that is perfect for fishing rods, tackle, and scuba tanks - 
whatever you need for a great experience on the water. 
There’s also plenty of room for people, and lots of room to 
fish. 

On deck, the custom helm and companion chairs were 
created for comfort, while an insulated drink box provides 
easy access to cold beverages. The dash was designed for 
easy-to-read, flush mounted electronics. There is a fold-
down bench seat in the stern, and rear-facing seats in the 
helm. On the transom, there are twin 22-gallon livewells/
fishboxes, and twin 54-gallon fishboxes in the deck.

The redesigned cabin is surprisingly spacious and 
features an enclosed stand-up head with shower; an ap-
pealing galley with solid-surface countertop and sink, 

A Tradition of Excellence
Three decades ago, my grandfather, Scott Harrell, Sr., had an inspiration: He realized that if you want 

something done right, sometimes you just have to do it yourself. So began a quest to design and build 
the strongest, most dependable, finest fishing boats imaginable - and the birth of Albemarle Boats.

by Burch Perry
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microwave, refrigerator, and dinette table; a full V-berth 
with cushions; teak and holly floors; and teak cabinetry. The 
cabin is incredibly comfortable and roomy for a boat under 
30 feet.

Like all Albemarles, the sea-keeping ability of the 288 
is superb and solid. With our traditional Carolina bow flare 
and 24-degree deadrise, even big seas are no big deal. 

290 Express Fisherman
Our new 290 XF made a dual debut last October at the 

United States Powerboat Show in Annapolis, Maryland, and 
at the Ft. Lauderdale International Boat Show in Florida. 
This boat is generating very positive responses, including 
glowing reviews in Power & Motoryacht, Marlin, and Sport 
Fishing Magazine.

The 290XF offers the ultimate fishing amenities in a 
compact express package - it’s versatile, it’s comfortable, 
it’s built to fish, and it’s seriously seaworthy. This boat is 
strong; it’s through-bolted every six inches with 316L stain-
less steel rivets with a hand-laid hull and deck joined with 
a strong shoebox-style joint and fiberglass-encapsulated fir 
stringers.

Dedicated anglers will appreciate its offshore ability, excep-
tional handling in rough seas, and fuel economy. Featuring a 
“Palm Beach style” pod helm area with forward-facing seating 
for four, large fishboxes, baitwell, tackle center and optional 
transom door, this express comfortably sleeps four people.

The hull is designed to bust through head seas, land 
softly in the troughs, and keep the windshield dry. Thanks to 
the new integrated tunnel design, the 290XF has a shallower 
draft, offering an even wider variety of fishing opportunities.

New This Year: White and Colored Hulls
To mark our 30th anniversary - traditionally celebrated 

with gifts of pearls - Albemarle has changed our standard 
gelcoat hull color from cream to white. And for the first 
time, we are offering customers their choice of three new 
hull colors - soft yellow, aqua mist, and ice blue. We’ve 
always thought our boats looked great and stylish, but these 
new colors really add a nice touch.

What’s New at Our Shop:
Improved Construction and Engineering

To better serve our customers, Albemarle has recently en-
larged our shop. The increase in square footage has enabled 
us to add two new production lines, increase the size of our 
in-house woodworking and upholstery shops, and add a 
spray booth for high-end wood finishes. We’ve also stan-

dardized our electrical shop to make installation of electrical 
components as precise, clean and efficient as possible.

The Proof Is in the Fishing - and the Letters
The best proof that we’re building excellent fishing 

boats comes from the communications we receive from our 
customers, telling us about their tournament wins and record 
catches, and how much their families love their Albemarles.

We’ve lost count of the number of record catches made 
from Ken Neill’s 305 Express, Healthy Grin. Recent records 
include a 96-pound wahoo caught by Bob Manus and a 
66-pound snowy grouper caught by Chris Boyce; for the 
snowy grouper record, Boyce replaces Bob Manus who 
replaced Roger Burnley who replaced Jason Ferguson who 
replaced Jeff Dail - that’s five records in a row from one 
Albemarle. These guys are absolute fishing fanatics and 
could have any boat they want, so it gives us a great deal of 
pride to know they love their Albemarle and fish it incred-
ibly hard.

We frequently hear from people who have owned mul-
tiple Albemarles - people like Paula Fortin, who says her 
husband, Joe, lives, breathes, and sleeps boating. Over the 
14 years of their marriage, the Fortins have had 14 boats - 
the last three of them Albemarles. They are now planning 
for their fourth. 

And we’re always delighted to hear about young people 
who are introduced to boating and fishing on our boats - 
people like seven-year-old Nichole Adams, who recently 
sent us a drawing of her family’s 28’ Albemarle, and people 
like Tommy Montague, whose wins aboard Captain Chazz 
are described elsewhere in this issue.

The Next 30 Years
Anniversaries provide great opportunities to take time to 

reflect on the past and envision the future. We are all proud 
of our past achievements at Albemarle; we’ve built some 
amazing boats and lifelong friendships with our customers. 
As we celebrate our 30th year, it makes me very happy to 
feel the warmth of the extended Albemarle family.

This warmth comes through in the letters we get from our 
customers, and in the skill and dedication of our employees, 
who are committed to seeing that every Albemarle is crafted 
to make your fishing trips and your days on the water the 
very best that they can be.

The first 30 years have been wonderful, but what truly 
excites us all are the fantastic things still to come!

Happy Anniversary, Albemarle Boats!
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CABO Yachts emerged in the sportfishing scene as the creation of former sail-
boat aficionados Henry Mohrschladt and Michael Howarth. Holding steadfast to 
the principles and philosophies of their former award-winning business, the two 
created a company that vowed to craft sportfishers that would be unrivaled in the 
waters of the world. Better quality, more performance, more range, more ameni-
ties and better customer service than any other production boat builder in its class 
were, and remain today, top priorities on the CABO agenda.

In 1991, history was made with the launch 
of the first CABO sportfisher, the 35 Flybridge. 
With its release, CABO Yachts, a company 
virtually unknown in the boating industry, set 
a lofty standard to which all vessels, regardless 
of their manufacturer, would now be measured. 
Beefy custom hinges, molded-in bait tanks, 
fully gel-coated bilges and spacious accommo-
dations are only a few aspects of a CABO that 
place it into a higher echelon of sportfishing 
machines. Once you step into the cockpit, it’s 
difficult not to see why this boat is a marvel of 
engineering and design.

Over the years, CABO Yachts has tweaked 
and fine-tuned a number of the boat’s compo-
nents in order to stay true to its reputation. Set-
tling for nothing but the best and taking heed 
to the feedback from customers and dealers, 
CABOs now have bigger and more powerful 
engines, a sleeker and lighter hull, and accom-
modations and amenities grand enough to suit a 
fish-fighting king.

From its inception, CABO Yachts vowed to 
out-service its competition by all means neces-
sary. Through the incorporation of a “no-hassle” 
policy and aiming to make the warranty aspect 
of boat ownership as enjoyable as possible for 
both dealers and customers, CABO has widened 
the gap between itself and its competitors even 
further. It is nearly impossible to find better 
customer service than that of CABO Yachts.

With the acquisition of CABO Yachts in Feb-
ruary of 2006, Brunswick Corporation knew, 
without a doubt, the principles and values estab-
lished by Mohrschladt and Howarth at CABO 
were right in line with their own. According to 
Dustan McCoy, Chairman and CEO of Bruns-
wick, “The CABO brand has a well-earned 
reputation for design, quality, performance and 

fishability, all prized characteristics within the 
Brunswick Boat Group.”

Under the Brunswick flag, CABO Yachts 
has continued to thrive by upholding the high 
standards to which the industry and its cus-
tomers have become accustomed. “At CABO, 
we work everyday to build the best boat pos-
sible,” states Austin Rothbard, CABO’s cur-
rent president. Continuing their commitment 
to innovative marine design and engineer-
ing excellence, in 2007 CABO launched 
the highly anticipated 38 Express and 38 
Flybridge. With their superior fishability, 
these CABOs will prove to be bluewater 
fish-fighting machines just like the rest of 
the CABO fleet.

Whether fishing the waters off Los 
Suenos or any other fishing ground 
around the world, remember that one 
thing will remain constant – your 
CABO will provide a fast, smooth ride, 
unbeatable fishabilty, and ac-
commodations unlike any other 
sportfisher in its class. Who 
knows, you may even bring the 
tournament-winning catch back 
to the docks. After all, nothing 
does it quite like a CABO.
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by John Leek IV, General Manager, Ocean Yachts

The owners of our newest models have 
now spoken. They tell us that the difference 
in the fit and finish of our new models is 
immediately apparent; that boats which have 
always been recognized for their styling, 
performance, spaciousness, and generous 
standard equipment now stand toe to toe in all 
aspects with the competition.

Dealers have their own gauge of quality: 
how many deficiencies they must correct after 
taking possession of a boat from the factory 
to ensure the customer’s satisfaction. By 
their favorable comments and the dramatic 

decrease in warranty claims, Ocean dealers 
have confirmed the success of our rigorous 
Quality Assurance Program.

“In 2004-5, Ocean decided to evaluate 
its operation,” John Kornick of South Jersey 
Yacht Sales observed. “They talked to cus-
tomers, dealers, staff and had outside people 
look at the operation. They added key people 
and implemented new procedures. Feedback 
came also from loyal customers. Some were 
buying their fourth or fifth boat. Always 
happy with the product, they appreciated the 
changes in quality.”

‘We’re committed to raising the overall quality of each and every boat.’

Quality may well be the most abused word in the industry, at least in the language of marketers. Worn 
to a cliché by overuse, “quality” raises the eyebrows of the skeptical, who hear in it only an empty prom-
ise or a meaningless claim.

Three years ago, the Leek family rededicated Ocean Yachts to quality - not only its “relentless pur-
suit” (another favorite advertising platitude), but its achievement within 24 months. Ocean’s manage-
ment team, aided by a respected consultant in the automotive industry, established a system of Quality 
Assurance and - equally important - measures by which it can be verified and quantified.
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Overcoming the Generation Gap in
Design and Manufacturing Technology

For nearly three decades following the 1978 launch of 
our first sportfisherman, Ocean did as much as any of our 
competitors to modernize production boatbuilding. We were 

the first yacht builder - to 
choose just one example - to 
exploit the efficiencies of the 
interior module developed by 
volume-builders to accelerate 
line rates. Instead of fram-
ing and finishing inside the 
hull (an inefficient vestige 
of wooden boatbuilding), 
the interior module is built 
offline, then attached to the 
deck and lowered into the 
hull at a logical stage during 
construction.

But by the beginning of 
the new century, Ocean was lagging behind competitors in 
the adoption of contemporary computer-aided design and 
manufacturing processes. The appearance and performance 
of our yachts remained outstanding, but the cost to achieve 
them began to rise. Quality became more problematical as 
we strove to increase production speed by traditional means.

A new generation of young design engineers, manufac-
turing and inventory specialists joined Ocean, among them 
Terence Watson and John Leek IV, who formed the nucleus 
of a newly constituted Ocean Design Team under the direc-
tion of President John Leek III. The young men understood 
how modern computerized technologies were transforming 
the production of mid-sized yachts and could be used to 
produce high-quality results at a significant savings. Savings 
could be passed on to the customer and used to improve 

Ocean’s capabilities. We 
could enhance our boats and 
perfect their quality while 
maintaining our position as 
a value leader. We were able 
to make significant capital 
investments in state-of-the-
art manufacturing equipment 
such as a plexus gun for 
the uniform application of 
adhesive to the 37’s stringer 
system and facilities like 
an enclosed annex where 
flybridges can be mated to 
decks out of the weather. 

Engineering Quality into the Product
- by Design

“We’ve engineered quality into every aspect of produc-
tion: fiberglass layup, module fabrication, mechanical, 
woodworking, and hardware,” General Manager John IV 
remarked. “So when the hull and deck are mated and the 
bridge is attached, quality has been integrated into every 
system and component in the yacht.”

No other area, perhaps, demonstrates the possibilities of 
the new technology to create a high degree of finish than 
vacuum-molding. Increasingly, Ocean is moving toward the 
vacuum-molding of fiberglass parts instead of cutting and 
finishing them – our traditional method. The result is parts 
with much closer tolerances, that are lighter yet stronger and 
more dimensionally stable. What the customer discerns in 
his new Ocean Yacht is a boat of exceptional quality in ap-
pearance and performance.

“Ocean is a production boatbuilder, yet our approach has 
often involved custom fitting – a time-consuming and inef-
ficient method,” Ocean’s Plant Manager Bob Phillips noted. 
“By adopting modern composite technology, we can attain 
a degree of finish resembling a custom boat’s. Our hardtops, 
for example, used to be cut from fiberglass, assembled, 
then finished. By compression-molding, we’ve been able to 
speed production with fewer manhours and produce a seam-
less, more attractive finished part. We’ve retrofitted molds to 
create in the finished part the smooth, shiny surfaces found 
on a custom boat.”
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The Engineering Changes
Are Not Skin Deep

Every recent model uses a system of tab locators and 
alignment slots to ensure the exact alignment of the mod-
ule’s precut pieces.

“Our cabinetry suppliers are employing this same system 
to make certain that bulkheads align with floors, ceilings and 
cabinets with bulkheads,” Terence Watson observed. “Joints 
are epoxied and, in the case of ceiling-to-bulkhead units, 
rubberized. The result is an exceptionally strong, rigid, and 
squeakless salon or stateroom.”

The assembly process is accelerated because cabinets, 
bulkheads, or ceilings no longer have to be measured and 
adjusted on the production line; they’ve been precut using a 
CNC router or molded to a design template. Each assembled 
module is prefitted with wiring and plumbing and ready to 
be lifted and lowered into the hull. Pieces snap into place, 
eliminating most handfitting and the inaccuracies sometimes 
associated with manual processes. Mechanical means have 
not entirely replaced tradition-
al production methods: “crafts-
manship” is still required 
to produce a tight seam, for 
example. It is the integration 
of traditional and contempo-
rary construction methods that 
assures the highest quality.

Completions have been 
accelerated by reorganizing 
the sequence of procedures, 
wherever possible, to make it 
more efficient. Ocean used to 
repair any fiberglass imperfec-
tions at the final stage. Now, they are corrected during the 
module stage, leaving time to buff and wax the entire yacht 
in the finishing stage. Contrary to what might be expected, 
increasing speed and efficiency will augment quality and 
finish if they are part of an ordered, managed process.

“Our owners benefit by the additional strength and integ-
rity in every part and area of their new boats, by a smoother 
construction process that expedites delivery, by our produc-
tion efficiencies that allow us to produce one of the indus-
try’s most remarkable values, and by finishing processes 
that create production boats that look like custom,” John IV 
declared. “Before an Ocean moves from one stage to the 
next, it must pass a critical quality assurance evaluation; 
only then can it move to the next stage. That’s innovation by 
process: we’re considering every step to see how efficiency 
and quality can be enhanced.”

The New 37 Billfish and 58 Super Sport:
Engineering With Imagination

Quality as it comes to be embodied in new products - 
this, of course, is what interests consumers most. The story 
of Ocean’s investment in Quality Assurance and the changes 
in boat design and manufacture by which it has been real-
ized leads to our two newest models: the 37 Billfish and the 
58 Super Sport. Both express the company’s commitment to 
product refinement and extraordinary fit and finish.

“In the case of the 37 Billfish, we sought ways to incor-
porate more molded fiberglass pieces,” said John IV, “giving 
it the finished look of a custom boat.”

The tooling has been extensive. All plugs were cut on a 
5-axis router to achieve precise tolerances. Precision mold-
ing allows Ocean to attain a high level of finish at an earlier 
stage in production, saving manhours and ensuring quality.

“Ocean has always been a production boatbuilder,” Ter-
ence stated, “but in the 37 
Billfish we moved closer than 
ever before to the methods 
of volume boatbuilders. 
Vacuum-molding and other 
modern manufacturing tech-
niques allow us to produce a 
new and affordable product 
with superior properties and 
finish. The 37 Billfish served 
as proof of concept for a new 
era in Ocean manufacturing.”

“CAD makes possible 
detailed engineering plans 

– impossible with a traditional hands-on approach to boat 
design,” John IV remarked. “With the 58 Super Sport, we 
engineered with our imaginations. As Ocean goes forward, 
this almost absolute precision and the quality resulting from 
it are Standard Operating Procedure.”
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The Viking 40 Sedan, as it was called when launched in 1973, began a 10 year run that 
saw over 400 boats built. Designed by Bruce Wilson who still resides over his drafting 
table at Viking, the 40 Sedan was the bellwether, which put the Viking Yacht Company 
on the chart. Although gas engines were available, the more popular choices included 
Johnson & Towers 6-71Ns rated at 310-hp and 300-hp Caterpillars. Cruise speeds were 
around 20 knots with a top chat of 23-24 knots. Near the end of its run, 6-71TIs rated at 
410-hp increased the cruise speed to 23 knots and the 40 Sedan could reach 26 knots.

On April 1, 2008, the Viking Yacht Company celebrated 44 years in business building luxury per-
formance sportfishing and cruising yachts. Started by brothers Bob and Bill Healey in 1964 when they 
bought Peterson-Viking Builders, a small, struggling New Jersey builder of 37-foot, wooden sportfishing 
boats, Viking Yachts has grown to become a world leader in semi-custom fiberglass yacht production 
with over 4,000 Vikings delivered.

With Bob at the company helm as Chief Executive Of-
ficer and deal maker, and Bill as company President, chief 
boatbuilder and head of the company's in-house design 
and engineering teams, this family-owned and managed 
business is thriving today. Viking Yacht Company builds 
over 108 high-end yachts, from 45 to 74 feet and valued 
at $1 million to $4.5 million each year. The company's 
order sheet is full for the next 12 months, depending on 
the model, with sales limited only by production capacity. 
With 1,400 employees building yachts in Viking's state-
of-the-art, 690,000 square-foot, waterfront-manufacturing 
facility, business has never been better, and expansion plans 
are under way to increase production of its largest models.

Not too long ago, though, the picture at Viking was 
anything but rosy. When the double-whammy of a nation-
wide recession hit in 1990, followed by the introduction of 
a federal luxury tax in 1991, the company went from 1,500 
employees in two plants to just 80 employees in one plant. 
In general, the marine industry went into a tailspin that re-
sulted in massive plant shutdowns and a significant rippling 
effect of related closures as ancillary businesses, like engine 
manufacturers, equipment producers and other vendors saw 
their markets dry up. 

The Healeys borrowed working capital and invested 
their own money to keep the company afloat. Bob Healey 
also was instrumental in organizing a national, grass-roots 
campaign to fight the tax based on a loss of jobs issue. In 
taking the industry lead, Bob organized busloads of out-of-
work boat builders that converged on Capitol Hill. Other 
demonstrations took place on a regular basis around the 
country to plead for support in repealing the tax. In Rhode 
Island, a boat was set on fire aboard a barge in Narragansett 
Bay as a symbol of protest. It took better than two years, but 
by 1993 the luxury tax was history and Viking was poised 
to flex its muscles as boat buyers returned to the market. It 
is interesting to note that Viking's decision to remain open, 
despite dismal sales attributable to the luxury tax allowed 
the company to tool up for new models. Thus, when the tax 
was lifted, Viking roared to the front line leapfrogging over 
its competition firmly, establishing Viking as the dominant 
builder in its class.

The brothers' commitment to the marine industry is 
unique. Viking's open-door policy has welcomed students, 
vendors, competitors, legislators and others interested in 
boat-building technology to the New Gretna facility to see 
first hand what Viking has developed. Under Bill's leader-
ship in design and engineering, Viking contributed to the 
development of, and was one of the first to adopt the Ameri-
can Boat & Yacht Council's (ABYC) Standards and Recom-
mended Practices, as well as the National Marine Manufac-
turers Association (NMMA) Recommendations.

As a testament to their continuing attention to building a 
safe boat, Viking Yachts received CIGNA Recreational Ma-
rine's prestigious Award for Excellence "For their contribu-
tion to boating through training, education and the produc-
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tion of products which have helped set standards for safety 
and quality within the industry." 

An interesting aspect that sets Viking apart from its 
competitors is that the company manufactures about 90 
percent of the items that go aboard each yacht. Except for 
major components such as engines, propellers, air condition-
ing units and appliances virtually everything is made on 
site. Viking molds its own fuel, water and waste tanks out of 
fiberglass, for example, so that the tanks fit into the lowest 
reaches of the bilge to enhance stability and maximize ca-
pacity. In addition, the tanks are then fiberglassed into place 
adding to the strength of the hull. Engine beds are fabricated 
from structural steel to ensure drive train alignment and 

handle the high horsepower output of modern marine diesels 
that allow mid-30 knot cruising speeds. A sophisticated 
metal shop welds aluminum into bow and safety railing. 
Computer controlled machinery in the mill cuts wooden 
parts with surgical accuracy and the hand-finished varnished 
teak interiors are a beauty to behold. Yacht interiors are 
professionally designed and furnished on site.

Bill and Bob, who have been very successful in build-
ing tournament sportfishing boats, feel a strong sense of 
obligation to the sea. They are founders of the Recreational 
Fishing Alliance (RFA), a non-profit organization formed in 
1996 to promote sustainable fisheries and a healthy marine 
environment. Viking has contributed over $7 million to 
the RFA and the membership is now at the 75,000 mark. 
Spurred on by Viking's commitment, other environmental 
groups and people within the boating industry also have ral-
lied around this important cause.

Today, Viking enjoys an enviable status as the country's 
leading builder of convertible yachts, with many industry 
observers on record describing Vikings as the best yachts 

of their kind in the world. The Healey entrepreneurial spirit 
was recognized twice by the national accounting firm Ernst 
& Young, which selected the brothers as its New Jersey En-
trepreneur of the Year and then as runner-ups in the national 
competition. At the 2001 Miami International Boat Show, 
the Healeys were bestowed the prestigious Chapman Award 
by the National Marine Manufacturers Association and Mo-
tor Boating magazine for their contributions to boating for 
the benefit of the industry and the public.

Viking Sport Cruisers, a company formed by the Healeys 
in 1996, has also been phenomenally successful, distributing 
British-built, high-end cruising yachts from 50 to 95 feet, 
built to Viking's specifications, through its dealer network in 
North America. 

A second generation of Healeys 
is now in management positions 

at Viking Yachts, promising 
to continue the family's 
proven tradition well 
into the next millennium. 
Bill’s son, Pat, serves as 

the Executive Vice-
President, while Bob’s  

daughter, Lizanne 
Healey-Smith pro-

vides in-house 
legal council. 

"We have 
much to 

"We have much to be grateful for, we 
have a lot of good, dedicated, hard work-
ing people and we never stop improving 
the product or listening to our customers."
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be grateful for," notes Bill Healey. "We have a lot of good, 
dedicated, hard working people and we never stop improv-
ing the product or listening to our customers. No matter how 
many boats we build, there are still ways to improve every-
thing we do. We look forward to pressing on, to continued 
challenges and to good fortune."

The Viking Yacht Company produces 19 models: 45', 48', 
52', 54’, 56', 56’ Enclosed Bridge, 64', 64' Enclosed Bridge, 
68', and 68' Enclosed Bridge, 74’ and 74’ Enclosed Bridge 
Convertibles and Open Express 45’ and 52’. Two 52’ Sport 
Yacht models also are available. The company launched 
the  60’ Convertible at the 2007 Ft. Lauderdale International 

Boat Show to much acclaim. Its sistership, a   60 Enclosed 
Bridge, as well as the new Viking 50 Convertible premiered 
at the Miami Yacht and Brokerage Show in February.  While 
offshore fishing is a big lure for many Viking owners, 
Vikings are equally revered for their cruising capabilities. 
Viking Yachts are sold and serviced worldwide.

In dealing with an owner base that is constantly seeking 
new and larger models, Viking produced the Custom 105, 
built in Viareggio, Italy, to Viking's specifications by Versil-
craft. The new yacht made its premiere at the 42nd Annual 
Ft. Lauderdale International Boat Show in October 2001 
and was awarded the National Marine Manufacturers As-

sociation Innovation Award at the Miami International Boat 
Show in February 2002. A new alliance has been formed 
with Italian builder Sanlorenzo, which has built an 88’ Mo-
tor Yacht and 108 motor yacht for the Viking Custom line

There are 14 Viking Sport Cruisers models: seven Motor 
Yachts: 61’, 63’, 67', 70', 75', 84' and 95’; three Flybridge 
Yachts: 50', 54’, 57’; four Express Yachts: V53, V58, V65 
and V70. Viking Sport Cruisers are sold and serviced in 
North America. 

In February 2002, Viking opened a new service facility in 
Riviera Beach, Florida, near Palm Beach, to accommodate 
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Viking owners who bring their boats south for the winter. 
The new facility features slips for in-water work, as well 
as land storage to handle larger projects and outfitting. A 
125-foot by 150-foot shed with 50 feet of clearance will ac-
commodate boats with tuna towers for indoor work. 

In December 2002, the Bass River Marina, adjacent to 
the Viking Yacht plant was bought back by the Healeys and 
reflagged the Viking Yachting Center. It was at this marina 
where the Healey brothers started their maritime careers. 
The brothers sold the property in 1964 when they devoted 
all of their energies to boat manufacturing. 

In early 2003, Viking formed two new companies, At-
lantic Marine Electronics (AME) and Palm Beach Towers 
(PBT). Atlantic Marine Electronics is based at the Viking 
Yachting Center (with a satellite office in Riviera Beach) 
and is responsible for the sophisticated electronic naviga-
tion packages, which are installed aboard Viking Yachts 
and Viking Sport Cruisers. Based at the Riviera Beach, 
Florida, facility (with additional service bays at the Yachting 
Center), Palm Beach Towers designs and builds tuna towers 
and fabricates other aluminum components for Vikings and 
other yacht brands.

At a very special breakfast presentation on October 29, 
2003 during the International Boatbuilders’ Exhibition & 
Conference in Miami Beach, Florida, Viking Yachts’ Bill 
and Bob Healey were recognized by their peers and in-

ducted into the National Marine Manufacturers Association 
(NMMA) Hall of Fame for their selfless contributions to the 
recreational marine industry.

To this end, Viking recently established a charter school, 
the Riviera Beach Maritime Academy in Riviera Beach, 
Florida, near the Viking service facility. The goal of the 
school is to provide willing students with an academic 
background leading to a high-school diploma and hands-
on experience in marine trades. Students work in both a 
classroom setting and a full-service boatyard. Upon gradu-
ation, students may attend college, or choose to enter a 
marine field of choice. The marine industry in South Florida 
has been estimated by the Sunshine State to be worth $13 
billion, which easily surpasses the tourism industry. This 
means jobs in marine trades will always be in high demand 
and Viking has taken the lead to ensure these jobs will be 
filled by qualified tradesmen.

At a time when the brothers could take a well-earned 
rest, Bob and Bill are busier than ever. When not promot-
ing the Recreational Fishing Alliance or industry issues in 
Washington, D.C., Bob can often be found at Viking. Bill 
is at the plant daily overseeing new expansion plans and 
to ensure Viking is “building a better boat everyday.” And 
of course, Bill still makes it a point to say goodnight to his 
1,400 employees each evening, a habit he started way back 
on April 1, 1964.
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by Cercone, Brown and Curtis

Any true angler knows that your gear is 
key to good fishing.  But it’s about more than 
what is in your bait bucket:  a good shoe is 
just as important as anything else on the 

boat.  Keeping feet dry and comfortable 
is what helps fishermen grab the 
traction needed to reel in the big 

catch. When it’s built right, 
equipment enhances 

performance, and 
the shoes on 
a fisherman’s 
feet are no less 
essential than 

the fishing rod in 
his hand.

Fortunately, water is 
Sperry Top-Sider’s turf—and they have the shoes to prove 
it. The creators of the original boat shoe, Sperry Top-Sider 
is a brand that understands the lifestyle demands of their 
consumers and builds products for activities in and around 
the water.

Today, Sperry Top-Sider is now the world’s most rec-
ognizable boat shoe brand, but it was born of truly 
modest - and unexpected - beginnings.

Though he didn’t know it at the time, when Paul Sperry, 
avid sailor and inventor, set out to take his dog for a walk on 
a cold New England day in 1935, he was about to change the 
face of footwear. In recognizing the function of the hundreds 
of tiny, multi-directional cracks covering his cocker spaniel’s 
paws, he uncovered the secret that inspired the original boat 
shoe: traction.  That same day, with pieces of rubber, a razor 
blade and an ordinary sneaker, Paul had pieced together the 
prototype of the world’s first boat shoe.  Subsequent designs 
yielded the original Sperry Top-Sider, a truly amphibious 
shoe with anchor-like traction on all surfaces.

Now, nearly 75 years after Paul Sperry’s in-
vention, traction defines the water-based Sperry 
Top-Sider brand. With the Authentic Original 
as inspiration, the company began churning 
out shoes with these same basic elements—as 
well as a few more.

In 2007, Sperry debuted the SB1070, a 
twist on the original boat shoe style with an 
athletic flair, it offers the traction and water-
compatibility expected of a water shoe, but 
also delivers the cushioning, comfort and stabil-
ity of a world-class athletic shoe.

The logic? Many anglers wear athletic 
shoes for fishing, as long days on the 

water require footwear with extra 
support and cushioning. However, 

athletic shoes are typically not 
designed to withstand the 

challenges of a water 

Though he didn’t know it at the time, when 
Paul Sperry, avid sailor and inventor, set out to 
take his dog for a walk on a cold New England day in 

That same day, with piec-
es of rubber, a razor blade 
and an 
ordinary sneaker, Paul 
had 
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sports environment; hence the creation 
of this best-of-both-worlds shoe.

The SB1070 employs several 
technologies to achieve this true hybrid 

status, the first among them being its 
GRID™ Patented Technology. The GRID™ 

System is made up of a woven configuration of Hytrel™ 
filaments inside the rear foot section of the shoe’s midsole. 
These filaments work much like a trampoline, providing 
stable cushioning by bending to the shape of the heel and 
centering it in place at the point of impact.

Traction was, of course, not to be ignored in the making 
of the SB1070; the shoe features Sperry Top-Sider’s Hydro-
Grip Rubber Traction Compound™. Designed with its 
signature non-marking rubber outsole, the SB1070 provides 
ultimate traction in all directions on wet surfaces and, of 
course, won’t leave marks on boat decks.

Similar to the SB1070, the Cabo collection combines 
boat shoe and athletic shoe features to support feet during 
a day of fishing out on the boat. It uses the same GRID™ 

technology to provide cushioning and 
stability plus a non-marking, wave-
siped™ rubber outsole for wet/dry 

traction.  Whether your taste is 
casual or sporty, the Cabo col-

lection offers styles for either 
preference.

A more ca-
sual look, the 
Cabo 2-eye 
is a modern 
take on the 

original boat 
shoe style. Made 

from stain and water-resis-
tant leather and a 360-degree lacing system, the 2-eye keeps 
feet dry and supported on the water.

The Cabo Sport, true to its name, is more athletically-
inspired. To cut down on trip-ups on deck, the laces feature 
a toggle instead of a tie and, while the surface of the shoe 
does incorporate some leather, it is mostly made from 
breathable mesh panels.

Sometimes, you need to keep water out and dryness 
in.  The Barracuda Sport Fisherman’s complete waterproof 
construction stands up to water in all its forms.  Built for 

the avid angler, the Barracuda features 
extra cushioning with the EVA 
midsole and wave-comfort 
removable footbed, 
keeping you 
fresh from 
dawn till dusk.  
Exclusive non-
marking Hydro-
Grip™ Rubber lug 
outsole with Wave-Sip-
ing™ keeps feet stable on wet and 
dry surfaces.

For the truly diehard water lovers, Sperry Top-Sider 
offers the Amphibious. Built for the most intense water 
activities, the Amphibious features the GRID™ Patented 
Technology for support and stability on the boat as well as 

the non-marking, wave-siped rubber outsole shared by the 
Cabo, SB1070 and Barracuda Sport Fisherman. For maxi-
mum water drainage, the Amphibious is made from quick 
drying materials and features mesh panels and drainage 
ports. From kayaking to power boating to fishing, the Am-
phibious keeps feet dry and comfortable for a long day in, 
on and around the water.

70 years ago, Sperry Top-Sider created the original boat 
shoe and today, the company offers a line of footwear to 
keep feet planted firmly during any activity, in and around 
the water.  The avid angler can choose from an array of 
styles, from the SB1070 to the Barracuda Sport Fisherman, 
these shoes will support any water adventure. Reeling in the 
big catch will be a whole lot easier if your feet are comfort-
able and dry, because any sportsman knows footwear is just 
as essential as the hook and rod in order to land that big fish.

To see the full line of Sperry Top-Sider styles, log onto 
www.SperryTopSider.com

70 years ago, Sperry Top-Sider created 
the original boat shoe to keep feet planted 
firmly, in and around the water.
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by Mark Allen

The GPSMAP 5215 boasts a revolutionary new menu-
driven interface that makes operating your whole Garmin 
network as simple as pointing your finger. Multiple network 
ports let you connect and control a whole array of remote 
sensors and data links, from color radar to sonar and more, 
right from your chart plotter screen.

The GPSMAP 5215 is preloaded with highly detailed 
BlueChart g2 marine cartography of the coastal United 
States, including Alaska, Hawaii, and the Bahamas. This 
data provides detailed coastlines, shaded depth contours, 
navaids, port plans, wrecks, restricted areas and tide and 
current information.

Plug in the optional BlueChart g2 Vision cards to add 
true 3D-view detailed mapping capabilities, both above and 
below the waterline. In addition you’ll have access to help-

ful auto guidance, high resolution photo mapping detail and 
“real picture” aerial photos of ports, harbors, marinas, wa-
terways, navigation landmarks and other points of interest.

Garmin’s new GHP 10 autopilot system delivers power-
ful performance in any sea condition for those powerboat 
Captains who demand the ultimate in control and safety. 
The GHP 10 is approved for Mercury Verado outboards and 
works with all types of hydraulically steered powerboats, 
inboards, outboards, and stern drives.

The GHP 10’S patented Shadow Drive technology lets 
you make manual course changes from the helm without 
manually disengaging the autopilot or “wrestling” the 
system for control. Simply turn the wheel for instant course 
changes on the fly. Once you have steered the boat onto its 
new course, just release the helm and the GHP 10 will auto-
matically resume control.

With its aerospace derived technology and G-limited 
gyro turn control, the GHP 10 responds effortlessly and 
safely at virtually any speed. It can easily be set to hold 
position against wind, waves or a heavy current.

Styled to match other units in Garmin’s family of marine 
products, the GHC 10 is the dedicated control unit for the 
new GHP 10 autopilot featuring a 3.5” color display. Up to 
three GHC 10 controllers can be interfaced to a single GHP 
10, allowing autopilot functionality in multiple stations on 
the boat.  Plus with the optional wireless controller,  you 
can sit at your helm chair in complete control or walk 
around the bridge with full electronic steering control.

For a complete list of Product Features and 
Specifications and additional information
including pricing and availability for any

of Garmin’s products,
contact Brent Alderfer at

Offshore Electronics 609-884-6645.

Garmin International has introduced the next big thing in electronic marine navigation, the GPSMAP 
5215. The GPSMAP 5215 is Garmin’s largest network plotter display to date. The GPSMAP 5215 fea-
tures a massive 15” XGA color screen with enhanced detail, 1024 X 768 pixels.

GHP 10

GPSMAP 5215
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Because some Fish Tales are Just Too Good not to Share
by Charlie Langan

And yet another fisherman is born. Bobby, on his toes in more 
ways than one, holding up his nice keeper... shutting out both 
dad, Bob Sr. and uncle Hugh.

After what seems like forever (actually its about a two 
and half hour ride from Schwenksville to Cape May) your 
Dad finally pulls the Jeep Grand Cherokee into the park-
ing lot at South Jersey Marina. You tried to sleep but you 
were too excited. It’s just you, your Uncle Hugh, and your 
Dad, Bob Sr. and the three of you are going out on the Nor’ 
Easter with Captain Jim Dieser.

Why the Nor’ Easter? Because Bob Sr. always fishes 
Mark Adams’ Nor’Easter, and has for over five years. And 
when something works, you don’t try to fix it.

It’s the height of a very busy striper season. The bite is 
on, and Jim doesn’t have to take the Nor’ Easter very far to 
find some striper action. On that day it was the Cape May 
“rips”; the bait was spot and eel. At one point both Bob Sr. 
and Uncle Hugh were hooked up when Bobby got his strike. 
After playing it for five minutes without any assistance 
whatsoever, he finally worked it over to the boat where 
Mate Mike netted it and brought it on board. It was a keeper 
and worthy of the accompanying dockside photograph. It’s a 

good thing too, since both Uncle Hugh and Bob Sr. lost the 
fish they had on.

What’s next for Bobby? According to his Dad there will 
be a trip for drum in the spring, and in two years or so, 
Bobby can look forward to his first quest for tuna. An over-
night tuna run will probably have to wait until the young 
angler has turned 16.

When asked if he had to choose between Disney and 
Fishing, Bobby doesn’t hesitate - “Fishing,” he exclaims. He 
also doesn’t hesitate to point out that on this November day 
he not only caught the biggest fish, but he also caught the 
most fish.

We want to thank the entire Pollock family for sharing 
their story and for reminding us what’s really important in 
life. See you in the spring, Bobby.

Imagine you’re a 10 year-old trombone player in the 5th grade. Its early November when your Dad 
calls you out of school for the day so that you can go fishing. It’s a scheduled trip so you knew it was 
coming. You’ve been fishing before. Every spring and fall your family, Mom, Dad and you, go to LBI 
for a couple of days of surf fishing. But this will be your first time fishing from a boat. Your name is 
Bobby Pollock, and your life will never be the same.

Do you know someone with a good Fish Tale? Tell us about it... 
We enjoy them as much as you do.
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One Pretty Boat ~ by Mark Allen

Next, he ran a 45 Viking Express through its paces; this 
light blue beauty can still be seen in Viking ads. But Rich 
wanted to be able to travel with the boat and his wife, Cathy, 
so in 2005 Lou took him back to Weekstown and showed 
him the 46 Ocean.

When asked what he likes best about the Ocean, Rich 
hesitates. There is a sense that he’s a man with divided 
loyalties, Ocean-Viking, Viking-Ocean. Finally he answers 
simply, “fishability.” But there’s no hesitation about his 
choice of power, Detroit’s. 692’s in the 45, 892’s in the 48 
and twin MTU series 60’s in the 46. When he points out that 
Dave and Walt Johnson can often be found fishing the tour-
naments aboard Anthracite, the J&T connection is made.

Anthracite can be found at most of the major tourna-
ments in the Mid-Atlantic. Rich’s ownership history with 
both companies makes him a natural at the annual Viking/
Ocean Showdown at Canyon Club. She can also be found 
at the Beach Haven Tournament, the White Marlin Open 
in Ocean City, Maryland, the Mid-Atlantic $500,000, and 
in 2007, Pirate’s Cove. When the weather turns cold in the 
Northeast, Anthracite can be found wintering at Ocean Reef 
and fishing tournaments in Florida including the Reef Cup.  

Rich and his crew have won numerous high boat point 
awards, but they’ve been in the money too. In 2004 they 
were bumped out to second place in the blue marlin catego-
ry during the White Marlin Open. Walt Johnson was on the 
rod for that one; no surprise there.

In addition to Walt and Dave Johnson, Mark and Drew 
Parker fish the main tournaments, as do Rich’s sons James 
and Rich Jr. His third son, Pete has been a regular on the 
offshore circuit since he was 12, and today, at 27, he runs 
the boat. Except of course in the spring when Rich and 
Cathy run the boat to the Bahamas. After a too short vaca-
tion, they’ll fly home, leaving Anthracite for the boys to fish 
and bring home to get ready for the next tournament season.

Why the name Anthracite? If you assumed the obvi-
ous, you would think the owner must be connected to the 
coal business, but you would only be half right. With three 
offices, Richard B. Ryon Insurance is based in Pottsville, 
Pennsylvania coal country, and the Ryons have been insur-
ing coal related businesses for three generations.

With the three offices, a busy tournament season and the 
Anthracite in Florida during the winter, Rich took up flying, 
both helicopters and fixed wing, as a means to connect all 
the dots. Today, however, Rich is content to sit in back and 
let someone else do the flying since staying current with 
federal aviation requirements was virtually a full time job 
and it took time away from fishing with family and friends.

Look for the Anthracite the next time you’re out chas-
ing whites on the rip.  You’ll most likely see Rich and crew 
right in the heart of the action.

Husband, father, businessman, pilot, tournament partici-
pant, and owner of an active sport fisher on the circuit; you 
probably thought it was just another pretty boat!

If you spend any time at all on the East Coast tournament circuit, 
you’ve seen it. The late model 46’ Ocean with the icy blue hull and a 
clean uncluttered configuration. Anthracite! Nothing cute or frivolous 
about Anthracite; it’s a solid, industrious name for a boat with a solitary purpose, raising fish. And 
owner, Richard Ryon should know, since Anthracite is the sixth in a series of sportfishing boats that his 
family has owned. Starting out in the 80’s with back-to-back Topaz’s, Rich then stepped up to a pair of 
flybridge equipped sport fishing yachts he purchased through South Jersey Yacht Sales’ Lou Piergross.  
First a 45 Viking and then a 48 Ocean.
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As told to Mark Allen by Tom Swider

The “story” started at around 5:00 A.M. on Monday, 
October 15, 2007. Things got off to a rocky start when a 
leak was detected in the booster hose on the turbo charger. 
Fortunately, the Swiders and their Salty Susan call Canyon 
Club home, so assistance in the form of Dave Wrigley, and 
a crew from Johnson & Towers, was close at hand. Close 
enough that the trip was soon under way and by 11:30 A.M. 
Salty Susan and her crew were already stalking tile, tuna and 
sword at the Wilmington Canyon.

In addition to Tom, the crew on this trip included Tom 
Engel, Matt Slobokian, Ben Friedman, Bud Crane and Randy 
Vickery. Although they initially dropped their lines at the 
East Wall of the Wilmington Canyon to fish for Golden Tile, 
during the next 24 hours they extended their patrol to the East 
and West Walls of the Baltimore Canyon. During this time, 
many fish were caught by the crew of 
the Salty Susan. Eventually, they turned 
toward home with 29 keepers.

As Salty Susan glided into Canyon Club 
and headed toward her slip on “E” Dock we all 
admired Tom’s confidence. He always seems to 
carry enough flags, even for a trip as successful as 
this one. When all was said and done the tally was 
as follows:

6’ Conger Eel (12) Mahi Mahi
(5) Yellowfin tuna (4) Sword fish
(6) Tilefish (1) Longfin tuna

As for winning that big tournament – we’ll 
just have to be patient. By the way, Tom also has 
a “whale” of a story from the 2006 season, but 
we’ll let him tell you that one.

Many thanks to Tom and Susan 
Swider and the crew of the Salty Susan 
for sharing their story and photos.

Do you have a story with photos that 
you are willing to share? Send them 
along and we’ll try to include them in 
the next issue of On The Rip. Photos 
must be hi-resolution (300dpi min.) and 
can be submitted as a hard copy, origi-
nal print film or digitally. Please email 
to MAllen@SJMarina.com or send hard 
copies to: 

On The Rip Magazine
P. O. Box 641, Cape May, NJ 08204

Salty Susan has yet to win the big tournament – but it’s just a matter of time. In our estimation, Tom 
and Susan Swider with their 46’ Ocean, Salty Susan epitomize the fishing family.

And we have the photos and the story to prove it.
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Brian Talks with Mark Allen

2005 was Brian’s first year fishing the Fin-Alley. He par-
ticipated in a number of shark and striped bass tournaments 
out of Brielle, and also traveled south for the White Marlin 
Open out of Ocean City, MD. In July, 2006 he packed up his 
family and headed down to Cape May for the Albemarle-
Cabo Scramble hosted by South Jersey Marina, home of 
South Jersey Yacht Sales in Cape May, NJ.

Brian purchased Fin-Alley through South Jersey’s Pt 
Pleasant office and salesman, Drew Santoro.  It was his first 
experience with South Jersey and the relationship is already 
solid. Even though Fin-Alley is his first Cabo, his relation-
ship with the California built line of sportfishing boats is also 
solid. “It’s my first Cabo, but not my last,” laughs Brian.

With its roomy cockpit, ample storage, and unique seating 
arrangement the 35 is an ideal vessel for cruising, as well as 
fishing. This is important to Brian’s wife Cynthia who not 
only fishes with Brian, but enjoys cruising in the Cabo to 
Montauk, Block Island, and this summer, Cape May.

 Time off is important to Brian, Cynthia and their three 
children. As President of Bay Marine Yacht Insurance, Brian 
is always on the move since his company furnishes insur-
ance up and down the entire eastern seaboard. Like most 
of our customers, Brian spends his time away from work 
on the water, whether it be cruising to a new destination or 
going offshore for marlin. What better way to enjoy time on 
the water than in a Cabo from South Jersey Yacht Sales.

“It fishes like a bigger boat,” is how Brian 
DeSousa characterizes his new Cabo.  Intelli-
gent design, smart engineering and just good old 
common sense have given Brian a 35’ fly bridge 
that fishes and feels like a 48 footer. A roomy and 
well designed engine room houses a pair of 540 
Cummins which get Brian where he wants to be 
quickly and in comfort. In a word, he describes 
his new Cabo as “seaworthy”. Brian should know. 
The Cabo is his fifth sportfishing boat. Now he 
owns a boat that not only gives him the feel of a 
bigger boat, but it enables him to out-fish them 
too, especially when chunking for tuna.
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by Michelle McDermott & Larry Pecan

“Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.” You’ve heard it said countless times, but in the case of 
MAN and its common rail engine, the expression is particularly apt. 

Common Rail injection technology was first installed in commercial vehicles in Frankfurt, Germany, 
in 2000. Beginning in 2004, MAN adapted the Common Rail injection technology to the pleasure boat 
industry. Today, the new injection system is available in MAN’S complete line of diesel engines from 
550 to 1550 hp.

Since 2004 several other engine manufacturers have 
released their own versions of the common rail, but it’s the 
ownership experience after the sale that sets MAN apart and 
out in front. Not only have MAN Common Rail engines 
proven to be the most reliable engines on the market, but 
perhaps more important is MAN’s support structure right 
here in the United States.

On the rare occasions that problems do arise, two ele-
ments, trained personnel and parts, are crucial to ensuring 
that these problems are addressed quickly, usually in less 

than 24 hours. In the USA 
alone, there are currently over 

100 Common Rail certified 
technicians, a much sought 

after and unique distinc-
tion. For example, 
before being accepted 
into the training 
program, candidates 
must purchase all the 
diagnostic and special 

tooling that they 
will require. Since 
trained hands are of 
little use without 
parts, Authorized 

Service Dealers 

have stringent minimum spare parts stock requirements. 
This, coupled with the incredible parts stock maintained 
at  the MAN US headquarters, located in Pompano Beach, 
FL, enables customers to receive anything from a gasket 
to an engine block within 24 hours anywhere in the U.S. 
Additionally, MAN rotates its factory engineers throughout 
its Service Dealer network so that they are available to go 
directly to boats and assist with more complex problems.

Since an owner with a MAN equipped boat probably 
travels, MAN has also established a network of trained tech-
nicians and Service Dealers throughout Central America, the 
Caribbean, and Canada with plans to expand the network 
throughout all of South America by the first quarter of 2009.

Locally, Engines Inc., in Pleasantville, New Jersey is 
one such Authorized Dealer. Not only does Engines Inc. 
maintain a robust inventory of spare MAN parts, but the 
company fields a staff of six technicians, five of whom 
have been to MAN training classes and four of which are 
Common Rail certified MAN technicians, and two of whom 
have trained at the factory in Nuremberg, Germany. Also in 
New Jersey, are Authorized Dealers Bass River Diesel and 
Marine Motorworks Technology, as well as New Gretna 
based factory trained technicians, who are available to assist 
dealers throughout the northeast.

Training and parts are key? Why? What’s so different 
about the Common Rail?

Traditional diesel engines utilize injection pumps which 
pressurize the fuel, time the injection, and then deliver the 
atomized fuel to the engine through injectors. Injectors in tra-
ditional diesel engines amount to spring loaded check valves.

In contrast, Common Rail engines utilize high pressure 
fuel pumps (6,000 psi at idle to 23,000 at full 

power). These pumps deliver a constant 
supply of fuel at a much higher pressure 
than traditional fuel pumps. Since the high 

pressure fuel is always available, it does not 
have to be re-established with every stroke.

This highly pressurized fuel is deliv-
ered through a common rail or manifold 
to each injector. Rather than the spring 
loaded check valve of a traditional diesel 
engine, injectors in the Common Rail 
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engine are operated by an 
electrical solenoid.  These 
solenoids get their commands 
from a computer which makes 
decisions about timing, fuel, 
and duration of injection based 
on sensors and the operators 
input. The advantages of the 
Common Rail system are the 
higher injection pressures, 
which result in better atomiza-
tion of the fuel and the ability 
to decouple the injection timing from the engine rotation. 
With Common Rail Technology, the fuel is pressurized by 
an engine driven pump, which maintains the pressure com-
manded by the engine control system, and is injected up to 
three times per stroke. The computer monitors operating 
conditions such as ambient temperature, coolant temp, oil 
pressure, commanded rpm, and engine load, then decides 
the quantity, duration and timing of the fuel injection into 
the combustion chamber. The result is a “soft combustion” 
which reduces noise in a Common Rail engine to a fraction 
of that of traditional engines.

It is important to remember that Common Rail injectors 
operate independent of rpm and with constant pressure. 
Computer controlled solenoids enable a precisely 
timed injection that in turn produces optimum power 
with minimum exhaust and vastly improved fuel 
economy. This is not your ordinary diesel engine that 
just anyone can or should work on.

MAN has chosen to integrate as much functional-
ity into the controls as possible. Working with Bosch 
Rexroth, a leading engine controls company, MAN can 
offer a CAN-BUS control (user interface if you will) 
that can be customized to the operator’s preferences. 
Such preferences as one lever synchronized speed 
control, troll output rpm, and many others can be pro-
grammed to the operator’s requirements. 

In the same vein, the MAN MMDS (MAN Moni-
toring and Diagnostic System) is also integrated into 
the black box containing most of the engine control 
electronics. Utilizing inputs from a host of sensors, 
ranging from the transmission oil temperature to the 
cooling system pressure, the MMDS looks at many 
different parameters and, based on set algorithms, 
decides if the engine is at risk for failure. If such 
risk exists, the engine output is reduced (commonly 
referred to as derated) to about half of the engine’s 
designed torque output, and a communication link to 
the adjacent engine commands reduced rpm as well. 
Small problems can be detected and addressed before 
major damage occurs. 

To summarize the advantages, a MAN Common 
Rail diesel engine delivers: 

Cleaner burning engines: Little to no visible smoke 
at start-up, idle and acceration. In addition, invisible 
gases which are always present in diesel exhaust have 

been greatly reduced.
Efficiency: more power 

and torque for better accel-
eration: Since the Common 
Rail controls timing, pressure 
and quantity for every power 
stroke, more power is produced 
out of the same engine volume.

Less combustion noise 
throughout the rpm range: 
Multiple injections per each 
power stroke produce a “soft 

combustion” which reduces noise dramatically.
Less vibration: Greater fuel control allows for all-cylin-

der operation, even at idle and low rpm.
Better engine management and easier troubleshooting: 

Electronic  sensors used to monitor  the engine can now also 
be used for digital displays, engine diagnostics, enhanced 
expansion of control stations and rpm sensitive alarms.

MAN built the first diesel in 1893. Today, MAN’S engine 
division produces over 100,000 units per year with represen-
tation in virtually every country in the world. In fact, MAN 
claims ownership of the highest output diesel in the world, a 
130,000 horsepower monster. Some might be tempted to say 
that MAN wrote the book.
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by R. E. Heinly

The spacious and safe Cape May Harbor we enjoy today with its myriad of attractions and amenities 
is the fulfillment of the dreams of our Victorian ancestors well over a century ago. There’s a homeland 
defense facility at the U.S. Coast Guard base, an outstanding yacht club, a marlin and tuna club, a nature 
study center, fine restaurants, major commercial fishing complexes, and recreational and sportfish-
ing facilities in the form of marinas for a wide range of interests and incomes. Sailing from Cape May 
are private powerboats of all sizes, party fishing boats, charter fishing boats, commercial fishing boats, 
sailboats, sportfishing and pleasure yachts, and the ships of the U.S. Coast Guard. There’s even nature 
observation cruises and an historic ship or two. Actually today’s Cape May Harbor exceeds our ances-
tor’s most optimistic dreams.

Since the Victorian Era Cape May has been renowned as 
the Queen of the Seaside Resorts. During much of that era 
(1837-1914) it was the premier coastal resort for the newly 
emerging middle class made affluent by the Industrial Revo-
lution. During those decades the local focus was mainly on 
the beachfront and the bayshore. The latter locale was the 
hub of maritime transportation. It was there, near today’s 
Sunset Beach, that sailing ships and steamboats docked 
bringing resorters, as the Victorians called them, to Cape 
May. Yachts participating in races anchored off this dock. 
The huge harbor of today did not exist. By the early 1900s 
Cape May’s Victorians dreamed of a world-class harbor. 
Today their dreams have been fulfilled. This is the story of 
the realization of that dream.

Until the early 1900s Cape May’s harbor was simply a 
few piers and buildings on the southern shore of Cape Island 
Creek near the foot of Washington and Lafayette Streets. 
There was no huge harbor, no large and safe inlet, and no 
canal. Cold Spring Inlet was more of a cove than an inlet 
extending only a mile into the wetlands. Vessels entered Cape 
Island Creek at Turtle Gut Inlet, which divided today’s Seven 
Mile Island and the Wildwoods into Five Mile Island and Two 
Mile Island and Wildwood from Wildwood Crest. Mariners 
had to navigate a meandering creek through extensive wet-
lands until it turned toward the sea again behind the city as 
it does today. Tides and a shifting bottom made local knowl-
edge of the waterway a necessity. Large vessels were out of 
the question. Only small local fishing boats, both private and 

party, and local pleasure craft trav-
eled this treacherous course. Local 
families like the Schellengers and 
Rosemans offered dock facilities. 
At Sewell’s Point stood Faucett’s 
Fish House restaurant then the 
Inlet House and a small yacht pier. 
The new Cape May Yacht Club 
(1871) had its headquarters nearby 
also, home to small pleasure craft 
including the 18’ yacht Larina 
of the town’s leading citizen, Dr. 
Emlen Physick. His was one of 
the smaller ones, most measuring 
from 21-27 feet.
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Images are period post cards furnished by Rick Weber

During the American Revolution and War of 1812 Ameri-
can privateers snuck into this harbor and others along the 
South Jersey coast to escape the British Navy. Inside Turtle 
Gut Inlet a small naval battle took place during the Ameri-
can Revolution. This inlet was closed in 1922 due to the 
expansion of Cold Spring Inlet. Action took place between 
local militia and British naval landing parties all along the 
Jersey Cape, especially around Cape May Point.

Most of the Victorian Era was an age of water transpor-
tation, of sailing ships and steamboats. Overland travel by 
coach or the new railroads was torturously uncomfortable. 
Those who could afford to, traveled by boat. As stated 
earlier, they landed at a pier near the foot of today’s Sunset 
Boulevard, thence to travel into Cape May via coach along 
what was then the clamshell paved Cape Island Turnpike or 
by trolley or light railroad around the coast past Cape May 
Point and into Cape May. During the late 1800s this railroad 
was extended to Sewell’s Point then in the early 1900s 
beyond to Schellenger’s Landing.

In 1871 the first yacht races were held in Cape May 
using the steamboat pier as a Headquarters. The next year, 
the Cape May Yacht Club was born and they erected a club 
house on Cape Island Creek between the ends of Washing-
ton and Lafayette Streets.

By the dawn of the 20th Century Cape May was losing 
its primacy as a seashore resort to places like Atlantic City 
primarily because the favored means of vacation travel had 
become the railroads. The same peninsular position that had 
made Cape May’s location ideal in an age of water travel 
made it inconvenient to get to by rail. Seeking to revitalize 
the town, entrepreneurs dreamed of making Cape May the 
self proclaimed New Jersey Newport, a maritime Mecca 
for the upper class as well as the middle class. Key to doing 
this was a vastly expanded and improved harbor, a harbor 
of refuge, and a harbor for the yachts of the affluent also 
able to accommodate large vacation cruise ships. A series of 
development efforts during the first two decades of the 20th 
Century collectively known as the East Cape May Project 
created much of the harbor we see today.

Most of the Victorian Era was an age 
of water transportation, of sailing ships 
and steamboats. Overland travel by 
coach or the new railroads was tortur-
ously uncomfortable. Those who could 
afford to, traveled by boat.
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From 1903-1913 a series of dredges converted the 
wetlands then called Cape May Sound into essentially the 
harbor of today. The dredged material was used as landfill 
to turn the wetlands from Madison Avenue to Pittsburgh 
Avenue and New York Avenue to Michigan Avenue in Cape 
May into building lots. Here located around the new Hotel 
Cape May, built 1905-1908 and an 8-story brick “sky-
scraper”, would be the vacation homes of the affluent. Cape 
May had founded a new yacht club, The Corinthian (1913), 
and a golf club (1897) as additional amenities. In 1912 
an entertainment complex known as the Fun Factory was 
added at Sewell’s Point as an additional enticement. From 
1907-19 as an entrance to the new harbor Cold Spring Inlet 
was widened, deepened, and cut through to the harbor, and 
two massive jetties built to protect it. The jetties were built 
from 1908-1911. The harbor was mainly the work of private 
companies while the federal government did the inlet and 
jetty work. The inlet and harbor remain one of the safest on 
the Atlantic Coast. The rail line along the coast from Sunset 
Beach through Cape May to Sewell’s Point was extended to 
Schellenger’s Landing in 1913 to service the newly devel-
oped area. At Washington Street it connected with a trolley 
line to downtown Cape May. The new harbor and inlet 
were officially opened in 1913 amid a parade, ceremonies, 
and dreams of economic revival for Cape May. Interest-
ingly their construction almost exactly paralleled that of the 
Panama Canal (1904-1914).

Unfortunately for the late Victorian entrepreneurs of 
Cape May, they built it, but they didn’t come. What did 
come were World War I, Prohibition and the Depression. All 
would have an impact on the harbor, but not that intended 
by the creators of it and East Cape May. Most of East Cape 
May would remain barren landfill until after World War II. 
The Hotel Cape May and a few isolated mansions, including 
those of Peter Shields and Nelson Graves (now the Mission 
Inn), heads of the two bankrupt East Cape May projects, 
remained as reminders of an unfulfilled dream of the New 
Jersey Newport and economic revival.

Economic revival did come based around the harbor. It 
came in the form of military activity during World War I and 
commercial and sportfishing during the 1920s and 1930s. 
The harbor also became a center for rum running during 
Prohibition.

The new safer and more spacious harbor greatly en-
hanced Cape May‘s strategic importance as guardian of the 
Delaware Bay during both World Wars.

During World War I the U.S. Navy constructed Cape 
May Section Base 9 at Sewell’s Point incorporating the orig-
inal Corinthian Yacht Club and Fun Factory buildings within 
it. It was the home for some of the new military weaponry 
and technology of the era including submarines, dirigibles, 
seaplanes and minesweepers. Its mission was primarily anti-
submarine warfare. To accommodate the submarines the 
Navy deepened the harbor channel. Across the harbor north 
of Schellinger's Landing the Navy established a training 
base called Camp Wissahickon. In Cape May itself the Hotel 
Cape May became a military hospital. At Higbee’s Beach on 

the bayshore, Bethlehem Steel established a munitions plant 
and proving ground. With the end of the war the brief flurry 
of economic revival it created also ended.

Thus by the end of World War I in 1918 the dreams 
of Cape May’s Victorians for its newly expanded harbor 
remained largely unfulfilled. It had not made Cape May the 
New Jersey Newport. It had not provided a badly needed 
boost in tourism and resorting that the area’s sagging econ-
omy so desperately needed. Brighter times were to come, 
but only slowly and not until late in the century and after an-
other world war. We’ll continue this history of Cape May’s 
Harbor in the 2009 edition of On the Rip and learn how only 
recently were the dreams of the Victorians fulfilled.
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Mylar balloons and other plastics are a major threat to wildlife

Mylar balloons because of their reflective tendencies can 
be mistaken for a distress signal and cause rescuers to waste 
valuable resources investigating the source of what from sev-
eral miles away can appear to be a distress signaling mirror.

Balloons in general are a particular nuisance because 
when those floating in seawater deteriorate much slower than 
those exposed in air, and even after 12 months of exposure 
still retained their elasticity. So remember - What goes up 
must come down! Balloons return to the land and sea where 
they can be mistaken for prey and eaten by animals. Bal-
loons are hazards when they enter the aquatic environment 
because they can look a great deal like jellyfish - a major 
source of food for many animals. Sea turtles, dolphins, 
whales, fish, and seabirds have been reported with balloons 
in their stomachs. It is believed that they mistake balloons 
for jellyfish which are their natural prey.

Balloons, are not the only marine environmental nui-
sance. Most plastics and other debris are a danger to the 
marine environment because they persist for extremely long 
periods of time, for example Mylar balloons (centuries), 
derelict fishing gear (centuries), plastic bags (centuries), 
cigarette butts (2-10 years), monofilament (600 years), plas-
tic bottles (450 years), 6-pack holder (400 years), aluminum 
cans (200-500 years), and Styrofoam buoy (80 years)

Many people and organizations are recognizing the 
importance of being “green.”  The Coast Guard Auxiliary is 
no exception.  Protecting the marine environment has long 
been one of the Coast Guard, Active Duty and Auxiliary’s, 
primary missions, and they are once again steping up their 
outreach efforts to alert the public to the dangers of plastics 
in the marine environment.  “The U.S. Coast Guard Auxilia-
ry reminds boaters and the general public that marine debris 
is everyone’s concern and everyone’s problem,” said Pacific 
Area Commodore Lois Conrado.

The Coast Guard Auxiliary recommends the 
following practices that everyone can take to 
reduce plastics in the marine environment:

· Never intentionally discard any item into the marine 
environment. In fact, make it a practice of following the 
“Plus One” program, where you bring all your our trash 
back ashore, plus at least one other piece of trash you find 
during your journey.

· Tie loose items down, secure it, stow it

· Secure all plastic wrap and packaging - make sure they 
don’t blow overboard

· Practice the Three R’s - Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle

· Properly dispose of trash and fishing gear so that birds and 
other marine life don’t become entangled in it.

· Participate in, or better yet - organize a coastal cleanup 
programs in your community

· Buy recycled products with little or no packaging

· Keep cigarette butts off streets and beaches

· Cut the rings in plastic six pack holders

· Set a good example and educate others about marine 
debris.

Under federal law, it is illegal for any vessel to discharge 
plastics or garbage containing plastics into any waters.

A Coast Guard Auxiliary boat on patrol just off the coast of southern California responded to what 
appeared to be a distress signal mirror last month only to discover it was a Mylar balloon, the type used 
for birthdays and other good wishes.  But in this case, it diverted limited assets of the Coast Guard for 
naught.
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Judging is based on the content and quality of each pho-
tograph. Photographers are not identified during the judging 
process. One $250 gift certificate is awarded for each of the 
following four categories: action, candid, and scenic and, if 
applicable, cover.

Last year’s big winner, Jim Gatto, returned to capture 
two of the four categories, scenic and cover. He was joined 

in the winner’s circle by Garry Koeler of Monroe Township 
who won the candid category, and Betty Raimondo from 
Avalon who took the action category.

Once again, we tip our visors to all our contributors and 
congratulations to this year’s winners. We can’t wait to see 
what you send us this year!

It’s our favorite part of putting together On The Rip. Paradoxically, it’s also the most difficult part of 
putting together On The Rip; selecting the winners from the previous year’s photo contest. If you’re un-
familiar with the photo contest, every season we invite you, our tournament participants, spectators and 
friends to “take your best shot.” And you do! And every year we’re more amazed. Without a doubt, the 
best photographs in On The Rip come from on the rip.

Thank you again to all contributors, and congratulations to the winners.

Top left: Best Action Shot • Betty Raimondo of the Sea Mistress
Top right: Best Candid Shot • Garry Koeler of Monroe Township, NJ
Bottom left: Best Scenic Shot • Jim Gatto of the Fighting Angel
Bottom right: On The Rip Cover Shot • Jim Gatto of the Fighting Angel
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One of the nice things about both Canyon Club and South Jersey is you’re never very far from a place 
to bend an elbow or get a good bite to eat. There’s a variety of cuisine, entertainment, and atmosphere 
within walking distance to both marinas. Of course, every crawl needs an informed and willing leader, 
and who better than South Jersey’s own Dockmaster, Chris Booth.

Harbor View Restaurant & Bar is just up the road (east) 
from Canyon Club, directly across the harbor from the 
Coast Guard Base. This 2 ½ story, yellow building is topped 
by a bright red roof, and is a recognizable landmark from 
anywhere in the harbor. Harbor View offers three distinct 
venues so there is something 
for just about everyone.

Upstairs, the 2nd floor res-
taurant offers an upscale set-
ting with a spectacular harbor 
view. The sunsets are a Cape 
May “Must-See.” The diverse 
menu ranges from lobster tail 
to filet mignon and includes 
everything in between. There’s 
grilled ahi tuna and a bouil-
labaisse that has to be experi-
enced to be believed. Down-
stairs, the cozy “L” shaped 
bar features DosEquis and Sierra Nevada on tap in addition 
to “the usual suspects.” A unique line-up of martinis tempts 
even the committed beer drinker.

That’s of course if you even make it inside. First, howev-
er, you have to resist the temptation to relax out on Harbor 
View’s football field sized harbor side deck and bar. In addi-
tion to an expansive “Deck Menu” patrons can enjoy a truly 
unique deck-top experience, fresh sushi! In 2007, Captain 
Fred hit a homerun with his sushi menu. Of course, the deck 
bar offers a selection of mixed cocktails, bottle beer, wine 
and an enviable array of beers on tap.

Old timers may remember it as the Anchorage, but in the 
two years since David Craig reopened it as Lucky Bones, 
this local favorite has evolved into one of Cape May’s 
hottest, hot spots. Located literally across the street from 
South Jersey Marina, patrons still push their way through 

an ancient wooden hatch with 
a porthole and come face to 
face with the huge horseshoe 
shaped bar. On any given 
night, you might find your-
self rubbing elbows with a 
local banker or a rock star, a 
yacht captain or a teacher, or 
maybe even a North Carolina 
fisherman trading shrimp for 
beer. If its cold beer and local 
flavor you seek, you’ve found 
it. If bars could talk, this one 
would write a book.

The menu is as varied as is the clientele. If you’re in the 
mood for something other than seafood, go with the Cuban-
spice rubbed pork chop, a thin crust pizza, or a monster 
Lucky Bones burger. Try the black bean soup with a side of 
chopped onions or one of several special salads as a starter. 
Be sure to check the specials and try to make a choice, its 
not easy.

Not too many places north of the Bay serve Dog Fish on 
tap, but at Lucky Bones it comes out cold and frosty; it is 
just one of several beers on tap. Of course, if it’s not on tap 
you’ll probably find it in a bottle, and LB’s bartenders all 
qualify as adjunct professors at Martini U.

You don’t have to sit at the bar. Lucky Bones features  
bar tables, large dining areas and a private back room. Live 
music is featured most nights; call ahead for listings. And 
bring your patience; Lucky Bones is often packed… but 
that’s because its fun and the food is great.

Waldo?
Who cares where Waldo is...

Where's Chris Booth?
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Can’t decide what you want? The Lobster House has 
it… whatever it is. Cocktails on the Schooner American 
are a great way to start. The Schooner American features a 
full bar and hot food until 4:00; the bar stays open though. 
Another good way to start is the Raw Bar Restaurant located 
on the dock.

Also located on the dock is awesome take-out. Order 
from a full seafood and landlubber menu inside then pick up 
your order and dine outside on the dock. Sip a beer, while 
dining on lobster and watch the battlewagons glide back 
into South Jersey Marina after a day offshore. Count their 
laundry and make your own plans for tomorrow. Talk about 
a perfect setting.

Of course Lobster House is famous for its restaurant. 
Although the wait can sometimes be a little long (it’s well 
worth it), the bars on the Schooner American and the Raw 
Bar help the time to pass rapidly. If you’d rather sit in air 
conditioned comfort, there is a comfortable and well stocked 
bar inside, adjacent to yet another raw bar.

Or maybe you’re a perfectionist and feel no one has a bet-
ter technique for scallops than you. If that’s the case then you 
don’t have to go any further than the seafood market out front. 
Live lobster, scallops, shrimp, mako, tuna, flounder, sword; 
the selection is limitless and the freshness is unequaled.

Just across the little metal bridge from South Jersey, op-
posite the Wawa, is Cape May’s oldest tavern, the C-View 
Inn. Although technically “in-town” the C-View is a classic 
local hangout, and a favorite of South Jersey’s Dockmaster. 
Maybe it’s the beer, Sierra Nevada Pale Ale, Guinness, Dos 
Equis, Yuengling, and several others are on tap. There is an 
even larger selection in bottles; whatever you choose, rest 
assured it will be cold, very cold!

Or maybe it’s the wings. Mild, hot or suicide, choose to 
your own level of tolerance. The On The Rip staff likes our 
wings hot, but even we stay away from suicide. In the mood 
for a really good cheese steak, or ribs, or just a damn good 
burger, C-View will accommodate you.

Cold beer, great food, an outstanding selection and atmo-
sphere….and just a short walk away; C-View is a must visit 
for South Jersey Anglers.

Want to see what town has to offer? See the 
Dockmaster and ask for a cab to meet you at the 
Ship's Store. Stay tuned for the second part of our 
“Crawl” series… ”A Cape May City Crawl.”

Above: The C-View Inn just over the small bridge from South 
Jersey, and, of course, Chris Booth.

Previous Page: Lucky Bones across the street from South Jersey, 
and Chris Booth with friends therein.

Above: The Schooner at the Lobster House Restaurant and Chris 
Booth with Mark Allen at the bar in the private room uptairs, 
overlooking South Jersey.
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You plan ahead for your day ON THE RIP don’t you? Why not plan ahead for your visit to Cape 
May? “Keeping It Local” is intended to help you connect with local establishments for everything from 
buying beer and bait to finding a place to stay on shore. It might even help you plan a novel lay-day 
activity. Per your request, we’ve included local phone numbers; for additional information and phone 
numbers, see the index. Use area code “609” unless otherwise specified.

“It’s late and my crew is hungry” You’re docked at South 
Jersey Marina and you want to walk somewhere quickly 
and get a cold beer and something to eat!

• Lucky Bones is across the street. It blends the best of the 
old Pelican Club, Cuban spice-rubbed pork chops with 
thin crust pizza and burgers; frosted pints and plenty of 
cold beer on tap at an awesome bar. Call 884-BONE, of 
course!

• The Lobster House is next door. Dine at the restaurant, 
have a drink at the bar, grab a “take-out” and eat on the 
dock. There’s also the fish market, a raw bar, the bar on 
the Schooner America, and the “Coffee Shop”. Can’t find 
something you like? You’re kidding, right? Call 884-8296 
for information, but no reservations.

• C-View, the oldest pub in Cape May. Just a short walk 
across the bridge into town and bear left, but you knew 
that. Best wings, lobster bisque and coldest beer in town. 
And they deliver, call 884-4712.

• Grab a cab and run over to the Harbor View. The tiki 
bar is perfect for a summer afternoon. There’s also a bar 
inside and dining upstairs with an awesome view of the 
harbor. 884-5444 for reservations.

• Or take that same cab and run into town and go to 
Cabana’s on Beach Drive for a great bar, food, and live 
entertainment….and a younger crowd, 884-4800.

“Where do I get a cab? I’m at the Canyon Club and I 
don’t want to walk anywhere.”

• Call High Roller or Cape May Taxi, call 898-7433 or 
425-5819 anytime of day; or just see the Dockmaster.

• Enterprise Rental Car will deliver right to the marina, 
522-1119, or ask the Dockmaster.

“Where’s the closest place to buy beer?”

• Cape May Liquor and they deliver. Call Bert 884-7676.

• Joe Canal’s delivers too! 886-9786.

“Breakfast, the crew wants breakfast!”

• When at South Jersey Marina, you can’t get closer than 
Dock Mike’s.

• Or walk over to the Coffee Shop at the Lobster House; try 
the daily special. 884-8296.

• Grab a cab and run downtown to the famous Uncle Bill’s 
Pancake House at the corner of Perry and Beach. You can-
not do better! 884-7199.

• Harborview does a great breakfast, with a view! 884-5444.

• As does the Blue Pig at Congress Hall. 884-8422.

“Where’s a good place to stay in town?”

• Sometimes renting a condo or house works best. If so, 
contact the rental departments at Homestead Realty, 
884-1888 or Chris Clemans Realty, 884-3332.

• On the west end of town is the Sea Crest, 884-4561. A 
short walk from everything including spectacular sunsets, 
the Sea Crest provides a quiet, ocean front stay in a family 
run, modern motel.

• In the middle of the beach district, the Buckingham, 
884-4073, yet close to South Jersey Marina, with ocean 
front views and easy beach access, not to mention prox-
imity to arcades, shopping, bars and restaurants.

• Also popular with many of you, the Summer Station, 
884-8800, a short crawl from the Rusty Nail and beach 
front views. Your secret is out.

• The Macomber, 884-3020 with the Union Park Restau-
rant, Montreal, 884-7011 with the Café Promenade and 
the Atlas, 888-285-2746 not only offer ocean front views; 
they also have restaurants on site. Ask at the Atlas about a 
Marina discount.



Lunch & Dinner
on the mall
Cape May

Reservations 884-6661
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• Located in the middle of town, Congress Hall is conve-
nient to downtown shopping, beaches and restaurants. Its 
nightclub, the Boiler Room, features live entertainment 
and a younger, active crowd. The excellent on site res-
taurant, the Blue Pig, serves breakfast, lunch and dinner, 
and the Brown Room serves cocktails until late. Call 
884-8422 for information.

• Cape Harbor Motor Inn, 884-0018 is the closest motel to 
South Jersey Marina; Harry has been staying there for 19 
years; this year will make 20!

“Cape May is famous for fine dining.
Give me some examples.”

• The Washington Inn. Consistently ranked at one of, if not 
the best in town, call for reservations, 884-5697.

• Martini Beach on Beach Avenue (above Cabana’s). You’ll 
climb the steps for the view, but you’ll go back for the 
tapas menu and the finest martinis in town, 884-1925.

• Union Park, across from the Convention Center, is a 
favorite for its atmosphere, preparation, and selection. 
Maybe the best service in town. Truly a unique fine dining 
experience. BYOB and reservations, 827-6822..

• Zagat rated 410 Bank Street. If you haven’t been there 
(but I bet you have)….it’s a must! Tuna the way you want 
it! Reservations, 884-2127

• If it’s Italian you want, then you must go to Fresco’s; 
voted “Best Italian” by New Jersey Monthly. Reserva-
tions, 884-0366.

• Or A Ca Mia on the mall, for either lunch or dinner. And 
a great local connection too, the family participates with 
you in the tournaments. Call 884-6661.

• The Blue Pig at Congress Hall does dinner too and they 
do it well! Call 884-8422, and ask for Blue Pig reserva-
tions.

“My wife is coming with me this year. Any suggestions?”

• Besides the beach? Then how about…

• Heather’s Hair Salon & Spa in town. Already popular 
with many of our ladies, Heather’s is convenient to shop-
ping, MAC activities, and most restaurants. Appointments 
can be made by calling 884-0098.

• Cape May Winery on Townbank. Plan for most of an 
afternoon, and a cab ride home. You might want to call for 
their schedule of tours and events, 884-1169.

• Mid-Atlantic Center for the Arts (MAC) for guided tours 
of town, to the lighthouse, winery, etc. This is home to 
Cape May culture, history, arts and just a great place for 
the ladies (anyone really) to have lunch. The main number 
is 884-5404.

“How about gear and bait?”

• The South Jersey Marina, 884-2400, or Canyon Club, 
884-0199, Ship’s Stores

• Sea Gear for unique and useful “sea-gear”, hardware and 
equipment. Well worth a visit or two, call 884-2711.

“My mate ran a hook through his hand, any suggestions 
for that, smart guy?”

• Run over and see Doc/Captain Bill Weisberg at Cape 
Urgent Care – next to Cape Liquors on the Canyon Club 
side of the bridge. Call 884-HELP (Really!!)

“Ok, you’ve sold me. I want to throw a party for a few of 
my closest friends. Any suggestions?”

• Chef Lenny will not only cater your event, he’ll deliver 
lunch right to your boat. Call Lenny in Hammonton, 
561-5944.

• If you’ve ever fished one of our tournaments, then you’re 
familiar with Otto Rode and Sons since they cater most of 
our events. Speak with Dave Rode, 856-467-1300.

• As do the Washington Inn, 884-5697; and Lobster House, 
884-8296, who both do an outstanding job!

• Stephanie at Cape May Winery, 884-1169; Bill at MAC, 
884-5404; and Judy at Congress Hall, 884-8422; will 
be happy to arrange for catering on your site or they can 
provide a venue as well.

There are several other related businesses in the area.  The ones that are listed here chose to advertise 
with us because they are interested in, and appreciate your business.

We did not choose them, they chose you!
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May 2008
2, 9: Mommy & Me Children's Program,
Nature Center of CM,10:30-11:30AM

3-4: Secret Garden Tours
3, 10, 24, 31: Harbor Safaris, Nature Center of Cape May

3: Spring Festival Antiques & Crafts Show, MAC
7, 14, 21, 28: Cape Island Eco Tour, Nature Center of Cape May

10: 25th Annual World Series of Birding
15-18: Spring Sidewalk Sale, Washington Street Mall & Square

16-18: New Jersey Audubon Society's Cape May Spring Weekend
16-18: Spring Weekend Open House

at the Nature Center of Cape May 
17: 29th Annual Great Cape May Footrace (10K & 5K) 8:30AM

Convention Hall 
17: Spring Arts & Crafts Festival, MAC

17: Delaware Bay Lighthouse Adventures, MAC
17: Netting an Avian's Cuisine, 1:30PM,

Nature Center of Cape May 
18: Cape May Wine School, Wines for Summer Sipping, MAC

18-6/15: 19th Annual Cape May Music Festival, MAC
21-6/28: "Fully Committed", Cape May Stage

24: Crafts at Memorial Day, Convention Hall, MAC
25: Antiques at Memorial Day, Convention Hall, MAC

28: Memorial Day Ceremony, 11:15 AM, Convention Hall
31: Pond Peekers, 10AM, Nature Center of Cape May
TBA: Youth Arts Program, Center for Community Arts

June 2008
2-3: Cape May Youth Choral Festival, Convention Hall, 10AM-2PM

4, 11: Cape Island Eco Tour, Nature Center of Cape May
6-8: World War II Weekend, MAC

7: WCMBA Strawberry Festival, Wilbraham Park, West Cape May
7, 14: Harbor Safaris, Nature Center of Cape May

12-15: 28th annual South Jersey Shark Tournament,
South Jersey Marina

13: Ghosts of Cape May Dinner, The Mad Batter, MAC
14: Family Fishing Trip, Nature Center of Cape May

14: Victorian Fair, Emlen Physick Estate, MAC
14: Cape May Point 5 Mile Run, 8:30 AM

14-15: Boardwalk Craft Show, Convention Hall, 10AM-5PM
18-7/12: "You and I", Wed-Sat, East Lynn Theater Company

21: Harbor Fest, Delaware Ave, Chamber of Commerce
28: Delaware Bay Lighthouse Adventures, MAC

TBA: Youth Arts Program, Center for Community Arts

July 2008
Every Tuesday: Jersey Fresh Farmer's Market, 3 PM -

Sunset @ West Cape May Borough Hall 
2: Kid's Day at the Emlen Physick Estate, MAC

2-8/16: "Private Lives", Cape May Stage
3-8/11: Cape May Kids Playhouse, Mondays & Thursdays,

Convention Hall, MAC
4: Fireworks Extravaganza, Congress Hall 

5: Independence Parade, 1PM, Convention Hall
5: Kiwanis Pancake Day, Convention Hall, 7AM-12:30PM

7: Beach Patrol Super Athalon, 6PM
9-13: 19th annual Viking / Ocean Showdown,

South Jersey Marina
11-13: 44th Annual Promenade Art Show, 10AM - 5PM

12: Jersey Cape Antique Auto Show, 10AM- 2PM
Washington Street Mall

15: Temple University Shore Tour, Convention Hall
16-19: 7th annual Mid-atlantic Tuna Tournament,

South Jersey Marina
16-26: "Jerome Kern Songbook", Wed-Sat.,

East Lynne Theater Company
21-25: Star Soccer Camp, www.starsocceracademy.com

27: Delaware Bay Lighthouse Adventure, MAC
27: Captain Kidd Treasure Hunt, 1PM, Convention Hall

30: 76th Annual Queen Maysea Coronation,
Convention Hall, 7:30PM

30-8/2: Magic by Robert Aberdeen, East Lynne Theater Company
TBA: Youth Arts Program, Center for Community Arts

auguST 2008
Every Tuesday: Jersey Fresh Farmer's Market, 3 PM -

Sunset @ West Cape May Borough Hall 
1: 76th Annual Baby Parade, 11AM, Beach Avenue

1: Sand Sculpture Contest, 9AM, 2nd &Beach Avenue
5: CM Women's Club Peach Festival,
Star of the Sea Church, 10AM-5PM 

6-30: "The Guardsman", Wed-Sat., East Lynne Theater Company
9-10: 31st Annual Promenade Craft Show, 10AM - 5PM

14: Kiwanis Auction Night, Convention Hall, 7-9PM
17-22: 17th Mid-atlantic $500,000,

South Jersey Marina
20-9/27: "Doubt",Cape May Stage

24: Delaware Bay Lighthouse Adventure, MAC
30: Tomato Festival, West Cape May Borough Hall

30-31: Summer Send-Off Craft Show, Boardwalk, 10AM - 5PM
TBA: Youth Arts Program, Center for Community Arts

SepTeMber 2008
6: Cape May Crafts, 10AM-5PM, Convention Hall, MAC

11-14: Fall Sidewalk Sale, Washington Street Mall & Square
13: Cape May Kiwanis Pet Parade, 11AM,

Registration 10AM CM Elementary
17-10/18: "To the Ladies", Wed-Sat., East Lynn Theater Company

18: 9th Annual Scholarship Golf Tournament,
Chamber of Commerce

20: Delaware Bay Lighthouse Adventure, MAC
20-21: Cape May County Art League 26th Annual Fine Art Show,

Washington Street Mall
20-25: 12th Annual Cape May Food & Wine Festival, MAC
27: 25th Annual Beachfront Run, 8:30AM, Convention Hall

For a complete calendar and additional informa-
tion see the Chamber’s web site:

www.CapeMayChamber.com

For more information about MAC (MidAtlantic 
Center for the Arts) activities, see:

www.CapeMayMAC.org

For information about accommodations, see:
www.CapeMayHotelMotel.com

Offshore, Inshore and Onshore for the 2008 SEASON • South Jersey Tournaments and Events are indicated in bold
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410 Bank Street / Frescos • 410 Bank Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-2127 • www.capemaytimes.com/Restaurants/cape-may/410bank.htm ......... 123
A Ca Mia • Washington Street Mall, Cape May • NJ 08204 • 609-884-6661 ...................................................................................................................................... 120
Albemarle Boats • 140 Midway Drive, Edenton, NC 27932 • 252-482-7423 • www.AlbemarleBoats.com ..................................................................................... 23
Atlas Inn • 1035 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 888-285-2746 • www.AtlasInn.com ............................................................................................................ 123
American Striper Association • P. O. Drawer 457, Washington, NC 27858 • 321-287-6351 • www.FishASA.com .................................................................... 27
Baitmasters of South Florida • 6911 NE 3rd Avenue, Miami, FL 33138 • 800-639-2248 • www.Baitmasters.com................................................................... 123
Big Game Fishing Journal • 1800 Bay Avenue, Pt. Pleasant, NJ 08742 • 800-827-4468 • www.BigGameFishingJournal.com .................................................. 22
Black Bart International • 155 East Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach, FL 44312 • 866-289-7050 • www.BlackBartLures.com ................................................... 101
Buckingham • 1111 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-9036 •  www.BuckinghamMotel.com .................................................................................... 112
Cabana’s Beach Bar & Grille • 429 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-4800 • www.CabanasOnTheBeach.com .................................................... 101
Cabo Yachts • 9780 Rancho Road, Adelanto, CA 92301 • 760-246-8917 • www.CaboYachts.com ...................................................................................................... 5
Canyon Club Properties • 900 Ocean Drive, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-7700 • www.CanyonClubMarina.com ............................................................Cover 2
Canyon Runner • 62 Ivy Hill Road, Red Bank, NJ 07701 • 732-842-6825 • www.CanyonRunner.com............................................................................................. 70
Cape Harbor Marine • 307 N. Railroad Avenue, Rio Grande, NJ 08242 • 609-889-0911 • www.CapeHarborMarine.com ........................................................... 124
Cape Harbor Motor Inn • 715 Pittsburgh Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-0018 • www.CapeHarborMotorInn.com .................................................... 123
Cape May Winery • 711 Townbank Road, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-1169 • www.CapeMayWinery.com ............................................................................ 114
Cape Savings Bank • 225 North Main Street, Cape May CH, NJ 08210 • 609-465-5600 • www.CapeBankonline2.com ............................................................... 120
Cape Urgent Care • 900 Route 9, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-4357 • www.CapeUrgentCare.com ......................................................................................... 114
Chef Lenny’s Kitchen • 120 S. Whitehorse Pike, Hammonton, NJ 08037 • 609-561-5944 • www.ChefLennysKitchen.com ....................................................... 108
Chris Clemans & Company Realtors • 1159 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-3332 • www.ChrisClemans.com ..................................... 120
Christi Insurance Group • 156 Stagecoach Road, Marmora, NJ 08223 • 609-390-8996 • www.ChristiInsurance.com .............................................................. 108
Congress Hall / The Blue Pig • 251 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-8422 • www.CongressHall.com .............................................................. 114
Costa Marine Canvas • 333 South Vienna Avenue, Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215 • 609-965-1538 • www.CostaMarineCanvas.com ................................................ 48
Cummins Power Systems • 2727 Ford Road, Bristol, PA 19007 • 215-826-1212...................................................................................................................... 104
C-View Inn • 1380 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-4712 .................................................................................................................................. 114
DeSatnick Realty • 324 Carpenter’s Lane, Ste 2C, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-1300 • www.DesatnickRealEstate.com ............................................................. 86
Engines Incorporated • P. O. Box 952, Pleasantville, NJ 08232 • 609-485-0101 • www.EnginesInc.net ...................................................................................... 61
Enterprise Rent-A-Car • 3011 Admiral Wilson Blvd, Pennsauken, NJ 08109 • 856-910-1223 • www.Enterprise.com ................................................................ 118
EZ2CY • 518 Ridgley Road, Crownsville, MD 21032 • 800-448-4317 • www.EZ2CY.com ................................................................................................................... 104
The Fisherman • 1622 Beaver Dam Road, Pt. Pleasant, NJ 08742 • 732-295-8600 ....................................................................................................................... 107
FLIR • 25 Esquire Rd, North Billerica, MA 01862 • 978-901-8000 • www.FLIR.com ............................................................................................................................... 98
Fraser-Volpe • 1025 Thomas Drive, Warminster, PA 18974 • 215-442-5240 • www.Fraser-Volpe.com ..........................................................................................6, 73
Furuno USA Inc. • 4400 N.W. Pacific Rim Blvd, Camas, WA 21629 • 410-479-4420 • www.Furuno.com ......................................................................................... 18
Garmin • 1200 E. 15th Street, Olathe, KS 66062 • 732-691-9691 • www.Garmin.com .................................................................................................................... 65-68
Guy Harvey • 4350 Oakes Road, Davie, FL 33314 • 800-288-1227 • www.GuyHarveyInc.com .......................................................................................................... 53
Haddon House Food Products • 250 Old Marlton Pike, Medford, PA 08055 • 609-654-7901 • www.HaddonHouse.com ....................................................... 77
Harbor View • 954 Ocean Drive, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-5444 ........................................................................................................................................... 118
Heather’s Salon & Spa • 656 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-0098 ............................................................................................................. 120
High Roller Transportation • P. O. Box 2043, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-898-7433 • www.CapeMayTaxi.com ........................................................................ 120
Homestead Realty • 846 Broadway, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-1888 • www.HomesteadRealEstate.net .............................................................................. 80
IGFA • 300 Gulf Stream Way, Dania Beach, FL 33004 • 954-927-2628 • www.IGFA.org ........................................................................................................................ 32
Joe Canal’s Liquor • 1613 Route 47 South, Rio Grande, NJ 08242 • 609-886-9786 • www.JoeCanals.com/riogrande.html ........................................................ 118
Johnson & Towers • 2021 Briggs Road, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 • 856-234-6990 • www.JohnsonTowers.com .................................................................................. 20
Lobster House Restaurant • Fisherman’s Wharf, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-8296 • www.TheLobsterHouse.com............................................................ 120
Lucky Bones • 1200 Route 109 South, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-2663 ................................................................................................................................. 112
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Mack Boring & Parts / Yanmar • 2365 Route 22 W, 2 Rivers Yacht Basin, Union, NJ 08083 • 908-964-0700 • www.MackBoring.com ................................... 107
Macomber Hotel • 727 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-9036 • www.HotelMacomber.com ................................................................................. 106
MAN Engines • 591 SW 13th Terrace, Pompano Beach, FL 33069 • 954-946-9092 • www.ManEngines.com .................................................................................... 57
Marine Safety • 5050 Industrial Road, Wall, NJ 07719 • 732-938-5661 ........................................................................................................................................... 46
Marine Motor Works • 622A Green Avenue, Brielle, NJ 088730 • 732-743-0585 • www.MarineMotorWorks.com ....................................................................... 97
Mid-Atlantic Center for the Arts • 1048 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-5404 • www.CapeMayMAC.org ................................................ 91
Midlantic Gold Rush • 201 Union Lane, Brielle, NJ 08730 • 732-223-4994 .................................................................................................................................. 90
Ocean City Marlin & Tuna Club • 609-827-0820 • www.CPMConsultant.com/OCMTC .......................................................................................................... 124
Ocean LED • 2015 S.W. 20th Street, Ste 210, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315 • 954-523-2250 • www.OceanLED.com................................................................................. 47
Ocean Yachts • P. O. Box 312, Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215 • 609-965-4616 • www.OceanYachtsInc.com ........................................................................................... 42
Offshore Electronics • 900 Ocean Drive, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-6645 • www.CanyonClubMarina.com .......................................................................... 58
Offshore Financial • 106 Bridge Avenue, Suite 4, Bay Head, NJ 08742 • 800-899-7766 • www.OffshoreFinancial.com................................................................. 63
Pacific Fins Resort Marina Guatemala • 290 9th St. No., Ste 200, St. Petersburgh, FL 33705 • 888-700-3467 • www.PacificFins.com .................................. 54
Penn Reels • 3028 West Hunting Park Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19132 • 800-334-9105 • www.PennReels.com .................................................................................... 11
Pettit Paints • 36 Pine Street, Rockaway, NJ 07866 • 800-221-4466 • www.Kop-Coat.com .............................................................................................................. 63
PipeTowers • 701 Old Avalon Boulevard, Avalon, NJ 08202 • 609-967-3900 • www.Pipetowers.com .............................................................................................. 94
Pompanette Chairs • 1515 SE 16th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 • 954-525-6367 • www.Pompanette.com .....................................................................Cover 3
Premier Detailing • 127-B Bridgeton Pike, Ste 322, Mullica Hill, NJ 08062 • 856-232-0404 .......................................................................................................... 94
PropSpeed • 7 S.E. 23rd Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 • 877-987-7333 • www.PropSpeedUSA.com........................................................................................... 97
Pure Fishing • 825 Madison Avenue, Tom’s River, NJ 08757 • 732-736-0922 .................................................................................................................................... 33
Ransome Engines / Caterpillar • 2975 Galloway Road, Bensalem, PA 19020 • 215-245-0600 • www.Ransome.com ............................................................. 36
Raymarine • 7878 Antolik Road, Girard, PA 16417 • 814-774-5533 • www.Raymarine.com ......................................................................................................Cover 4
Release Marine • 2100 Roger Lacy Avenue, Savannah, GA 31404 • 912-351-2013 • www.ReleaseMarine.com ............................................................................. 28
RFA • P. O. Box 3080, New Gretna, NJ 08224 • 888-564-6732 • www.JoinRFA.org ................................................................................................................................ 32
Rolex / Bernie Robbins • 507 New Road, Somers Point, NJ 08244 • 609-927-4848 • www.BernieRobbins.com ......................................................................... 12
Rode’s Catering • 50 Paulsboro Road, Swedesboro, NJ 08085 • 856-467-1300 ............................................................................................................................. 126
SaltWater Sportsman • P. O. Box 62820, Tampa, FL 33662 • 800-759-2127 • www.SaltWaterSportsman.com .......................................................................... 126
Sea Gear Marine Supply • Route 109 & 4th Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-2711 • www.SeaGearMarine.com ........................................................... 120
Service Center at CCRM • 900 Ocean Drive, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-0333 • www.CanyonClubMarina.com ................................................................... 58
Shell • 264 Dutch Farm Road, Bridgewater, NJ 08807 • 908-595-0486 • www.Shell.com..................................................................................................................... 41
South Jersey Yacht Sales • 1231 Route 109, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-1600 • www.SouthJerseyYachtSales.com .............................................................. 2
Sperry TopSider• 191 Spring Street, Lexington, MA 02421 • 800-666-5689 • www.SperryTopSider.com ......................................................................................... 8
Sturdy Bank • 701 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-898-1213 • www.SturdyOnline.com .......................................................................................... 82
Summer Station • 217 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-8800 • www.Beachcomber.com/Capemay/Hotels/summer.html .................................... 120
Sunset Marina • 12911 Sunset Avenue, Ocean City, MD 21842 • 410-213-9600 • www.OCSunsetMarina.com ............................................................................... 69
Tormenter Fishing Products • 613 Riverside Road, North Palm Beach, FL 33408 • 561-845-5066 • www.TormenterTackle.com ........................................... 112
Twin Disc • 1851 North Penn Road, Hatfield, PA 19440 • 215-822-6737 • www.TwinDisc.com ......................................................................................................... 25
Uncle Bill’s Pancake House • 253 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-7199 .......................................................................................................... 112
Union Park Restaurant • 727 Beach Avenue, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-8811 • www.UnionParkDiningRoom.com .......................................................... 128
Viking Yachts • Route 9, New Gretna, NJ 08224 • 609-296-6000 • www.VikingYachts.com ............................................................................................................. 17
Washington Inn • 801 Washington Street, Cape May, NJ 08204 • 609-884-5697 • www.WashingtonInn.com ............................................................................ 118
White Marlin Open • P. O. Box 737, Ocean City, MD 21843 • 410-723-6989 • www.WhiteMarlinOpen.com ................................................................................. 98
World Billfish Series • 7985 113th Street N., Seminole, FL 33772 • 727-319-3449 • www.WorldBillfishSeries.com ................................................................... 102
WXWORX • 2825 Business Center Blvd, Suite D-1, Melbourne, FL 32940 • 321-751-9202 • www.WXWORK.com ............................................................................. 31
ZF Marine • 3131 S.W. 42nd Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312 • 954-581-4040 • www.ZF.com .......................................................................................................... 102
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Thanks for hearing us last year when we 
asked for your stories and ideas. We think that 
this year’s On The Rip is truly “your” maga-
zine. Thanks to you, there are more articles 
about you... our participants, friends, customers 
and suppliers. Thanks to you, the magazine is 
bigger, and better than ever.

One of the ironies in working tournaments is that we 
rarely make it out On The Rip ourselves. Consequently, 
it’s only when you share your stories and photographs 
that we all get a little taste of the tournament action and 
offshore experience. So please keep those stories, articles, 
and photographs coming; we don’t just want them, we 
need them!

You may have noticed an added emphasis on outfitting 
in this issue. Once again, this development was reader 
driven. Fortunately for us, several of our suppliers and 
manufacturers stepped up to the plate and allowed us the 
benefit of their experience and expertise. To them we say 
thank you. If you represent equipment, a product, service, 
or an idea that would be of interest to the avid offshore 
fisherman, please contact us. We think that you’ll find 
we’re open to suggestions.

Remember: stories, photographs, and ideas!

Planning for the 2009 issue of On The Rip will com-
mence sometime in October of this year so it’s not too 
early to let us know if you have something interesting 
for next year’s publication. It’s also not too early to think 
about a tournament sponsorship next year. Our tourna-
ment sponsorship program allows you to tailor your 
participation based on your desired level of exposure, 
availability and budget. Copies of the 2009 Sponsorship 
Program and media kit for On The Rip will be avail-
able after October. For your copy, contact Mark Allen in 
marketing.

MAllen@SouthJerseyMarina.com

Call: 609-884-2400

Stop in or mail: 
South Jersey Marina Marketing Department 

1231 U.S. Highway 109
Cape May, NJ 08204

Or see Mark at any one of our 2008 tournaments

If you happened to pick up a copy of On The Rip and 
would like to be placed on our mailing list, send us an 
email, call or write to the above address.
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